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Forward-Looking Statements
In this Annual Report, we have disclosed forward-looking information to enable investors to comprehend our prospects
and take investment decisions. This report and other statements - written and oral - that we periodically make, contain
forward-looking statements that set out anticipated results based on the management’s plans and assumptions.
We have tried, wherever possible, to identify such statements by using words such as ‘anticipate’, ‘estimate’, ‘expects’,
‘projects’, ‘intends’, ‘plans’, ‘believes’, and words of similar substance in connection with any discussion of future
performance. We cannot guarantee that these forward-looking statements will be realised, although we believe we have
been prudent in our assumptions. The achievements of results are subject to risks, uncertainties and even inaccurate
assumptions. Should known or unknown risks or uncertainties materialise, or should underlying assumptions prove
inaccurate, actual results could vary materially from those anticipated, estimated or projected. Readers should keep
this in mind. We undertake no obligation to publicly update any forward-looking statement, whether as a result of new
information, future events or otherwise.

Corporate Overview
Statutory Reports

India is on a fast-track of growth and development. According
to the World Bank’s latest edition of Global Economic Prospects,
India’s economy is expected to advance at 7.2% in FY 2017, over
100 basis points faster than its long-term average growth rate of
6.12% (1951-2017). The country is powering ahead as one of the
fastest growing major economies in the world. According to the
International Monetary Fund, India is set to overtake Germany,
to become the fourth largest economy in the world by FY 2022.

Financial Statements

The catalyst that fuels growth and development of a
nation is financial capital. It will provide the critical
thrust that powers the growth engine of a country.
In India, Non-Banking Financial Companies (NBFCs) have
been playing an increasingly crucial role by financing longterm projects in core sectors, which contribute to the nation’s
development like real estate, housing, infrastructure and allied
industries.

At Altico Capital, we are amongst the leading NBFCs
in India, with a strong focus on financing the real
estate and allied sectors. In FY 2017, we continued
to deliver superlative performance in spite of a
challenging operating environment.
With significant growth across key financial metrics…
…and a committed focus on governance, people,
technology and robust processes, Altico Capital has
envisioned itself as a USD 2 billion plus NBFC by
FY 2020 with a clear purpose and objective:

FINANCING INDIA’S FUTURE
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Know us Better

Altico Capital is primarily engaged in granting advances and
loans to real estate developers in India. Based out of Mumbai,
the Company is registered with the Reserve Bank of India as
a systemically important non-deposit accepting non-banking
financial company (“NBFC”). Altico Capital focusses on
senior secured lending to mid-income residential and
commercial real estate projects across Tier-1 cities in India,
which includes Mumbai, National Capital Region (NCR),
Chennai, Bengaluru, Pune and Hyderabad. To complement
the strategy of providing financing solutions to the real
estate sector, we will focus on providing structured finance
solutions to other adjacent sectors.

In terms of net worth, Altico Capital is one of the
largest foreign-owned and controlled NBFCs in India,
with its capital base of ` 2,293 crore, which it has
raised from world-class shareholders.

their companies to succeed. In addition, by facilitating
these successful restructurings, the firm has become
a valuable and trusted resource to the region’s banks,
brokers and other business intermediaries.

With its credible lenders, diversified sources of
funding and Asset Liability Management optimisation,
Altico Capital has been rated IND AA- Outlook
Stable for its long-term borrowing programme and
highest rating IND A1+ for its short-term borrowing
programme by India Ratings and Research Private
Limited (“Fitch”).

From its inception in FY 2001, CCP has expanded
its activities to six global locations, including locally
staffed offices in Hong Kong, Singapore, Beijing,
Mumbai, Seoul and New York. The breadth of the
targeted investment market and CCP’s established.
and experienced.

Key Financial Sponsors

Clearwater Capital Partners (CCP)
CCP is an Asia-focussed company, that provides
investors with access to a full spectrum of specialsituation investments in public and private debt
or equity of local, Asia-region issuers. In doing so,
Clearwater also assists owners and management,
particularly of the region’s often capital-constrained
small-to medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), to create
financial and operating restructurings that will allow
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Altico Capital has been
rated IND AA- Outlook Stable for its
long-term borrowing programme
and highest rating IND A1+ for its
short-term borrowing programme
by India Ratings and Research
Private Limited (“Fitch”)

• Financial restructurings,
• Operational turnarounds, and
• Portfolios, pools and individual non-performing
loans.

The Abu Dhabi Investment Council is an investment
arm of the Government of Abu Dhabi. The
Council started its operations in April 2007 and is
responsible for investing part of the government’s
surplus financial resources through a globally
diversified investment strategy, targeting positive
capital returns through an expansive portfolio of
highly diversified asset classes and active investment
management strategies.
In the short time since its inception, the Council
has established a reputation for its entrepreneurial
spirit, open culture and quick decision-making
process.

Värde Partners is a global investment adviser
focussed on credit and value investing strategies.
The firm was founded in 1993 in Minnesota by a
group of three investment professionals. Each brought
broad experience in financial markets, and the trio
believed there were significant opportunities in
credit markets.
At a fundamental level, the firm focusses on unlocking
value – Värde means value in Swedish, seeking
opportunities in less efficient markets and pursuing
assets at a discount to their potential value.
Värde’s approach is centred on an integrated platform
with a unified focus on generation of attractive risk
adjusted returns. A key tenet of Värde’s strategy
is a flexible investment approach - investing, and
allocating capital and resources across multiple
segments and markets.
The firm has invested significant capital since
inception
and
has
experienced
investment
professionals
currently
managing
investments
worldwide. Värde continues to have a significant
presence in its city of origin – Minneapolis, but has
established equally strategic offices in London,
serving as our European headquarters, and in
Singapore, serving as the Asia Pacific headquarters.
Additional offices exist to support key activities in
those regions.
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Abu Dhabi Investment Council (ADIC)

Värde Partners (Värde)

Statutory Reports

• Investments in post-restructured or operationally
sound public and private companies that are
undervalued or poorly capitalised due to their
inaccessibility to capital,

Corporate Overview

“On-the-ground” presence makes it possible for the
firm to source, develop and capture value in diverse
opportunities across capital structures that include
but are not limited to:
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Our Growth in Numbers
Altico Capital has been going from strength to strength, climbing to higher levels of growth and financial
robustness.

Loan Book (` Cr.)

Gross Disbursements (` Cr.)

3,675

3,023

1,592

131%
FY
2016

FY
2017

1,300

FY
2016

133%
FY
2017

ROE (%)

PAT (` Cr.)

271

12.5%
10.0%

145

87%
FY
2016

04

FY
2017

25%
FY
2016

FY
2017
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Borrowings (` Cr.)

Gross Income (` Cr.)

1,843

100%

262

Statutory Reports

588

124%
Financial Statements

0
FY
2016

FY
2017

FY
2016

FY
2017

59.50%
Capital Adequacy

NIL
NPAs
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Board of Directors

Standing from left to right:

Sitting from left to right:

Mr. Rahul Merchant (Non-Executive Director)

Mr. Amit Gupta (Non-Executive Director)

Mr. Stephen Marzo (Independent Director)

Ms. Naina Lal Kidwai (Independent Director)

Mr. Robert Petty (Chairman & Non-Executive Director)

Ms. Subhashree Dutta (Non-Executive Director)

Mr. Ali Haroon (Non-Executive Director)

Dr. Yao Chye Chiang (Non-Executive Director)

Mr. Mark Cutis (Non-Executive Director)
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Chairman & Non-Executive
Director

Non-Executive Director

Non-Executive Director

Mr. Ali Haroon
Non-Executive Director

Mr. Mark Nicholas Cutis has been Chief Investment Officer at Abu Dhabi
Investment Council since joining it in 2008. Having worked for global investment
banks in various capacities, he has gained extensive experience in proprietary
trading, both on the buy side as well as the sell side. His experience spans key
positions at Shinsei Bank, Athene Holding Ltd., Lalpir Power Ltd. (formerly, AES
Lalpir (Pvt) Ltd.) and Pakgen Power Ltd. Mr. Curtis holds a BA in Economics
from Emory University and an MBA from the Wharton School of Business at the
University of Pennsylvania.

Mr. Ali Haroon is a Partner at Värde and Co-Head of the Global Real Estate Team,
and leads the firm’s Asian business besides being a member of its Investment
Committee. His responsibilities include managing Värde’s commercial real
estate credit and hard asset business, as well as its residential land development
activities. He earlier worked at Värde’s London office with a focus on European
real estate investments and commercial mortgage-backed securities. His
previous experience includes a career in the investment banking team of Bear
Stearns in London, and New York. Mr. Haroon holds a BA (Economics) from
University of Pennsylvania and an M.B.A. from INSEAD, France.
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Mr. Mark Cutis

Mr. Amit Gupta is Partner and Co-Founder of Clearwater LLC, and a member
of Clearwater’s Investment and Management Committees. His principal
responsibilities include credit research, due diligence, analysis and valuation.
Throughout his nearly 20-year investment career, Mr. Gupta has been on the
forefront of credit analysis and deal execution in Asia. His prior experience
includes key positions at Goldman Sachs (Asia) LLC, Peregrine Fixed
Income Ltd. and ICICI Ltd. Mr. Gupta is a postgraduate from IIM-Calcutta
and holds an engineering degree in Electronics and Communications from
IIT-Roorkee.

Statutory Reports

Mr. Amit Gupta

Mr. Robert Petty is Managing Partner and Co-Founder of Clearwater LLC, and
is a member of Clearwater’s Investment and Management Committees. Over
his nearly 30-year career span, Hong Kong-based Mr. Petty has focussed on
investing in Asia-dedicated special situations and credit investments, including
turnarounds, restructurings, stressed credits and distressed-for-control
transactions. His principal responsibilities encompass portfolio management,
origination and overall management of Clearwater. He holds a BA degree in
Political Science from Brown University.

Corporate Overview

Mr. Robert D Petty
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Board of Directors

Ms. Naina Lal Kidwai
Independent Director

Mr. Stephen Marzo
Independent Director

Ms. Subhashree
Dutta
Non-Executive Director
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Ms. Naina Lal Kidwai retired as Executive Director on the Board of HSBC Asia
Pacific and Chairperson of India after a 13-year stint. Before joining HSBC, she
was Vice Chairperson and Head Investment Banking at JM Morgan Stanley and
was responsible for directing the operations of the Investment Bank in India.
She is on the Board of Larsen & Toubro, Advent Private Equity, Nestle SA,
Cipla Ltd, Max Financial Services Ltd., besides being Chairperson of South Asia
Harvard Business School. A past President of FICCI, she is currently involved
with several Industry Associations. Ms. Kidwai has an MBA degree from Harvard
Business School, Boston, Massachusetts.

Mr. Stephen Marzo has over 30 years of experience in financial management
at various financial institutions, as well as commodity trading and resource
investment companies. He has spent the past 18 years in Hong Kong, where
he was the CFO of Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing Limited (HKEx), and
Group CFO of the Noble Group Limited (“Noble Group”), one of the largest
commodities supply chain management companies in the world. He has held
senior key management positions at Goldman Sachs Asia LLC and Bear Stearns
(Asia) LLC, and has also been European Treasurer for Phibro Energy Inc.
Mr. Marzo holds a B.Sc in Business Administration from Georgetown University
in Washington DC, USA.

Ms. Subhashree Dutta is a member of Clearwater’s Investment and Management
Committees and is responsible for overseeing credit analytics. In her 20-year
career, she has been involved in numerous restructurings, with experience across
diverse sectors in Asia, Australia and Europe. In her previous stint with ICICI Ltd,
she was largely focussed on credit underwriting and relationship management,
besides being engaged in performing workout and settlements for large
accounts. She helped establish Clearwater’s office in Mumbai and has worked
at the firm’s Hong Kong and New York offices. Ms. Dutta is a postgraduate from
IIM-Calcutta, besides being a CFA charter holder and a graduate of the Institute
of Cost and Works Accountants of India.

Non-Executive Director
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Non-Executive Director

Mr. Rahul Merchant is Executive Vice President and Chief Information Officer at
TIAA. He has more than 30 years of public and private sector experience as a
transformation leader, including expertise in business, technology, operations
and private equity. He earlier ran his own advisory firm, prior to which he was
Citywide Chief Information and Innovation Officer for the City of New York,
besides having held key positions at Fannie Mae, Merrill Lynch, Dresdner Bank,
Sanwa Bank and Copper Neff and Associates. Mr. Merchant holds a B.Sc in
Electrical Engineering from Bombay University, an M.Sc in Computer Science
from Memphis State University, and an MBA from Temple University.

Statutory Reports

Mr. Rahul Merchant

Dr. Yao Chye Chiang joined Clearwater in 2008 and is a member of the firm’s
Investment and Management committees. Based in Singapore, he oversees
Clearwater’s business and operating platforms, and is responsible for the firm’s
risk management and portfolio hedging strategies. He also plays a lead role in
the institutionalisation of the firm’s organisational processes and infrastructure,
besides monitoring global macro trends and the impact of current events on
Asian markets. His previous stints were with Cargill Financial Services Asia and
Black River Asset Management (Asia), prior to which he worked at CIBC World
Markets. Dr. Chiang holds a Master and Doctorate degree in Economics from
Princeton University.

Corporate Overview

Dr. Yao Chye Chiang
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Chairman’s Message

Altico
Capital,
with
its strong capital base and
conservative
asset
liability
management, is ideally positioned
to contribute to this changing real
estate skyline, with our core focus
on senior secured lending to midincome residential projects and to
the commercial real estate sector
across most Tier-1 cities in India

Dear Stakeholders,
It is my pleasure to present to you Altico Capital’s
Annual Report for FY 2016-17, another year of
robust growth for both the Company and the Indian
economy, at large.
When we look at India we are excited to observe the
continuation of a positive policy environment that
has clearly encouraged both domestic and foreign
investment. This environment has delivered results
in terms of sustained and robust GDP growth, along
with low inflation. The IMF, which observed that
India’s economy has grown at a strong pace in
recent years, owing to the implementation of critical
structural reforms, favourable terms of trade, and
lower external vulnerabilities, expects the country to
continue to grow at a fast pace, with a projected 6.8%
in FY 2017 and 7.2% in FY 2018.
The Government’s ongoing reform initiatives, for
both the economy overall and the Real Estate sector
specifically, has continued to create a strong longer
term operating environment. While demonetisation
gave a shock to the market, and raised initial
questions in Real Estate particularly, in retrospect the
demonetisation event has further proven the resilience
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of our business model, our team’s tenacity and the
strength of our underwriting. Demonetisation’s longer
term impact, has now clearly created a positive
progressive impact on the whole real estate sector,
as has the further promotion of affordable housing.
Adding further impetus has been the new policy
directive - allowing individuals to leverage up to 90%
of their savings in EPF accounts to purchase a home
or land – which is facilitating financial savings moving
into physical assets.
In addition, the recent implementation of GST will
result in a more formal and transparent corporate
environment and financial market. Along with the
new measures targeting financial inclusion and the
creation of infrastructure and “Housing for All”, we feel
comfortable that Real Estate sector, and economic
growth overall will remain sustainable.
The real estate sector in India has received immense
impetus in recent times from the Government’s
specific mission to ensure ‘Housing for All by 2022’ and
by creating the ‘Smart Cities’ challenge. These are two
clear examples of large scale national initiatives for
the next stage of growth in Real Estate projects and

Our core expertise and values will keep us committed
to strong underwriting, deep legal backing of our
transactions, and operational excellence anchored in
innovative technology while truly living a culture of
transparency, compliance, and meticulous corporate
governance. These values and cultural mindsets will
continue to be the anchor of our growth, as it has
been in the past.
Our growth thus far would not have been possible
without the undaunted efforts put in by our talented,
experienced and focussed team across Altico Capital.
Your diligence and focussed execution is deserving
of kudos.

We are collectively building Altico Capital, with the
clear goal of creating value for all our stakeholders:
from the Indian homeowners and citizens, to our
partner borrowers, to our capital providers, both debt
and equity. Collectively, we can thrive by “Financing
India’s Future”.

I would also like to close by thanking our financial
partner and lenders for entrusting your capital with
us; it will always be our privilege to live up to this trust.
I extend my gratitude to our customers, for selecting
Altico Capital as a financing partner. All of you play a
vital role in the Altico Capital ecosystem and together
we look forward to continuing to bring to fruition our
mission of “Financing India’s Future.”

We see tremendous incremental opportunities to
create value through building Altico Capital further

Robert D Petty
Chairman & Non-Executive Director
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Just as India’s future, and the Real Estate sector look
alluring, I am equally confident of Altico Capital’s
bright future. Our Company follows a culture of
responsive and responsible capital management. Our
balance sheet is anchored in rigorous underwriting,
strong documentation and a culture of managing
our loans with a mindset of partnership between our
borrowers and our team of real estate experts. As a
Board, we are proud of the energy and focus of our
large and very specialised team – our greatest assets.
We, collectively, recognise their efforts and wish to
thank them for a year of notable accomplishments. The
year ahead will see us make substantial investments
in our outstanding current team, as well as further
broaden and deepen our talent pool, as we look to
grow Altico’s institutional excellence.

Altico Capital has been built based on deep and
extensive lending experience in the real estate sector,
and we feel that we can now apply this knowledge, to
adjacent infrastructure sectors. We see opportunities
to use our underwriting experience and clear sector
expertise to gradually and thoughtfully advance into
adjacent lending segments. You will see us remain
focussed on our core expertise while layering in a
selective and thoughtful diversification in adjacent
financing areas with compelling risk adjusted returns.
This will further enhance and diversify our business,
building still further our financial strength and thus
enabling to continue our mission of “Financing India’s
Future.”

Statutory Reports

Altico Capital, with its strong capital base and
conservative asset liability management, is ideally
positioned to contribute to this changing real estate
skyline, with our core focus on senior secured
lending to mid-income residential projects and to
the commercial real estate sector across most Tier1 cities in India. We continue to do so in partnership
with leading real estate developers as we focus on the
housing and related infrastructure sectors to build a
better community for the next generation of Indians.

– not only by continuing and enhancing our strong
financial metrics, but by bringing financial technology
to our business, continuously innovating in lending,
and using our uniquely large database of information
to be the most knowledge, partnerly and focussed
lender in our business. We strive for continued scale
and specialisation, as we believe we are uniquely
positioned to participate in one of the world’s
most compelling growth opportunities, housing
and infrastructure for the next generation of India’s
growth.

Corporate Overview

Real Estate infrastructure across India. Further, the
setting up of the Real Estate Regulatory Authorities
(“RERA”), legislation for Real Estate Investment Trusts
(“REIT”) and 100% Foreign Direct Investments has led
to record PE investments in the real estate sector (a
total of USD 32 billion, of which USD 5.7 billion came in
FY 2016 alone). This also gave the affordable housing
sector the opportunity for real, long-standing reform
and transformation, by making it more transparent
and giving it access to formal channels of lower cost
capital. With India staying firmly committed to these
reform initiatives of recent years, we at Altico Capital
mirror that commitment by continuing to execute our
mission of “Financing India’s Future”.
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Letter from the CEO’s desk

Our premium pedigree,
futuristic
approach,
visionary
management
team,
processdriven approach with prudent
policies
and
structured
risk
management framework, provided
us a strong foothold and we have
moved ahead confidently

Dear Stakeholders,
For our large and diverse country, ensuring financial
access to fuel growth is a priority. In this context, NonBanking Finance Companies have found innovative
ways to address the debt requirements of every
segment of the Indian economy and have played a
valuable role in the evolution of a vibrant, competitive
and dynamic financial system.
Four years ago, Altico Capital too commenced with
a single-minded aspiration to participate in India’s
growth story and specifically, in addressing the
financial gaps visible in the real estate sector. We
were committed to building a robust and sustainable
business enterprise with a resilient value matrix of
fundamental strengths that could manage risks and
adapt to changes in the external environment, while
enabling us to tap prevailing opportunities.
Our premium pedigree, futuristic approach, visionary
management team, process-driven approach with
prudent policies and structured risk management
framework, provided us a strong foothold and we
have moved ahead confidently.
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I am happy to state that even at this nascent
stage, Altico Capital has emerged as a formidable
entity - a statement that is validated and
endorsed by the numbers we have reported and
qualitative strengths that are visible across various
parameters.
The size of our book increased from ` 1,592 crore
in FY 2016 to ` 3,675 crore in FY 2017, marking a
CAGR of 131%. This is on account of an increase in
gross disbursements from ` 1,300 crore in FY 2016 to
` 3,023 crore in FY 2017, at a CAGR of 133%. Not only
has Altico Capital increased its loan book, there have
been principal repayments/pre-payments to the tune
of over ` 957 crore in FY 2017, demonstrating portfolio
seasoning and, more importantly, Altico Capital’s
superior underwriting standards. With this increase
in loan book, Altico Capital’s Gross income rose to
` 588 crore in FY 2017 from ` 262 crore in FY 2016, at a
CAGR of 124%.
Similarly, profitability spurted from ` 145 crore in
FY 2016 to ` 271 crore in FY 2017, clocking a CAGR
of 87%.

Corporate Overview

Altico Capital, today, is one of the largest foreign
owned NBFCs in terms of Networth. With
strong financial sponsors having brought equity
upfront, Altico’s FY 2017 Networth stands healthy at
` 2,293 crore.

Not just financial numbers, Altico Capital’s scale is also
visible in our vast underlying size of its portfolio. As of
FY 2017, Altico Capital had disbursed 33 loans across
84 projects, spread across 7 cities, covering 8 crore+
square feet of saleable area.

While we embraced scale, we remained firmly
process-oriented
and
the
strength
of
our
enterprise-building effort is validated by the
quality of our assets, reflected in NIL NPAs, since
we adopted the current strategy. This is mainly
because we chose to stay away from the traditional
lending institutions approach where the focus is
mainly on disbursements and collections. We
developed high quality processes to efficiently and
actively monitor the deployment of our funds. We
consider our loans as assets, in a true sense, and are
actively involved in monitoring the development
of every project we fund. Our process-driven asset
management exercise entails reporting on an efficient
and timely tracking of projects in our systems. This
approach will play an important role as we attain
greater scale.
For the first time in FY 2017, we entered the debt
market to borrow funds. The volume, diversity of
tenure and diverse instruments through which we have

successfully raised the funds is a clear endorsement
of our Company’s strong foundation and the trust we
have managed to garner. With a total borrowing of
` 2,128 crore (both on Balance Sheet and off Balance
Sheet), Altico Capital has established itself as a key
player amongst debt market participants, in its very
first year of raising debt. With a huge equity base of
` 2,293 crore, Altico Capital has significant room to
borrow further and scale-up to an ambitious balance
sheet size of USD 2 billion and beyond by FY 2020.
Marquee lenders, including the multi-lateral agency,
IFC, committed funds and international and domestic
creditors of the highest quality, including Indian banks
(scheduled commercial, private/public sector) and
mutual fund houses, contributed to Altico Capital’s
debt funding base.
Our debt:equity ratio now stands at 0.8x, at the same
time our capital adequacy remains a robust 59.5%. The
debt:equity ratio, which is far lower than the industry
norm, gives us adequate scope to leverage further.
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Altico Capital has consciously adopted a diversified
funding policy, choosing diverse pan-India locations
spanning six metropolitan areas with major funding
focus on advanced brown field projects, as we
refinance banks and give developers additional funds
required to complete their projects. In fact, to facilitate
our clients further, Altico Capital offers them lending
solutions across several of their projects. This has led
to a significant traction in the business.

Altico has consciously
adopted a diversified funding
policy, choosing diverse panIndia locations spanning six
metropolitan areas with major
funding focus on advanced brown
field projects, as we refinance
banks
and
give
developers
additional funds required to
complete their projects

Statutory Reports

Our business focus on senior secured loans, with strong
underlying assets and resourceful counterparties, has
helped us develop a high cash generative business
model with moderate leverage and a significant
cushion.

Annual Report 2016-17

in the real estate sector, others will facilitate the flow
of funds from the formal financial sector to the real
estate sector, ensuring better liquidity and adherence
to project timelines.

Our
confidence
is
also based on the external
environment, as we see it, and
we are optimistic that the current
macro-economic
environment
and positive policy changes in
the real estate sector, so far,
will have a far-reaching positive
impact on the sector

The single biggest factor contributing to our growth is
the vigorous efforts to build our Enterprise.
We continue to further reinforce our core enterprise
pillars by augmenting our technology infrastructure,
processes framework, risk management strategy
and talent and leadership teams, etc. in line with our
enterprise-value creation plan and “Vision 2020”.
We are confident that these strategic initiatives will
enable our business to gain further momentum and
we aspire to take Altico Capital’s balance sheet to a
milestone size of at least USD 2 billion. We believe
these efforts will truly enable us to unlock value for
our shareholders in the long-term.
Our confidence is also based on the external
environment, as we see it, and we are optimistic
that the current macro-economic environment and
positive policy changes in the real estate sector, so
far, will have a far-reaching positive impact on the
sector. While some of these measures will ensure
greater transparency and, therefore, more confidence
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The presence of a Real Estate Regulatory Authority
(RERA) will ensure increased accountability and
transparency in the execution of real estate projects
and will also enhance the credibility of good builders
and protect the interests of customers. We believe
that it will provide a strong and positive thrust to
demand in real estate sector. The formation of Real
Estate Investment Trusts (REITs) will benefit both
developers as well as investors. Developers will gain
access to a larger pool of funds, while investors can
invest and gain from the appreciation in prices in the
sector. Further, allowing 100% FDI into the real estate
sector and easing the rules pertaining to exiting and
repatriating investments will also further encourage
the inflows into the sector.
We also welcome the Finance Minister’s proposal
to give infrastructure status to affordable housing,
taking the Prime Minister’s vision of ‘Housing for All
by 2020’ forward. We believe that this will result in
availability of institutional finance at lower borrowing
rates and access to a higher limit on external
commercial borrowings for developers and other tax
benefits.
Further, several provisions of the Insolvency and
Bankruptcy Code 2016 (Code) have been brought
into force in FY 2017, which will encourage greater
participation in the sector, due to clear exit provisions,
and ensure better liquidity and adherence to project
timelines.
Last, but not the least, we believe that the
demonetisation drive, initiated by the Central
Government in November 2016, will have a positive
effect on the economy and industry in the long run,
although it may have triggered a slowdown in the real
estate sector in the short term.
With all these conducive developments driving the
sector, we look forward to an exciting FY 2018, both
in terms of the development of our business and in
terms of growth in the real estate sector and the
economy, at large.

Thank you,
Sanjay Grewal
Chief Executive Officer
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We are confident that
backed by our strong underwriting
criteria, superior liability and
liquidity management practices,
we can maintain a risk-free lending
environment. As we continue
to focus on Financing India’s
Future, we remain committed to
delivering increasing value to our
stakeholders

Statutory Reports

With another eventful and rewarding year behind
us, we await the year ahead and all the growth
and returns that it will deliver, with the support
and guidance of our financial sponsors, members
of
the
Board
and
in-house
Management
committees, clients and employees. Most of all, we
look forward to continuing on our path of Financing
India’s Future.

Corporate Overview

Our confidence is further endorsed due to our
talented management and employees. I take this
opportunity to thank them for their hard work and
professional approach, which is the bedrock of
our organisation’s progress. We are confident that
backed by our strong underwriting criteria, superior
liability and liquidity management practices, we can
maintain a risk-free lending environment. As we
continue to focus on Financing India’s Future, we
remain committed to delivering increasing value to
our stakeholders.
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Value Creation from Successful
Enterprise Management
At the root of the Company’s progress is a combination
of multiple facets of its business model aided by strong
Enterprise Management, which Altico Capital continues
to strengthen and build with a visionary approach and
deep-rooted understanding of the industry.

A qualified workforce, which is led by a far-sighted
Board of Directors and backed by deep-pocketed
shareholders, is aligned to our business goals in
steering our growth strategy as we take on new
opportunities.
Through
superior
underwriting
capabilities, Altico Capital continues to set industry
benchmarks of excellence, which give it a strong
presence in the industry.
Our systems, processes and corporate governance
framework underline the strategic interplay of our
deep domain understanding of the real estate sector
financial markets. It has infused transparency and
accountability, while facilitating timely compliances
across the spectrum.
The enterprise build-up initiatives has increased the
operational efficiencies, helped in faster and better
credit underwriting, superior asset management
through various scorecards and models, efficient
collection tracking, holistic project monitoring and
enhanced data and risk analytics capabilities.
Going forward, they will continue to contribute to
strengthening our client-centric approach through a
sound delivery mechanism in line with our business
strategy.
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Our systems, processes
and
corporate
governance
framework underline the strategic
interplay of our deep domain
understanding of the real estate
sector financial markets

At the forefront of our enterprise strategy are the core building blocks which form the backbone of
our enterprise.

•

Our unique combination of a large pool of
capital and a seasoned team, with superior

•

The Company’s focus on good governance,
backed
by
a
strong
process-driven
strategy continues to nurture the foundation
of strengths as it surges towards higher
growth.

•

As the Company deepens and diversifies its
portfolio, the focus continues to be on our core
values of transparency, high levels of corporate
governance, trust, ethics and growth.

Visionary
Board

Experienced
Leadership &
Management Team

Strong Capital
Base

Superior Liquidity
& Liability
Management

Advanced
Underwriting
Expertise

Detailed SystemDriven Evaluation
Processes

Well-Structured
Risk Management
Framework
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•

The Company’s credit lines are also backed by
strong and diverse credit lines from various
financial institutions.

underwriting skills and systemic approach,
has enabled Altico Capital to invest capital at
a faster clip. This, in turn, has also increased
value delivery to our stakeholders.

Statutory Reports

•

Our strong partnership with our globally
deep-pocketed investors - Hong Kong-based
Clearwater Capital Partners, Minneapolisbased, multi-billion dollar global alternative
investment firm Värde Partners and sovereign
wealth fund Abu Dhabi Investment Council –
provides us with a sound capital base, coupled
with proven expertise and rich experience.

Corporate Overview

Investing in Strengths

Global
Governance
Standard

As the Company moves forward, the focus shall be on further investing in our core
strengths to deliver higher growth for the organisation, and all its stakeholders,
with the ultimate goal of contributing to the nation’s progress.
17
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Investing in Enterprise
Management
Robust and Steady Governance
Initiatives
We have put together best practices across the
enterprise to help us deliver futuristic solutions to
customers in markets where we are present, thereby
enabling us to meet the transformational needs of
India.
To ensure robust benchmarks of governance, Altico
Capital has instituted various Policies, Processes
and Guidelines and reconstituted various board
committees. We have also implemented enterprise
level Compliance Monitoring & Reporting Tools
keeping in sight various statutory/regulatory reporting
compliances. Our Annual Reports that not only detail
our progress but describe our mission and values
too. Altico Capital has issued listed debt instruments,
thereby classifying itself as a “listed company” under
the applicable law and is ensuring listing governance
practices in day-to-day affairs.
At the Board level, Altico Capital has put in place
a formal and independent Board Performance
Evaluation process. Internal controls, processes,
policies and procedures are monitored by various
Board/Management level committees.

People Potential
Our greatest strength and source of growth is our
people. We offer performance-linked compensation
to attract and retain the best talent in the industry;
towards this end, we have concluded a compensation
benchmarking exercise and an employee satisfaction
survey with AON Hewitt. During FY 2017, we have
continued to induct senior and mid-level management
personnel. To enhance their efficiency and keep
them motivated, we have conducted various training
programmes, across departments, translating into
2.86 average man days.

Finance and Treasury
Being a part of the financial sector, we treat our
finance and treasury operations as an utmost
priority. Accordingly, we have ensured zero delays
in regulatory / borrower covenant reporting and Nil
non-compliances. We have trained our personnel
in Ind-AS (IFRS) and initiated the impact of these
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` 359 Cr. (Nirmal)
Lend to a portfolio of 5 advanced projects of
Nirmal Developers, spread over a total saleable
area of more than 2 million square feet in Mulund
West, Mumbai. The five-year facility is being
utilised towards takeover of existing loan and to
provide incremental finance towards construction.

` 252 Cr. (River View Properties)
Funded an existing township project within Pune
Municipal Corporation limits against significant
additional collateral security. The facility is
being disbursed towards refinancing of existing
lender and towards project expenses in multiple
tranches.

` 440 Cr. (Vatika)
Invested across diversified bouquet of residential,
commercial and retail project located in Gurgaon
within an established township of Vatika having
total saleable area of more than 2.5 million square
feet. The facility proceeds have been utilised
towards refinance of existing debt, partly for
corporate usage and balance towards project
development.
standards on Altico Capital’s balance sheet for FY
2017. We have also successfully executed statutory,
internal, secretarial and tax audits with timely
reporting to the Board of Directors and Shareholders.
Closely working with our Audit Committee, the scope
of Internal Audit was enlarged from annually to biannually. In terms of applicable law, Altico Capital has
successfully initiated transition of Statutory Auditors
to a new Statutory Auditors under the guidance of
the Audit Committee and Board of Directors. Altico
Capital regularly keeps all stakeholders informed on
the operational and financial performance, such as
rating agencies, regulatory/statutory bodies (RBI,
Statutory, Internal and Secretarial Auditors), financial
institutions (bankers, mutual fund houses), etc. Altico
Capital has strong in-house Finance and Treasury
team to monitor financial reporting and treasury
management.
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Data and Information
Monitoring and Security
(Information Technology)

The Company applied for a registered trade mark
with the Trade Marks Registry, Mumbai thereby
making “Altico” and “Altico Capital - Financing
India’s Future” as our registered trade mark. We
have been visible with our presence at Real Estate
forums and conferences. We have a fully operational
website, www.alticocap.com, which describes Altico
Capital in brief and various media / regulatory
disclosures.

Environment and Social Management
System (ESMS)
1. Introduction
Altico Capital raised ` 463 crore from International
Finance Corporation (IFC) who mandate that all their

direct investments financed out of IFC proceeds
apply “performance standards” (PS) to manage
environmental and social risks, and impacts to enhance
project development “opportunities” within the
ambit of IFC’s environmental and social sustainability
framework.
Working closely with IFC, international consulting firms
such as AECOM and ARCADIS, and other independent
consultants, Altico Capital carried out environment,
health, safety and social (EHSS) due diligence (DD)
of 7 projects across 3 developers, and followed it
up with implementation of environment and social
management systems (ESMS); specific environment,
health and safety (EHS) training programmes; and
preparation of policy documents and manuals to
improve project implementation processes. For each
of the projects that were examined, a corrective action
plan (CAP) was developed based on the findings of
the due diligence along with an agreed timeline and
assignment of responsibilities. Altico Capital worked
closely with the developers to take all corrective
measures by appointing an independent consultant
to facilitate the processes, and provide technical
assistance and support where required.
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In addition to infusing seamless operational controls,
our enterprise management brings together different
data aspects required for effective decisionmaking and asset management under one umbrella.
Our processes spell out the defined standards
of conformity and reliability, thereby increasing
efficiency and output of decision-making.

The Company applied
for a registered trade mark
with the Trade Marks Registry,
Mumbai thereby making “Altico”
and “Altico Capital - Financing
India’s Future” as our registered
trade mark
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Moving ahead of the times in our Information
Technology endeavours, we have successfully
completed our migration to Microsoft Cloud. We
now have a dual backup system, including one
at an outstation (Cloud) location and manage
an active directory / application / antivirus and
backup server. We have also put in place a robust
Business Continuity & Disaster Recovery Plan and
integrated each of the 5 process control systems
with each other, in addition to implementing process
control systems. We also worked closely with our
Risk Committee, on continuous enhancement and
advancement of IT processes and policies. The
Company also undertakes regular Business Continuity
Planning exercise to test the IT systems in case of
an emergency. Such reports, including test reports
of external technical auditors, are placed before the
Risk Committee, so that they can pursue/suggest a
further course of action, if any.
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2. Pre- and post-investment strategy
For new investment proposals that are being
evaluated, the technical review, will also include other
than review of approvals/permits and buildability, a
preliminary assessment of EHSS standards followed
both at organisational as well as project levels.
Given the nature of the real estate business in India,
which is largely family-owned/promoter-driven, the
extent of focus on EHSS aspects depends entirely
on how the “promoter” looks at this, and this “focus”
swings right across from doing it just for the namesake, and/or doing “just enough” so that all the
“boxes” of mandatory “requirements” are ticked, to
dedicated organisation structures for managing EHS,
procurement management, clear policies related to
internal and external stakeholders, and construction
management.
Altico Capital recognises that it will be virtually
impossible to find investment opportunities that will
completely satisfy all EHSS standards, and the
efforts would be on building and strengthening the
ESMS framework as part of asset management.
With this “recognition”, Altico Capital broadly adopts
the following approach:
A. Preliminary review at pre-investment stage to
understand the extent of what all needs to be done

Altico recognises that
it will be virtually impossible to
find investment opportunities that
will completely satisfy all EHSS
standards, and the efforts would
be on building and strengthening
the ESMS framework as part of
asset management

amended to bring in a culture of “self-compliance”
and transferring the onus of ensuring compliance
to building plan sanctioning authorities such as
the municipal corporations, special planning
authorities etc. This is applicable for projects with
built-up area (BUA) less than 1,50,000 square
metres (sqm).

B. Buy-in of the developer on the need to “upgrade”
his policies and processes by explaining the values
thereof – e.g. risks associated with “accidents” at
site, and how it would, without adequate measures,
put his business at risk (punitive action by
authorities), benefits associated with easier access
to project funding etc.

While the conditions in relation to environment
management plan largely remain unchanged, it
has now necessitated periodic audits to be carried
out by approved environment consultants (to be
empanelled by each authority) along with selfmonitoring of the ambient air, water, and noise
quality vis-à-vis the baseline recorded prior to start
of construction.

C. Appoint an independent consultant to help putting
in place an ESMS

4. Green buildings

D. Undertake third-party audit on periodical basis, if
required, for allowable assets
E. Monitoring compliance as part of ongoing asset
management

3. Update on statutory guidelines for
environmental clearance
In December 2016, the “environmental clearance”
(EC) rules, as part of ease of doing business, were
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Presently, 13 per cent of the projects in Altico’s current
portfolio are rated as “Green Buildings”. With
incentivisation of “green” buildings across different
in terms of additional buildable space (measured in
terms of floor-area-ratio, FAR or floor-space-index,
FSI) and waiver/discounting of certain statutory
charges, it is expected that investment opportunities
in “green” projects would grow in the coming years,
and this is expected to be a focus area specially in the
commercial space.

Lent to an established large format residential
project spread across 68 acres with 6.7 million
sq ft being developed in New Gurgaon (NCR).
Jointly lent with KKR through structured
debt (NCDs) into the project SPV on a senior
secured basis.

` 212 Cr. (Marvel)
Invested in a diversified bouquet of 6 projects in
various stages of development cycle across Pune
and Bengaluru. The facility proceeds have been
utilised towards refinance of existing lender and
part of project costs are being borne out of the
balance facility in multiple tranches.
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As a dynamic entity, investment in the Enterprise
Build-up over the past few years has empowered it
with the capacities and capabilities to leverage the
spectacular opportunities in senior secured lending in
the real estate market, as well as other core sectors of
growth in India.

` 315 Cr. (Ramprastha SARE)
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We believe that the progress that we catalyse at
the very grassroot level is what actually defines us.
Beyond Financing India’s Future through our business
activities, we also lay strong emphasis on our CSR
activities. Our focus is on areas of Health, Education,
Women’s Welfare, Water & Sanitation. We conducted
selected activities through 7 NGOs during FY 2017,
which we have been regularly monitoring through site
visits, credit checks and a review of audited financials
and the utilisation report. The Company contributed
` 1.58 crore in FY 2017 to 7 NGOs causes across
various areas, in accordance with its CSR Policies and
under the guidance of the CSR Committee.

Corporate Overview

Considerations Beyond Business

The investment in building on Atico’s strengths,
backed by favourable Government policies, will
continue to boost growth, even as it underpins the
nation’s progress in the years to come.
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Caring for Communities
through CSR
While we focus on ‘Financing India’s Future’, we feel
privileged to also contribute to India’s development through
our CSR activities. Our CSR committee, which comprises
director-level management, has set an agenda, which entails
upliftment of those less fortunate through intervention in
four broad areas - Women Empowerment, Education, Health,
Water & Sanitation.

Women Empowerment:
Altico worked with Goonj (an NGO which provides
clothes and other basic amenities, collected and
recycled from urban centres, to millions of women in
the hinterlands) to set up a stitching centre under its
“Cloth for Work” initiative, to encourage women to
earn their livelihood.
Education:
Recognising that education is the key to unlocking
a brighter future, Altico tied up with three NGOs –
The Akanksha Foundation, Nanhi Kali and Takshila
Prabodhini – to help further their noble causes.
Through Akanksha, the Company sponsored teaching
aids, like school books and other education material,
for children at the Wadibundar Municipal School.
Altico’s support for Project Nanhi Kali translated
into encouraging girl children to attend school by
ensuring their holistic development through provision
of material support, in addition to academic support.
Through Takshila, Altico was instrumental in initiating
special education for twelve bright underprivileged
children from villages, who were selected to attend a
prototypical gurukul, with a uniquely-crafted syllabus.

Doctor Mane: Medical Foundation for cancer treatment

WOTR: Farmers involvement

Health:
Hygiene and cleanliness is the utmost priority for
institutions like St. Jude India’s Child Cancer Care
Centres, as a clean, hygienic environment is conducive
to recovery from a life-threatening disease like cancer,
towards which, Altico has sponsored 8 Family units.
Altico also contributed towards the subsidisation of
treatment of underprivileged cervical cancer patients
at Dr. Mane Medical Foundation and has sponsored all
the Surgical and Medical equipment for the hospital.
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Employee engagement in CSR activities

Corporate Overview

Water & Sanitation:

Statutory Reports

Altico is involved in a water conservation project
in the drought-ridden districts of Bori and Musai
Taluka Ambad of District Jalna, spearheaded by
WOTR, a premier NGO institution in the field of
participatory Watershed Development and Climate
Change Adaptation. Its unique strength lies in its
‘on-field’ experience and in a systemic, participatory
approach. WOTR supports a large-scale multi-actor,
multi-level, multi-sectoral, community-led watershed
development programme for poverty reduction.

Financial Statements

WOTR - Water Conservation

Goonj - Women Empowerment

Goonj - Empowering women to be independent

Goonj - Empowering women to be independent

Nanhi Kali - Promoting education amongst girl child

Nanhi Kali - Promoting education amongst girl child
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Global Economy

The year was marked with concerns relating to the
economic impact of the increase in interest rates
by the US Fed and the turmoil in Chinese financial
markets due to Yuan depreciation by the Chinese
Central Bank. However, it was the political shocks
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FY 2016 witnessed the global economic outlook
modestly strengthening towards the end of the year
with buoyant financial markets, cyclical recovery
in manufacturing and trade, and firming oil prices.
Overall growth for the year was 3.1% as compared to
3.4% in FY 2015.

from BREXIT and unexpected leadership changes
in United States, United Kingdom, Brazil, and Italy
among others that had a much greater effect on
the economic sentiments during the year; some
of it positive in nature. The financial markets
remained buoyant across the globe, especially
since the last quarter of FY 2016, based on
expectations of faster economic growth due to
potentially accommodative fiscal stance of the new
administration in United States, anticipated cyclical
recovery in global trade and commodity prices,
and robust performance of significant emerging
economies (mainly commodity importers).

Corporate Overview

Management Discussion and
Analysis

World GDP Growth (%)
Financial Statements
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Based on these factors and expected recovery in
most emerging countries, which are commodity
exporters, the International Monetary Fund (IMF)
has projected the world economy to grow at
a moderately faster pace of 3.5% in FY 2017
compared to 3.1% in FY 2016. Emerging economies

Emerging Market & Developing Economies

will contribute to a relatively higher share of the
overall growth. United States, where inventory
adjustment and weak investments had impacted
growth in FY 2016, is expected to be the leading
factor in better performance of the advanced
economies.
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Indian Economy
India remained relatively resilient to the global gloom
as the country’s strong fundamentals and stable
political scenario continued to provide a positive
thrust to the economic momentum.
In FY 2016-17, the Indian economy retained its tag of
being the fastest growing major economy in the world
recording an estimated GDP growth of 7.1% compared
to 7.9% in FY 2015-16. While the growth momentum in
gross value added (GVA) from services and industries
declined from 9.9% and 8.2% respectively in FY 201516 to an expected 8.8% and 5.2% respectively in
FY 2016-17, that from the agriculture sector is likely
to increase from 0.76% to 4.1%. The robust growth
in agriculture sector was primarily driven by normal
monsoon post years of drought earlier.

USD 6M
LIBOR

2018(P)

Other macro-economic determinants also showed signs
of improvements. The Government has made significant
progress on important economic reforms, which will
support strong and sustainable growth going forward.
The external current account and fiscal positions both
improved and helped lower inflation. Continued fiscal
consolidation, by reducing government deficits and
debt accumulation, and an anti-inflationary monetary
policy stance helped cement macroeconomic stability.
At the end of the fiscal, trade deficit declined from
USD 130.1 bn in FY 2015-16 to USD 112.4 bn and inflation
remained at reasonable levels of 3.81%. Fiscal deficit
and current account deficit are expected to be at
0.7% and 3.5% of GDP respectively. Foreign exchange
reserves surged to an all-time high of USD 359.7 bn at
the end of March 2017.
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Repo and Reverse Repo Rates in FY 2016-17
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In the real estate sector, to ensure that developers
pass on the benefit of GST to the final customer, the
Government has included an anti-profiteering clause
in GST law. Under this law, it is mandatory to pass on
the benefit of tax reduction due to input tax credit
to the final customer. Thus, the implementation of
GST will be a sentiment booster for property buyers
though there could be short-term challenges for
developers in transitioning to the new tax regime.

In addition to this, the Government undertook several
other critical initiatives such as bringing structural
reforms in the banking and real estate sector, relaxing FDI
norms, easing business scenario, reducing bureaucracy
levels, making all departments more accountable, and
promoting the development of small and medium
businesses. There has also been renewed focus on the
infrastructure and agricultural sectors, which are vital
for sustaining the economic growth momentum.

In terms of the political scenario, the victory of the
present Central Government in the crucial 2017
Assembly elections in the states of Uttar Pradesh,
Goa, Manipur and Uttarakhand is likely to usher further
stability and will facilitate faster clearance of critical
bills while enhancing investor sentiment.

Amongst these measures, the passing of the Goods
and Services Tax (GST) bill is seen as a potential game
changer and it is the single biggest tax reform in
independent India. With its genesis in the concept of
“one nation, one market, one tax,” the new indirect tax
regime will subsume nearly a dozen central and state
taxes, including excise duty, value-added tax (VAT)
and service tax. One of the significant changes in GST
is input tax credit, where credits of input taxes paid
at each stage of production or service delivery can
be availed in the succeeding stages of value addition,
thus helping eliminate “tax-on-tax”.

With reduced bottlenecks, rising investor confidence
in the Indian financial markets, boost in infrastructure
developments and implementation of favourable
structural reforms, India is expected to maintain its
growth momentum. All major international bodies like
IMF, World Bank, Asian Development Bank and OECD
among others remain positive and confident of the
country’s growth. IMF expects the Indian economy to
grow 7.2% in FY 2017 before picking up momentum
and growing by 7.7% in FY 2018.

Performance of the Nbfc Sector
Over the past four decades, the NBFC sector has
found a prominent place for itself in the Indian financial
system. Riding on niche competencies, wider reach
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The year witnessed one of the most historic initiatives
in the recent history – the implementation of
demonetisation, whereby the government withdrew
currency amounting to ` 15.44 lakh crore in a bid to
check on the growth of black money and parallel
economy. The move, which led to a temporary
disruption channelised significant idle funds into
the formal system. It also catalysed the country’s
migration towards digitisation and cashless economy.
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and focussed product lines, NBFCs now contribute to a
wider share of the total credit in the system. Within the
Indian financial system, while Scheduled Commercial
Banks are still the dominant players, accounting for
nearly 57% of the total bilateral exposures, NBFCs
are emerging as a large and growing category, with
disbursements accounting for around 14% of the total.
Financial statistics on NBFCs, released by the RBI,
reveal that their asset base has grown by 150%
between FY 2012 and FY 2015, while the net profits
doubled over the same period. According to a
report by PwC, the share of NBFCs in total credit
has increased from 8% in FY 2006 to around 14% in
FY 2015 and is expected to touch the 18-20% mark by
FY 2020.
While the growth in bank credit slipped from around
17% in FY 2012 to 14% in FY 2013 and FY 2014 and
further to 8-9% in FY 2015 and FY 2016, the annual
loan growth for NBFCs has remained steady in the
range of 17-19% over this period. According to the RBI
Financial Stability Report, NBFC loans expanded 16.6%
in FY 2016, twice as fast as bank credit growth at 8.8%.
The aggregated balance sheet of the NBFC sector
expanded by 8.5% on a y-o-y basis in September 2016
as compared to 15.5% in March 2016, while loans and
advances and total borrowings increased 10.5% and
7.4% respectively during the same period. Net profit
as a percentage to total income improved between
March and September 2016, while the RoA remained
unchanged at 2.2%.
In order to facilitate this segment of the financial
sector and create a level playing field with banks, the
Union Budget 2017 proposed to allow systemically
important NBFCs, having net worth above certain
prescribed level, to be categorised as Qualified
Institutional Buyers (QIBs) by SEBI, at par with banks
and insurance companies, making them eligible for
participation in Initial Public Offers with specifically
earmarked allocations.
NBFCs that cater to the real estate development
sector continue to have a growing presence. Over the
past 5 years, while the leverage provided by banks
to the sector has grown by 11% from USD 18.8 billion
(March 2013) to USD 27 billion (September 2016), that
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of NBFCs and Private Funds has increased by 30%,
from USD 6.9 billion (March 2013) to USD 17.9 billion
(September 2016).

Real Estate Market Overview
With a favourable macro-economic environment,
backed by a series of policy stimulants initiated by
the Government of India for the real estate sector,
the investment climate is showing signs of a pick-up.
Initiatives like ‘Housing for All by 2022’ and ‘Smart
Cities’, on the current government’s reforms agenda,
have brought the real estate sector into focus. Some
of the leading policy measures that will provide a
boost to the sector include setting up of Real Estate
Regulatory Authorities (“RERA”), legislation for Real
Estate Investment Trusts (“REIT”), allowing 100%
FDI in the real estate sector and giving infrastructure
status to affordable housing.
Real Estate (Regulation and Development) Act
The landmark Real Estate (Regulation and Development)
Act, 2016 (RERA) aims to bring about changes in the
regulatory framework which are expected to bolster
long-term reforms. Touted as an unprecedented “proconsumer” legislation, it is expected to lead to greater
accountability and transparency from developers,
protect interest of consumers and establish speedy
grievance redressal mechanisms. RERA promises to
bring clarity and rationalisation, which is sure to foster
a positive environment.
Real Estate Investment Trust
REITs are listed entities that primarily invest in leased
office and retail assets, allowing developers to raise
funds by selling completed buildings to investors.
Globally, REITs have demonstrated the ability to
attract and effectively manage investments in the
real estate sector. In Budget 2016, the Government
removed a major roadblock in the path of a successful
listing of REITs: the Dividend Distribution Tax (DDT).
REITs are expected to attract retail investors in India
because only 20% of an Indian REIT’s capital can be
invested in development, which is the riskiest end of
the real estate industry. The remaining 80% of the
fund’s assets must be invested in income-producing
property. REITs would own real estate and are also
expected to have their shares listed on the stock

Outlook

Investor confidence also has received a boost, as is
apparent from the record levels of Private Equity
inflows in the sector, to the tune of USD 5-6 billion per
year over the last two years.
Where demand in the real estate sector is concerned,
the affordability (defined as change in EMI vis-à-vis
income in last three years) has increased in most
cities in range of 25-35%, improving the potential to
greater demand from end users as the overall market
sentiment improves, going forward.

Business Overview
Altico Capital India Private Limited (also referred to
as the Company or Altico Capital), an RBI registered
NBFC-ND-SI, focusses on wholesale lending to the Real
Estate sector. Its business strategy focusses on senior
secured lending to mid-income residential projects
and commercial real estate sector across Tier-1 cities
in India which include Mumbai, National Capital Region
(“NCR”), Chennai, Bengaluru, Pune and Hyderabad.
To complement the strategy of providing financing
solutions to the real estate sector, the Company will
focus on providing structured finance solutions to
other adjacent sectors.
The Company’s genesis goes back to FY 2004,
when Clearwater Capital Partners LLC established

Backed by its robust equity strength, in its first year
of leveraging, the Company raised ` 2,128 crore
in debt (on Balance Sheet and Committed Lines),
from various sources on standardised terms and
conditions during FY 2017. These included the multilateral agency, International Finance Corporation,
Indian
public/private
sector
and
scheduled
commercial banks, including HDFC Bank Limited,
Kotak Bank and the State Bank of India, among
others. The Company also issued bonds, which
were subscribed to by marquee mutual fund houses
including SBI Mutual Fund, Kotak Mutual Fund, and
Franklin Templeton India Mutual Fund to name a
few. Additionally, the Company also raised funds
through the issuances of commercial paper, tiedup working capital lines from various private sector
banks and raised structured and unsecured money
from investors.
These diversified sources of funds comprise of
credible lenders and their debt is typically available
to the Company at optimum costs with mixed tenors
that are structured for Asset Liability Management
(“ALM”) optimisation. The Company continues to
engage with several other sources of debt providers
for future growth and ROE accretion.

Business Strategy
As an NBFC, Altico Capital’s current focus is on senior
secured lending to mid-income residential projects
and to the commercial real estate sector across
most Tier-1 cities in India. This strategic positioning is
based on two premises; first, the evolving economic
environment, which is set to witness a new scale of
growth that will result in immense job creation and
second, urbanisation resulting in opportunities for
mid-income and affordable housing in the country.
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Implementation of these policies is expected to
augment capital flows to the real estate sector by
making the sector more regulated and organised.
Further, actions like demonetisation will, in the near
to medium term, make the sector more transparent,
disciplined and organised. These measures will provide
a positive impetus to consumer confidence which
coupled with the fall in mortgage rates, will lead to longterm growth.

Statutory Reports

Thus, the formation of REITs will expand the quality of
real estate in India and also give developers another
mode to exit their projects. Besides other advantages,
REITs will also bring increased transparency in the
sector by adopting better corporate governance.

the Company as Clearwater Capital Partners India
Private Limited (CCPIL) that focussed on wholesale
lending to the capital constrained Indian SME sector.
In FY 2015, Abu Dhabi Investment Council (ADIC)
and Värde Partners (Värde) came in via a Singaporebased holding SPV. CCPIL was then rebranded as
Altico Capital India Private Limited, an India-focussed
credit platform with a USD 300 million (` 2,000 crore)
committed equity capital and the Company’s business
strategy shifted to an asset-backed senior secured
lending profile.

Corporate Overview

market. These listings will provide retail investors an
entirely new opportunity to participate in the real
estate growth story in India.
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Over the next five years leading to FY 2022, funding
amounting to nearly USD 1 trillion would be required
to build the targeted 19 million homes under the
“Housing for All by 2022” initiative. Second, there is a
massive dearth of good quality Grade A offices in the
commercial sector. The slowdown in the economy, led
to an under investment in this space over the last 3-4
years resulting in the vacancy levels now dropping to
an average below 10% across the top 7-8 cities with
economies actually now picking up.
Altico Capital’s loan sizes have been increasing
gradually, primarily because of its dealings with
larger and more established developers and crosscollaterised multi project loans. The Company has
the ability to access and fund both greenfield and
brownfield projects, where it refinances banks and
gives developers additional funds required to complete
their projects. Lastly, Altico Capital undertakes various
deals that involve offering leverage on multiple
projects of a single developer. Essentially, developers
enjoy the comfort of dealing with a single lender and
can use the funds in a fungible manner across their
portfolio. At the same time, the Company has access
to a diversified security pool and multiple sources of
cash flows to repay its loans.
With this strategy, the Company ended FY 2017 with
a loan book size of ` 3,675 crore compared to ` 1,592
crore at the end of FY 2016, representing 87% of its
Balance Sheet size.

Geographical Presence
In line with its strategy to cater to Tier-1 cities, the
Company has a presence in six metropolitan regions,
namely the NCR (comprising primarily Delhi, Gurgaon,
Noida, Greater Noida), Mumbai Metropolitan Region
(“MMR”), Bengaluru, Pune, Chennai and Hyderabad.
Mumbai, Bengaluru and Pune continue to be the
largest markets but Hyderabad has seen substantial
traction over the last couple of years.
Altico Capital is a specialised NBFC, with deep
geographic knowledge and networks. Accordingly,
within each city or region, its selection goes deep down
to create its location performances within each city or
region. It has over the past years selectively entered
into some geographies and continues to access other
potential target markets. While it has enough demand
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from many other cities, it plans to expand gradually
once its knowledge and competencies are established
in the newer markets.

NCR (Delhi, Gurgaon,
Noida, Greater Noida)

Hyderabad
Mumbai
(MMR)
Chennai
Pune

Bengaluru

Opportunities and Threats
Real estate sector: The current government, has initiated
a number of policies that directly and indirectly impact
the real estate development sector in India, especially
the segment involved in creation of affordable housing.
It has cleared bottlenecks which impede the flow of
capital to the sector and ensure better transparency for
long-term sustenance.
As a result of all these measures, the business of
real estate development is expected to become
more structured and institutionalised over the
medium to long term. More importantly, there is
likely to emerge a win-win situation for both
developers and buyers, due to the transparency and
fair regulation, which in turn will lead to sustainable
growth. This will bode well for Altico Capital as it
supports the sector by funding carefully-chosen
projects.

Ability to address risks associated with the above
and embedded sectorial knowledge are becoming an
immensely important source of competitive advantage
and hence an opportunity too.
Adjacent sectors: Altico Capital is considering broadbasing its credit platform to include servicing adjacent
sectors - such as logistics, warehousing, health and
education - to real estate, after undertaking in-depth
research in these sectors. All these sectors offer
immense opportunities being relatively underinvested.
More importantly, these sectors are real estate heavy
and are in a position to offer physical assets i.e. land and
buildings as security to a lender. These characteristics
make these sectors an attractive opportunity for the
Company.
Like all other sectors in the economy, these sectors
are prone to economic cycles. However, with the
experience Altico Capital has gained from the
real estate sector along with the systems and risk
management processes that it has crafted to ensure
optimal asset-liability balance, it is in a position to
extend its business seamlessly to these sectors. Lastly,
the Company’s gradual entry into these sectors would
enable it to diversify its loan portfolio.

Financial Performance
Altico Capital’s balance sheet size at the end of
FY 2017 stood at ` 4,201 crore nearly twice as

Credit Rating
Altico Capital is rated by India Rating and Research
Private Limited (‘Fitch group’). It enjoys the highest
short-term rating of IND A1+ for its short-term
borrowing programme and IND AA- for its long-term
borrowing programme.

Liquidity and Liability Management
During FY 2017, Altico Capital leveraged its equity capital
to raise ` 2,128 crore (on Balance Sheet and Committed
Lines) in debt from a variety of lenders at low borrowing
costs. Consequently, in addition to having access to the
deep financial resources of its financial sponsors, it has
access to funds with mixed tenors from credible lenders.
This goes a long way in optimising the ALM.

Risk Management and Internal Controls
Altico Capital has a robust risk management system in
place. The Company follows an analytical approach to
credit assessment and a conservative credit strategy,
which results in highly selective approvals.
While the Board of Directors defines the risk strategy
for the Company, it has allocated the responsibility
of credit approval to a Board level Credit Committee
(CC). Thereafter, the investment team takes over the
execution and function of documentation and legal
sign-off. There are pre-disbursement checks built into
the system, which are undertaken by the legal and
operations team who may consult with an external
lawyer. Lastly, the disbursement of funds is exercised
by a different team with multiple maker-checker cash
control processes.
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Structural changes: The Indian real estate sector is
undergoing unprecedented structural changes. The
development practices and financial closures are
getting more organised in the process. The ability to
access transaction opportunities, assimilate and select
survivors from potential future and potential success
and excel in asset management have become crucial.

Altico Capital’s net worth rose 13% from ` 2,022 crore
in FY 2016 to ` 2,293 crore in FY 2017. The year gone
by was the first year during which the Company
raised debt. A total of ` 2,128 crore (on Balance Sheet
and Committed Lines) debt was raised in FY 2017,
amounting to 0.9x of its equity capital base.

Statutory Reports

With a combination of strong risk management
processes and systems in place and adequate low
cost funds at its disposal, Altico Capital is braced to
ride the near-term issues that may arise and make the
most of the ensuing era of progress.

compared to FY 2016 levels of ` 2,041 crore. On
the asset side, the Company’s loan book, which was
` 1,592 crore in FY 2016, also more than doubled
to close FY 2017 at ` 3,675 crore. During the year,
revenues rose 125% from ` 262 crore in FY 2016 and
to ` 588 crore and profit after tax increased 87% from
` 145 crore in FY 2016 to ` 271 crore.

Corporate Overview

In the near term, however, the sector has experienced
minor temporary disruption due to demonetisation.
Further, despite the implementation of RERA, teething
issues could lead to interim uncertainty.
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The Company has a credit policy that defines the
lending rationale and establishes the credit evaluation
framework and processes. It also determines the
appropriate credit appraisal tools and techniques
to evaluate credit opportunities while articulating
an appropriate credit approval process to ensure
satisfactory controls over credit risk.

Information Technology
Altico Capital has in place an Information Technology
(“IT”) Policy and guidelines, as per IT standards. This
policy applies to employees, contractors, consultants,
temporaries and other workers at Altico Capital,
including all personnel affiliated with third parties.
More importantly, Altico Capital has successfully
migrated its business to the secured and robust
document management system under Microsoft
Cloud. Altico Capital now maintains a robust
dual backup system hosted on the Microsoft Cloud
and in house, making it one of the few NBFC’s
to follow dual backup system for its critical
applications and data.
A Disaster Recovery (“DR”) site has been instituted,
with Asia’s best Tier-4 Services provider in Business
Continuity. A drill to ensure its efficacy is conducted
twice a year under the supervision of DR experts.
Altico Capital has implemented and improvised on
its process control systems. To facilitate greater
efficiency and enable better data management, it has
integrated five process control systems across Human
Resource, Operations, Compliance and Finance with
each other.
Altico Capital has integrated / automated various
systems (EdifyBiz, Beacon, Tally, Compliance
Monitoring System, etc.) and put in place an active
directory / application / antivirus and backup
server. Altico Capital IT team works closely with the
Risk Committee, comprising Board members and
management team. Not only does it conduct routine

Business Continuity Planning1 (“BCP”) to evaluate
outcome, it also conducts surprise BCP testing.

Human Resources
Altico Capital acknowledges the contribution of its
human capital resources as a crucial input for the
success of its business. The Company has hired 10 senior
and mid-level managers during FY 2017, taking the total
employee strength to 37, as on March 31, 2017.
As part of the employee development initiatives,
various trainings were conducted across departments,
amounting to an average of 2.86 man days. Further,
to keep its people motivated, the Company offers
performance-linked compensation packages that are
not only at par with the market but benchmarked to
an Employee Satisfaction Survey conducted by AON
Hewitt.

Outlook
At its core, Altico Capital will continue to focus on
residential and commercial real estate lending for the
foreseeable future. The Company has started investing
in commercial real estate in FY 2017. Currently, about
wide range of its total portfolio is in the commercial real
estate.
However, the Company plans to broadbase its credit
platform as it considers adjacent sectors, which
have characteristics similar to real estate. These new
investment ventures, in sectors that offer compelling
opportunities, will be extensions of a broader real
estate play. By FY 2018, Altico Capital plans to study
these sectors and craft strategies around them.
Nevertheless, the Company expects that in this
financial year, around 90% of its portfolio will still be
predominantly focussed on residential and commercial
real estate lending, while around 10% could be in
adjacent sectors, which would have the potential to
go up to 25% of total loan book by FY 2020. With all
these initiatives, Altico Capital expects to expand its
balance sheet to beyond USD 2 billion by FY 2020.

Business Continuity Planning refers to the preparation and testing of measures that protect business operations. It also entails putting in place
means for the recovery of technologies, in the event of any loss, damage or failure of facilities. BCP covers both disaster recovery planning
(DRP) and business resumption planning.

1
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To
The Members of
Altico Capital India Private Limited (“Company”)
(formerly Clearwater Capital Partners India Private Limited)
The Board of Directors (“Board”) of the Company present their Thirteenth Annual Report and Audited Financial
Statements of the Company for the year ended March 31, 2017.

Corporate Overview

Directors’ Report

FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS OF THE COMPANY

(Amount in INR Cr)
As at
As at
March 31, 2017 March 31, 2016

Particulars
Income from Operations

262

0

Nil

588

262

Total Expenditure

172

40

Profit / (Loss) before Taxation

416

22

Tax expenses / (Credit)

145

77

Profit /(Loss) after Taxation

271

145

Transfer to Capital Redemption Reserve

Nil

0

Transfer to Reserve Fund u/s 45-IC of the RBI Act,1934

54

29

398

181

Other Income
Total Revenue

Balance in the Profit /(Loss) Account in the Balance Sheet
FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE OF THE COMPANY

AMOUNT PROPOSED TO BE CARRIED TO RESERVES:

During the financial year under review, the Company
continued its focus on its lending activities which offered
higher yields on senior secured basis.

The break-up of the amounts/profits proposed to be
carried to reserves for FY 2016-17, is set out herein
below:

For FY March 31, 2017 the Company’s total revenue
was INR 588 crore as against INR 262 crore for
FY March 31, 2016. The total expenditure for FY March
31, 2017 was INR 172 crore as against INR 40 crore
for FY March 31, 2016. The Company’s net profit for
FY March 31, 2017 is INR 271 crore as against INR 145
crore for FY March 31, 2016.
As on March 31, 2017, the Company’s capital to risk
asset ratio (CRAR) was 59.46% as against 123.27% on
March 31, 2016.
The Net Owned Funds of the Company as on March 31,
2017 stood at INR 2,262 crore resulting in 12% increase
over the previous year.
DIVIDEND
In order to conserve the resources of the Company
and considering the business plan of the Company,
the Board of Directors (“Board”) do not recommend
any dividend on the Equity Shares of the Company for
FY March 31, 2017.

(Amount in INR Cr)
Particulars

FY 2016-17

FY 2015-16

Transfer to Capital
Redemption Reserve

Nil

NIL

Transfer to Reserve
Fund u/s 45-IC of the
RBI Act,1934

54

29

STATE OF COMPANY’s AFFAIRS
a) Share Capital
During FY 2016-17, the issued, subscribed and
paid-up equity share capital of the Company
remain unchanged.
b) Directors & Key Managerial Personnel
The composition of the Board is in compliance
with the applicable provisions of the Companies
Act, 2013, (“Act”) and the rules framed thereunder,
guideline(s) issued by the Reserve Bank of India
and other applicable laws inter alia with respect
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The highlights of the Financial Statements of the Company for the Financial Year (“FY”) 2016-17 and FY 2015-16,
are as under:

Annual Report 2016-17

to appointment of women director, non-executive
director(s) and non-executive independent
director(s). During the year under review, the
composition of the Board remain unchanged
and the details in this regard have been provided
under the title Corporate Governance.

The Board and the Chairman of the Nomination
Committee/Independent
Directors
have
expressed their satisfaction with the said
evaluation process.
d) Branch Office
During the year under review, the Company
opened a branch office at New Delhi in line with
the growth of its business and for facilitating
business activities of the Company.

Director(s) Disclosure
Based on the declarations and confirmations
received in terms of the applicable provisions
of the Act, circulars, notifications and directions
issued by the Reserve Bank of India and other
applicable laws, none of the Directors of the
Company are disqualified from being appointed
as Directors of the Company.
The Company has received necessary declarations
from the Independent Directors, affirming
compliance with the criteria of independence laid
under the provisions of Section 149(6) of the Act.

The branch office of the Company is located at:
Unit No. 13, Avanta Business Centre,
4th Floor, Worldmark-2,
Aerocity, New Delhi – 110 037
e)	
Implementation of Compliance Monitoring &
Reporting Tool
In terms of provisions of Section 134(5)(f) of
the Act, the Company has devised an online
Compliance Monitoring and Reporting Tool
(“Tool”) in order to ensure timely compliances
of all the applicable laws and the said Tool is
functioning effectively.

Key Managerial Personnel
Mr. Sanjay Grewal - Chief Executive Officer, Mr. Dhruv
Jain – Chief Financial Officer and Mr. Binoy Parikh –
Company Secretary & Compliance Officer are the
Key Managerial Personnel of the Company in terms
of Section 203 of the Act.
During the year under review, the composition of
Key Managerial Personnel remain unchanged.
c) Board Evaluation
The Board evaluated the effectiveness of
functioning, that of the Committees and of
individual Directors. The Board, through
Nomination Committee, sought feedback of
Directors on various parameters such as:
l

l

l

l

its
the
its
the

Degree of fulfilment of key responsibilities
towards its stakeholders;
The structure, composition and role clarity of
the Board and its Committees;
Regularly and constructively attending Board
and Committee Meetings;
Sharing of interpersonal relationship with the
other Directors and being supportive and cooperative;

l

Adding value to the decision making process;

l

Board/Committee culture and dynamics; and

l

Quality of relationship between
Members and the Management.

Board

Evaluation of performance of all Directors’
is undertaken annually. The Company has
implemented a system for evaluating performance
of the Board, its Committees and the individual
directors on the basis of structured questions
taking into consideration various performance
related aspects.
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f)

Human Resource
During the year, the Company has successfully
inducted significant talent at senior and mid level
into the Company and was successful in retaining
and developing the existing human resources.
The Company has developed a robust learning
& development calendar in line with the training
needs identified for its employees. As on March
31, 2017 the Company had 37 employees on its
payroll.

g)	
Subsidiaries
Companies

/

Joint

Venture

/

Associate

The Company does not have any Subsidiary, Joint
Venture or Associate Companies in accordance
with the provisions of the Act, and hence,
disclosure regarding the same is not applicable.
However, Clearwater Investment Advisors India
Private Limited is an Associate Company as per
AS-18 and the same is disclosed in the notes to
Accounts in the Financial Statements.
PARTICULARS OF DEPOSITS
The Company being a “Non-Deposit Accepting NonBanking Financial Company”, provisions of Section 73
and Section 74 of the Act read with Rule 8(5)(v) &
(vi) of the Companies (Accounts) Rules, 2014, are not
applicable to the Company.
During the year under review, the Company
neither accepted nor held any deposits from
public and shall not accept any deposits from
public without obtaining prior approval from
Reserve Bank of India.

had
the
the
the

FINANCE & CREDIT RATINGS
During the year under review, the Company raised
funds from various public/private sector banks,
mutual funds and financial institutions. Details in this
regard are stated and more particularly mentioned in
the Audited Financial Statements.
During the year under review, the Company raised
funds in the following manner:
i.

Issuance of Secured, Rated, Listed, Redeemable,
Non – Convertible Debentures of the Company

ii.

Term Loans

iii. Commercial Papers
In accordance with the applicable laws and the
Company’s internal Asset Liability Management
Policy, the Company also raised short term
resources in the form of Commercial Papers
aggregating upto INR 600 crore.
iv.	Issuance of Rated, Listed, Redeemable, Senior,
Unsecured, Principal Protected Non-Convertible
Market Linked Debentures
Subsequent to the year under review, the
Company offered, issued and allotted, 500 Rated,
Listed, Redeemable, Senior, Unsecured, Principal
Protected
Non-Convertible
Market
Linked
Debentures (“NCDs”) of face value of INR 10 lakh
each aggregating to INR 50 crore, on private
placement basis. The said NCDs were listed on the
BSE Limited with effect from April 18, 2017.

POLICY ON APPOINTMENT OF DIRECTORS AND
SENIOR MANAGEMENT PERSONNEL
In terms of Section 178 of the Companies Act, 2013
read with rules framed thereunder and the RBI Master
Directions, as amended, the Board has adopted, ‘Policy
on Selection Criteria/ “Fit & Proper” Person Criteria’
for appointment of Directors and Senior Management
Personnel of the Company. The details of the ‘Policy
on Selection Criteria/ “Fit & Proper” Person Criteria’
have been provided in the Corporate Governance
Report annexed to this Directors’ Report
EXTRACT OF THE ANNUAL RETURN
As required under the provisions of the Act, an extract
of the annual return in prescribed Form No. MGT-9 is
marked and annexed as Annexure A to this report.
PARTICULARS OF CONTRACTS OR ARRANGEMENTS
WITH RELATED PARTIES AND POLICY ON RELATED
PARTY TRANSACTIONS
In terms of the applicable provisions of the Act and
the Non-Banking Financial Companies – Corporate
Governance (Reserve Bank) Directions, 2015, (as
amended from time to time) the Company has put
in place a Board approved Related Party Transaction
Policy (“RPT Policy”) for the purpose of obtaining
requisite approval and reporting transactions with
related parties.

Credit Rating:

During the year under review, the Company had
not entered into any related party transaction as
contemplated in sub-section (1) of section 188 of the
Act and all other transactions entered with the related
parties were in compliance with the applicable laws.

During the year under review, the Company
retained the following ratings from India Ratings
and Research (Fitch Group) for the ongoing debt
programme of the Company:

There were no transactions with related parties
which could be considered as material in accordance
with the RPT Policy of the Company and hence no
transactions are reported in Form No. AOC-2.

l

l

Long Term Debt
Outlook Stable

Programme:

IND

Short Term Debt Programme: IND A+

AA-

However, the details of transactions with related party
as per Accounting Standard 18 are set out in Note
No. 26 to the Financial Statements.
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In terms of the Company’s borrowing programme,
the Company raised resources/received credit
sanctions in the form of secured term loan/
working capital/cash credit/overdraft from
various public/private sector banks aggregating
upto INR 775 crore.

Subsequent to the year under review, the rating
agencies have reaffirmed the above ratings for
the ongoing debt programme of the Company.

Statutory Reports

The Company offered, issued and allotted 663
Secured, Rated, Listed, Redeemable, Non –
Convertible Debentures (“NCDs”) of face value of
INR 1 crore each aggregating to INR 663 crore on
private placement basis. The said NCDs are listed
on the BSE Limited.

The rating team also draws comfort from the
management team’s experience in managing
wholesale credit and sound risk management
systems and processes which are already in place.

Corporate Overview

Finance

The credit profile draws comfort from the support
of the marquee investors and their commitment
to the entity in the medium term. The rating
mentioned above reflects the Company’s robust
capitalisation, conservative leverage philosophy
and prudent liquidity management policy.
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PARTICULARS
INVESTMENTS

OF

LOANS,

GUARANTEES

AND

During the year under review, the Company had
not made any investments in terms of provisions of
Section 186(1) of the Act. The provisions of Section
186 of the Act pertaining to granting of loans to any
persons or body corporate and giving of guarantees or
providing security in connection with the loan to any
other body corporate or persons are not applicable to
the Company, since the Company is a Non-Banking
Financial Company, registered with Reserve Bank of
India.
INTERNAL FINANCIAL CONTROL SYSTEMS
The Company has in place adequate internal financial
controls with reference to the financial statements.
During the year under review, such controls were
tested by the Statutory Auditors of the Company and
no material weaknesses in the design or operations
were observed and reported by the Statutory
Auditors.
CONSERVATION
OF
ENERGY,
TECHNOLOGY
ABSORPTION, FOREIGN EXCHANGE EARNINGS
AND OUTGO
The particulars regarding foreign exchange earnings
and outgo appear as separate item in the notes to
the Financial Statements. Since, the Company does
not own or carry out any manufacturing activity the
particulars relating to conservation of energy and
technology absorption stipulated in the Companies
(Accounts) Rules, 2014 are not applicable. However,
as a prudent practice the Company ensures optimum
utilization of energy. Accordingly, the Company has
annexed details of conservation of energy, technology
absorption and foreign exchange earnings and outgo
as Annexure B to this report.
RISK MANAGEMENT
The Company has put in place a risk management
process to identify, assess, monitor and review various
risks of the Company regularly. The Risk Committee,
ALCO Committee and the Audit Committee decide
upon the key risks impacting the business of the
Company. The Company has in place the Risk
Management charter and the scope of the Internal
Audit function. These Committee documents capture
the key risks identified by the committees and the
manner in which these risks can be mitigated.
Overall business/operational risks (including fraud
factors) are discussed and considered by the Risk
Committee, Audit Committee and ALCO Committee,
respectively. Minutes of these committee meetings
are placed before the Board while reviewing the
overall performance of the Company. The Company
has institutionalised a systematic credit evaluation
process for credit underwriting and monitoring on
a regular and continual basis to detect any material
development in relation to any credit including
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identified sectors to which it has substantial
exposure. The Company follows a provisioning and
write- off policy which is in line with the Prudential
Norms for Systematically Important Non-Banking
Financial (Non-Deposit Accepting or Holding)
Companies issued by the Reserve Bank Directions,
2015.
THE REMUNERATION POLICY, DISCLOSURE OF
REMUNERATION & PARTICULARS OF EMPLOYEES
In terms of Section 178 of the Companies Act,
2013, your Board have adopted a ‘Remuneration
Policy’ inter-alia setting out the criteria for deciding
remuneration of Executive Directors, Non-Executive
Directors, Senior Management Personnel and other
Employees of the Company.
In terms of Section 197 of the Companies Act, 2013
read with Rule 5 of the Companies (Appointment and
Remuneration of Managerial Personnel) Rules, 2014,
the disclosures with respect to the remuneration of
Directors, Key Managerial Personnel and Employees
of the Company have been provided at Annexure
C to this Director’s Report. In terms of Section 197
of the Companies Act, 2013 read with Rule 5(2)
and Rule 5(3) of the Companies (Appointment and
Remuneration of Managerial Personnel) Rules, 2014,
the statement relating to particulars of employees
of the Company is available for inspection by the
Members at the Registered Office of the Company
during business hours on working days. A copy of
this statement may be obtained by the Members by
writing to the Company Secretary of the Company.
The Board hereby confirm that the remuneration paid
to the Directors is as per the Remuneration Policy of
the Company.
CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILTY (CSR)
In accordance with the provisions of Section 135 of the
Act and the CSR Policy, the Company has contributed
INR 1.58 crore (being 2 percent of the average net
profit of the Company in the immediately three
preceding financial years calculated as per Section
198 of the Act) towards CSR expenditure in various
projects stipulated under Schedule VII of the Act.
The CSR contribution was made towards the following
CSR activities:
l

Education and Women Empowerment;

l

Children Education;

l

Shelter for cancer children families;

l

Water conservation in drought driven areas; and

l

Educating girl child

The annual report on CSR activities undertaken
by the Company, in prescribed form, is provided in
Annexure D to this report.

EMPLOYEE STOCK OPTION SCHEME

In terms of Section 62 read with rule 12(9) of the Companies (Share Capital and Debentures) Rules, 2014 of the
Act, the disclosures for FY March 31, 2017 is provided in Annexure E to this report.
MANAGEMENT DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS REPORT
The Management Discussion and Analysis Report forms part of this Annual Report.
CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

a) Board of Directors
The Board of Directors, along with its Committees provide leadership and guidance to the Company’s
Management and directs, supervises and controls the activities of the Company. The size of the Board of the
Company commensurate with the its size and business operations. In addition to the governance practices,
the Board lays strong emphasis on transparency, accountability and integrity.

Composition of the Board of the Company:
Name of the Director(s)
Mr. Robert Petty
Mr. Amit Gupta
Mr. Mark Cutis
Mr. Ali Haroon
Mr. Rahul Merchant
Ms. Subhashree Dutta
Dr. Yao Chye Chiang
Mr. Stephen Marzo
Ms. Naina Lal Kidwai

Category
Chairman & Non-Executive Director
Non-Executive Director
Non-Executive Director
Non-Executive Director
Non-Executive Director
Non-Executive Director
Non-Executive Director
Independent Non-Executive Director
Independent Non-Executive Director

Board Meetings:
The schedule of the Board/Committee meetings to be held in FY is circulated in advance to enable the Board/
Committee Members to plan their schedule and ensure highest level of participation at such meetings. The
Board/Committee Members are also given an option of attending meetings through videoconferencing. All
applicable rules as laid down in the Act, are complied with for holding meetings through video conferencing
mode.
During the year under review, 5 (five) meetings of the Board were convened and held on May 19, 2016,
September 08, 2016, November 03, 2016, December 06, 2016 and March 01, 2017 respectively. The meetings
of the Board were chaired by Mr. Robert Petty.
Attendance of the Board:
Name of the Director
Mr. Robert Petty

Board Meetings
Held
Attended
5
5

Mr. Amit Gupta

5

4

Mr. Mark Cutis

5

2

Mr. Ali Haroon

5

5

Mr. Rahul Merchant

5

4
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At present, the Board strength is 9 (nine) Directors comprising of 7 (seven) Non-Executive Directors,
representing shareholders and 2 (two) Independent Non-Executive Directors.

Statutory Reports

The Company recognizes its role as a corporate citizen and endeavours to adopt the best practices and the
highest standards of Corporate Governance through its transparent practices and processes. The Company is
accountable to its customers, government, regulatory authorities and other stakeholders of the Company. The
Company’s activities are carried out in accordance with good corporate governance practices and is constantly
striving to improve them by adopting the best practices. The Company believes that good Corporate Governance
practices enables the Board and the Management to direct and control the affairs of the Company in an efficient
manner thereby helping the Company to achieve its goal and benefit the interest of all its stakeholders.

Corporate Overview

The Company had introduced “Altico Capital India Private Limited Stock Based Incentive Plan 2015” to enable
the employees of the Company to participate in the future growth and financial success of the Company.
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Board Meetings
Held
Attended
5
5

Name of the Director
Ms. Subhashree Dutta
Dr. Yao Chye Chiang

5

5

Mr. Stephen Marzo

5

5

Ms. Naina Lal Kidwai

5

5

The Board also takes decisions by circular resolutions which are noted by the Board at the subsequent
meeting.
b) Committees
In accordance with the applicable provisions of the Act, the circular(s), notification(s) and directions issued
by the Reserve Bank of India and the Company’s internal corporate governance requirements, the Board
has constituted various Committees with specific terms of reference to focus on specific issues and ensure
expedient resolution on diverse matters.
These include the Audit Committee, Nomination Committee, Remuneration Committee, Credit Committee,
Corporate Social Responsibility Committee, Finance Committee, Asset Liability Committee, Risk Management
Committee and Internal Complaints Committee.
The Company Secretary acts as the Secretary for all the aforementioned Committees. The Committees also
take decisions by way of circular resolution which is noted by the respective Committee at its next meeting.
The minutes of the meetings of all Committees along with summary of key decision/discussion taken at
each Committee, is placed before the Board for discussion / noting /approval.
Audit Committee
The Audit Committee of the company comprises of Mr. Stephen Marzo, Ms. Naina Lal Kidwai and Mr. Mark
Cutis as it members. The Audit Committee functions as per the terms of reference including but not limited
to duties, powers, roles & responsibilities, as set out in the Act and the Audit Committee Charter, approved
by the Board. During the year under review, 4 (four) Audit Committee meetings were convened and held on
May 19, 2016, August 22, 2016, October 26, 2016 and February 06, 2017 respectively.
Composition / Attendance at the Audit Committee Meeting:

Name of the Director

Category

Status

No. of
Meetings
Held

No. of
Meetings
Attended

Chairman

4

4

Mr. Stephen Marzo

Independent NonExecutive Director

Mr. Mark Cutis

Non-Executive Director

Member

4

1

Ms. Naina Lal Kidwai

Independent
Non-Executive Director

Member

4

4

Nomination Committee
The Nomination Committee comprises of Mr. Stephen Marzo, Ms. Naina Lal Kidwai, Mr. Mark Cutis and Mr. Rahul
Merchant as its Members. The Nomination Committee functions as per the terms of reference as prescribed
under the Act and applicable law including but not limited to duties, powers, roles & responsibilities, as set
out, in the Nomination Committee Charter, approved by the Board.
During the year under review, all new appointments in the Board of Directors were reviewed and
recommended to the Board by the Nomination Committee, in accordance with “Fit & Proper Criteria” for
directors as stipulated by the Reserve Bank of India.
During the year under review, the Nomination Committee had performed their functions by passing
resolution through circulation on May 09, 2016 and December 07, 2016 and the same were ratified by the
Board.
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Remuneration Committee

Composition / Attendance at the Remuneration Committee Meeting:
Name of the
Director

Category

Status

No. of Meetings
Held

No. of Meetings
Attended

Chairman

5

5

Non-Executive Director

Mr. Stephen Marzo

Independent NonExecutive Director

Member

5

5

Ms. Naina Lal
Kidwai

Independent NonExecutive Director

Member

5

5

Mr. Ali Haroon

Non-Executive Director

Member

5

3

Statutory Reports

Mr. Rahul Merchant

Credit Committee

Composition / Attendance of the Credit Committee Meeting:
Category

Status

No. of Meetings
Held

No. of Meetings
Attended

Mr. Robert Petty

Non-Executive Director

Member

24

14

Mr. Amit Gupta

Non-Executive Director

Member

24

21

Mr. Mark Cutis

Non-Executive Director

Member

24

Nil

Mr. Ali Haroon

Non-Executive Director

Member

24

10

Ms. Subhashree
Dutta

Non-Executive Director

Member

24

19

Corporate Social Responsibility Committee (CSR)
The term of reference of CSR Committee is as per the CSR Policy and Charter duly approved by the Board.
The Corporate Social Responsibility Committee comprises of Mr. Stephen Marzo, Mr. Ali Haroon, Mr. Mark
Cutis and Ms. Subhashree Dutta.
During the year under review, 3 (three) CSR Committee meetings were convened and held on April 11, 2016,
October 06, 2016 and February 20, 2017 respectively.
Composition / Attendance at the CSR Committee Meeting:
Name of the
Director

Category

Status

No. of Meetings
Held

No. of Meetings
Attended

Chairman

3

2

Mr. Stephen Marzo

Independent NonExecutive Director

Ms. Subhashree
Dutta

Non-Executive Director

Member

3

3

Mr. Mark Cutis

Non-Executive Director

Member

3

NIL

Mr. Ali Haroon

Non-Executive Director

Member

3

3
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The term of reference of Credit Committee is as per the Credit Policy duly approved by the Board. The Credit
Committee comprises of Mr. Robert Petty, Mr. Amit Gupta, Mr. Mark Cutis, Mr. Ali Haroon and Ms. Subhashree
Dutta. During the year under review, 24 (twenty four) Credit Committee meetings were convened and
held on April 14, 2016, May 12, 2016, May 26, 2016, June 13, 2016, June 23, 2016, July 14, 2016, July 28, 2016,
August 11, 2016, September 01, 2016, September 19, 2016, September 22, 2016, October 13, 2016, October 27,
2016, November 11, 2016, November 15, 2016, November 28, 2016, December 08, 2016, December 21, 2016,
December 30, 2016, January 17, 2017, February 06, 2017, February 23, 2017, March 15, 2017 and March 27,
2017 respectively.

Name of the
Director

Corporate Overview

The Remuneration Committee comprises of Mr. Rahul Merchant, Ms. Naina Lal Kidwai, Mr. Ali Haroon and
Mr. Stephen Marzo as its Members. The Remuneration Committee functions as per the terms of reference as
prescribed under the Act and applicable law including but not limited to duties, powers, roles & responsibilities,
as set out, in the Remuneration Committee Charter, approved by the Board. During the year under review,
5(five) Remuneration Committee meetings were convened and held on April 28, 2016, May 19, 2016,
November 24, 2016, December 05, 2016 and March 01, 2017 respectively.
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Finance Committee
In view of fund raising plan of the Company, the Board constituted the Finance Committee to approve each kind of
fund raising proposal of the Company. The Finance Committee comprises of Mr. Stephen Marzo, Mr. Ali Haroon,
Mr. Mark Cutis and Dr. Yao Chye Chiang. During the year under review, 10(ten) Finance Committee meetings were
convened and held on May 30, 2016, June 06, 2016, June 22, 2016, September 19, 2016, December 5, 2016, January
18, 2017, March 06, 2017, March 09, 2017, March 16, 2017 and March 28, 2017 respectively.
Composition / Attendance at the Finance Committee Meeting:
Name of the Director

Category

Mr. Stephen Marzo

Independent NonExecutive Director
Non-Executive Director
Non-Executive Director
Non-Executive Director

Dr. Yao Chye Chiang
Mr. Mark Cutis
Mr. Ali Haroon

Chairman

No. of Meetings
Held
10

No. of Meetings
Attended
10

Member
Member
Member

10
10
10

8
2
2

Status

Asset Liability Committee (ALCO)
The ALCO comprises of Mr. Stephen Marzo, Mr. Dhiren Jhaveri and Mr. Dhruv Jain as its members. The term
of reference of Asset Liability Committee is as per the ALCO Charter duly approved by the Board. During
the year under review, the Asset Liability Committee met 2 (two) times on June 07, 2016 and December 01,
2016 respectively.
Composition / Attendance at the Asset & Liability Committee Meeting:

Independent NonExecutive Director
Sr. Vice President –
Finance
Chief Financial
Officer

Chairman

No. of Meetings
Held
2

Member

2

2

Member

2

2

CFO – Clearwater
Partners Singapore

Member

2

NIL

Name of the Director
Mr. Stephen Marzo
Mr. Dhiren Jhaveri
Mr. Dhruv Jain
(appointed as a Member
w.e.f. May 19, 2016)
Mr. Rehan Talib
(ceased to be a Member
w.e.f. (May 19, 2016)

Category

Status

No. of Meetings
Attended
2

The ALCO Committee was reconstituted vide Board Resolution dated May 19, 2016 with Mr. Stephen Marzo,
Mr. Dhiren Jhaveri and Mr. Dhruv Jain as its Members.
Risk Committee
The Risk Committee comprises of Mr. Stephen Marzo, Mr. Dhiren Jhaveri, Mr. Rahul Merchant, Mr. Amit
Pachisia and Ms. Vineeta Sharma as its Members. The term of reference of Risk Committee is as per the Risk
Committee Charter duly approved by the Board. During the year under review, the Risk Committee met 2
(two) times on August 04, 2016 and January 25, 2017 respectively.
Composition / Attendance at the Risk Management Committee:
Name of the
Director
Mr. Stephen Marzo
Mr. Dhiren Jhaveri
Mr. Rahul Merchant
Mr. Amit Pachisia
Ms. Vineeta Sharma

Category
Independent NonExecutive Director
Sr. Vice President –
Finance
Non-Executive Director
Chief Credit Officer
VP-Operations

Chairman

No. of Meetings
Held
2

No. of Meetings
Attended
2

Member

2

2

Member
Member
Member

2
2
2

2
1
2

Status

Internal Complaints Committee
In terms of the Sexual Harassment of Women at Workplace (Prevention, Prohibition & Redressal) Act, 2013,
(“Sexual Harassment Act”) the Board had constituted the Internal Complaints Committee on December
4, 2013. As per the aforesaid Sexual Harassment Act, the Internal Complaints Committee is required to be
re-constituted once in three years.
Accordingly, the Internal Complaints Committee was re-constituted vide Board Resolution dated November
3, 2016.
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Composition of the Internal Complaints Committee:
Name of the Member
Mrs. Vineeta Sharma
Mrs. Snigha Malik
Mr. Amit Pachisia
Mr. Karthik Mahalingam

Designation
Vice President – Operations
Vice President – Credit & Investment
Chief Credit Officer
Partner, Shardul Amarchand Mangaldas
& Co Advocates & Solicitors

Status
Presiding officer
Member
Member
External Member

The terms of reference of the Internal Complaints Committee inter-alia includes:
(a)	conducting an inquiry into complaints made by any aggrieved at the workplace;
(b)	arriving at a conclusion as to whether the allegation against whom the complaint has been filed was
proved or not; and
(c)	take necessary actions to resolve the complaint(s).

c) Policies / Code

ACCOUNTING STANDARDS FOLLOWED BY THE COMPANY
The Financial Statements of the Company has been prepared in accordance with the Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles in India (Indian GAAP) to comply with the Accounting Standards specified under Section
133 of the Act read with Rule 7 of the Companies (Accounts) Rules, 2014 and the relevant provisions of the Act
and the guidelines prescribed by the Reserve Bank of India, as applicable.
AUDITORS
Statutory Auditors
M/s. S.R. Batliboi & Associates LLP, Chartered Accountants, Mumbai, having Firm Registration No. 101049W/
E300004, were appointed as the Statutory Auditors of the Company at the previous Annual General Meeting
held on September 22, 2016 to hold office from the conclusion of the said Annual General Meeting till the
conclusion of the ensuing Annual General Meeting of the Company.
In accordance with Section 139 of the Act read with Rule 5 of the Companies (Audit and Auditors) Rules, 2014,
the two consecutive term of 5 years of S.R. Batliboi & Associates, LLP, expires at the ensuing Annual General
Meeting of the Company. Accordingly, the Audit Committee and the Board have recommended the appointment
of M/s. Price Waterhouse Chartered Accountants LLP as the new Statutory Auditors of the Company to hold
office from the conclusion of the ensuing Annual General Meeting until the Annual General Meeting to be held
in FY 2022-23.
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In terms of the RBI Regulations, the applicable provisions of the Act and the applicable regulations issued by
the Securities and Exchange Board of India, the Board of Directors has adopted several policies/guidelines
for the effective governance of the Company which includes the following:
1) Fair Practices Code
2) Investment Policy
3) Demand/call loans
4) Guidelines on Know Your Customer and Anti Money Laundering Policy
5) Interest Rate Policy
6) Asset Liability Management Policy
7) “Fit & Proper” Person Criteria
8) Whistle Blower Policy / Vigil Mechanism
9) Corporate Social Responsibility Policy
10) Related Party Transaction Policy
11) Code of Conduct for Prohibition of Insider Trading and Code of Practices and Procedures for Fair
Disclosure of Unpublished Price Sensitive Information
12) Credit Risk Management Policy
13) Record Retention Policy
14) Internal Code of Corporate Governance
15) Fraud Prevention & Detection Policy
16) Policy for Prevention, Prohibition & Redressal of Sexual Harassment of Women at Workplace
17) Information Security Policy
18) Remuneration Policy for Directors’, Key Managerial Personnel and Employees
19) Resource Planning Policy; and
20) Valuation and Collateral Policy

Statutory Reports

The Board confirm that during the year under review, the Company did not receive any sexual harassment
complaints.

Corporate Overview

Sr. No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
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M/s. Price Waterhouse Chartered Accountants
LLP, have confirmed that they are eligible for being
appointed as the Statutory Auditors of the Company.
The Board recommends the appointment of M/s.
Price Waterhouse Chartered Accountants LLP, as the
Statutory Auditors of the Company.
During the year under review, M/s. S.R. Batliboi &
Associates LLP, Chartered Accountants have not
reported any incident of fraud to the Audit Committee.
Internal Auditors
In terms of provisions of Section 138 of the Act
and other applicable laws, M/s Aneja & Associates,
Chartered Accountants are the Internal Auditors of
the Company. The Internal Audit reports are reviewed
by the Audit Committee on periodic basis. The
Internal Auditors have not reported any qualification,
reservation or adverse remarks in their report.

MATERIAL ADVERSE ORDERS, IF ANY
There are no significant and material orders passed by
the Reserve Bank of India or the Ministry of Corporate
Affairs or Courts or Tribunals or other Regulatory/
Statutory authorities which will have an impact on the
going concern status of the Company and Company’s
operations in future.
DIRECTOR’S RESPONSIBILITY STATEMENT
In terms of the provisions of section 134 (5) of the Act,
the Directors hereby confirm that:
l

l

Secretarial Auditors
In terms of provisions of Section 204 of the Act and
other applicable laws, if any, M/s. Aashish K. Bhatt
& Associates, Practicing Company Secretary, was
appointed to undertake Secretarial Audit of the
Company for FY 2016-17. The report of the Secretarial
Auditors in prescribed Form MR-3 is provided in
Annexure F to this report.

l

The Secretarial Auditors have not reported any
qualification, reservation or adverse remarks in their
report.

l

RBI GUIDELINES

l

The Company has constituted various committees in
compliance with applicable regulations/directions
issued by the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) as amended
from time to time. These committees primarily measure,
monitor, report and control risks of the Company.
The Company always aims to operate in compliance
with the applicable laws including RBI regulations and
deploys its best efforts towards achieving the same. The
Company to the best knowledge of its management has
complied with all applicable regulations and guidelines
issued by the applicable authorities including the
Reserve Bank of India.
As required by the RBI under the Non-Banking
Financial Companies-Corporate Governance (Reserve
Bank) Directions, 2015, the management of the
Company, in addition to this report, have prepared a
management discussion analysis report which forms
part of this report.
CHANGE IN NATURE OF BUSINESS, IF ANY
During FY under review, there was no change in the
nature of business of the Company.
MATERIAL CHANGES, IF ANY, POST FINANCIAL
YEAR ENDED MARCH 31, 2017
Apart from the information disclosed under the State of
Company’s Affairs there has not occurred any material
changes and commitments affecting the financial
position of the Company between the end of FY i.e.
March 31, 2017 and the date of signing of this report.
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l

In the preparation of the annual accounts, the
applicable accounting standards had been
followed along with proper explanation relating
to material departures;
They have selected such accounting policies and
applied them consistently and made judgments
and estimates that are reasonable and prudent
so as to give a true and fair view of the state of
affairs of the Company as at March 31, 2017 and of
the profit of the Company for the year ended as
on that date;
They have taken proper and sufficient care for
maintenance of adequate accounting records in
accordance with the provisions of the Companies
Act, 2013 for safeguarding the assets of the
Company and for preventing and detecting fraud
and other irregularities;
They have prepared the annual accounts for
financial year ended March 31, 2017, on a going
concern basis;
They have laid down internal financial controls
to be followed by the Company and that such
internal financial controls are adequate and were
operating effectively;
They have devised proper systems to ensure
compliance with the provisions of all applicable
laws and that such systems were adequate and
operating effectively.
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ANNEXURE A

EXTRACT OF ANNUAL RETURN
as on the financial year ended on March 31, 2017
Pursuant to section 92(3) of the Companies Act, 2013 and rule 12(1) of the Companies (Management and
Administration) Rules, 2014]
I.

REGISTRATION AND OTHER DETAILS:
S.
No

Details

CIN

U65993MH2004PTC144260

(ii)

Registration Date

(iii)

Name of the Company

Altico Capital India Private Limited (formerly Clearwater
Capital India Private Limited)

(iv)

Category / Sub-Category of the Company

Private Company limited by shares

(v)

Address of the Registered office and contact
details

Altico Capital India Private Limited
7th Floor, Mudra House, Opp. Grand Hyatt,
Santacruz (East),
Mumbai-400055
Phone: 022-67154000
Fax:022-67154001

(vi)

Whether listed company

Equity Shares:- No
Debentures:- Yes, the Non-Convertible Debentures of the
Company, issued on private placement basis are listed on
BSE with effect from April 26, 2016

(vii)

Name, Address and Contact details of Registrar
and Transfer Agent, if any

Sharex Dynamic (India) Private Limited
Unit-1, Luthra Industrial Premises,
1st Floor, 44-E, M Vasanti Marg,
Andheri- Kurla Road,
Safed Pool, Andheri West,
Mumbai-400072
Tel: 2851 5606
Fax: 28512885

January 28, 2004

PRINCIPAL BUSINESS ACTIVITIES OF THE COMPANY
All the business activities contributing 10 % or more of the total turnover of the company shall be stated:Sl. No.
1

Name and Description of main
products / services

NIC Code of the
Product/ service

% to total turnover of the
company

Credit Granting (Non-Deposit Taking
Non-Banking Financial Activity)

64920

100

III. PARTICULARS OF HOLDING, SUBSIDIARY AND ASSOCIATES COMPANIES
S.
No
1.

Name and Address of the
Company
India Credit Pte Limited
Address: 4 Battery Road #34-01
Bank of China Building
Singapore 049908

CIN/GLN
N.A

Holding/
Subsidiary/
Associates
Holding
Company

% of Shares
held

Applicable
Section

99.99%

2 (46) and
2 (87) of the
Companies
Act 2013
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(i)

Statutory Reports

II.

Particulars
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Form No. MGT-9
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IV. SHARE HOLDING PATTERN (Equity Share Capital Breakup as percentage of Total Equity)
i)

Category-wise Share Holding
No. of Shares held at the beginning of the year

Category of Shareholders

No. of Shares held at the end of the year

% Change
% of Total during the
year
Shares

Demat

Physical

Total

% of Total
Shares

Demat

Physical

Total

(1) Indian

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

a)

Individual/HUF

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

b)

Central Govt

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

c)

State Govt (s)

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

d)

Bodies Corp.

–

e)

Banks / FI

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

f)

Any other…

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

A.

Promoters

Sub-total (A) (1):-

–

(2) Foreign
a)

NRIs - Individuals

b)

Other – Individuals

c)

Bodies Corp.

d)
e)

–
–

1

1

0.01

–

1

1

0.01

–

479,479,678

–

479,479,678

99.99

479,479,678

–

479,479,678

99.99

–

Banks / FI

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

Any Other….

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

479,479,678

1

479,479,679

100

479,479,678

1

479,479,679

100

–

Total shareholding of Promoter 479,479,678
(A) = (A)(1)+(A)(2)

1

479,479,679

100

479,479,678

1

479,479,679

100

–

Sub-total (A) (2):-

B. Public Shareholding
1.

Institutions
a)

Mutual Funds

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

b)

Banks / FI

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

c)

Central Govt

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

d)

State Govt(s)

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

e)

Venture Capital Funds

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

f)

Insurance Companies

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

g)

FIIs

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

h)	Foreign Venture Capital
Funds

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

i)	Others (Multilateral
Financial Institutions)

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

Sub-total (B)(1):2.

Non-Institutions
a)

Bodies Corp.

		i)

Indian

		ii) Overseas
b)

Individuals

		i) Individual
shareholders holding nominal
share capital upto Rs. 1 lakh
		ii) Individual
shareholders holding nominal
share capital in excess of Rs 1 lakh
c) Others (specify)

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

Sub-total (B)(2):-

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

Total Public Shareholding (B)=(B)
(1)+ (B)(2)

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

C. Shares held by Custodian for
GDRs & ADRs

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

479,479,678

1

479,479,679

100

479,479,678

1

479,479,679

100

–

Grand Total (A+B+C)
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(ii) Shareholding of Promoters

Sl No

Shareholder’s Name

1

India Credit Pte. Ltd.

2

Mr. Robert Petty (holding on
behalf of India Credit Pte. Ltd.)
Total

Shareholding at the end of the year

%of Shares
Pledged /
encumbered
to total
shares

No. of
Shares

% of total
Shares
of the
company

% change
%of Shares in sharePledged /
holding
encumduring the
bered
year
to total
shares

No. of
Shares

% of total
Shares
of the
Company

479,479,678

99.99

NIL

479,479,678

99.99

NIL

–

1

0.01

NIL

1

0.01

NIL

–

479,479,679

100

NIL

479,479,679

100

NIL

–

Shareholding at the beginning
of the year

Sl.
No.

Cumulative Shareholding
during the year

% of total
shares of the
company

No. of shares

% of total
shares of the
company

At the beginning of the year

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

Date wise Increase / Decrease in Promoters
Shareholding during the year specifying
the reasons for increase / decrease (e.g.
allotment / transfer / bonus/ sweat equity
etc):

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

At the End of the year

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

N.A.

(iv)	Shareholding Pattern of top ten Shareholders (other than Directors, Promoters and Holders of GDRs
and ADRs):

Sl.
No.

Shareholding at the beginning
of the year
For Each of the Top 10 Shareholders

Cumulative Shareholding
during the year

No. of shares

% of total
shares of the
company

No. of shares

% of total
shares of the
company

At the beginning of the year

N.A

N.A

N.A

N.A

Date wise Increase / Decrease in
Shareholding during the year specifying
the reasons for increase / decrease (e.g.
allotment / transfer / bonus / sweat equity
etc):

N.A

N.A

N.A

N.A

At the End of the year ( or on the date of
separation, if separated during the year)

N.A

N.A

N.A

N.A

(v) Shareholding of Directors and Key Managerial Personnel:
Shareholding at the beginning
of the year
Sl.
No

For Each of the Directors and KMP

Cumulative Shareholding
during the year

No. of shares

% of total
shares of the
company

No. of shares

% of total
shares of the
company

At the beginning of the year

1

0.01

1

0.01

Date wise Increase / Decrease in
Shareholding during the year specifying
the reasons for increase / decrease (e.g.
allotment / transfer / bonus / sweat equity
etc):

–

–

–

–

At the End of the year ( or on the date of
separation, if separated during the year)

1

0.01

1

0.01

Robert Petty
(nominee of India Credit Pte. Ltd.)
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(iii) Change in Promoters’ Shareholding (please specify, if there is no change): No Change
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Shareholding at the beginning of
the year
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V.

INDEBTEDNESS
Indebtedness of the Company including interest outstanding/accrued but not due for payment
Secured Loans
excluding
deposits

Unsecured
Loans

Deposits

Total
Indebtedness

Indebtedness at the beginning of the financial year
i)
Principal Amount
ii) Interest due but not paid
iii) Interest accrued but not due

Nil
Nil
Nil

Nil
Nil
Nil

Nil
Nil
Nil

Nil
Nil
Nil

Total (i+ii+iii)

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

12,430,000,000
Nil

6,000,000,000
Nil

Nil
Nil

18,430,000,000
Nil

12,430,000,000

6,000,000,000

Nil

18,430,000,000

12,430,000,000
Nil
290,189,521

6,000,000,000
Nil
363,830,337

Nil
Nil
Nil

18,430,000,000
Nil
654,019,858

12,720,189,521

6,363,830,337

Nil

19,084,019,858

Change in Indebtedness during the financial year
l
Addition
l
Reduction
Net Change
Indebtedness at the end of the financial year
i)
Principal Amount
ii) Interest due but not paid
iii) Interest accrued but not due
Total (i+ii+iii)

VI. REMUNERATION OF DIRECTORS AND KEY MANAGERIAL PERSONNEL
A. Remuneration to Managing Director, Whole-time Directors and/or Manager: Not Applicable
Sl.
No.
1.

Particulars of Remuneration

Name of Directors

Total
Amount

N.A.

N.A.

Gross salary
(a)	Salary as per provisions contained in section 17(1) of the
Income-tax Act, 1961
(b) Value of perquisites u/s 17(2) Income-tax Act, 1961
(c)	Profits in lieu of salary under section 17(3) Income- tax
Act, 1961

2.

Stock Option

–

–

3.

Sweat Equity

–

–

4.

Commission
- as % of profit
- others, specify…

–
–

–
–

Others, please specify

–

–

N.A.

N.AA.

5.

Total (A)
Ceiling as per the Act

NA

NA

NA

B. Remuneration to other directors:
Name of Directors

Sl.
No.
1

2

Particulars of Remuneration

Mr. Stephen
Marzo

Ms. Naina Lal
Kidwai

· Fee for attending board committee meetings
· Commission
· Others (Directors Remuneration)*

–
–
66,85,817

84,37,499

Total (1)

66,85,817

Other Non-Executive Directors

Mr. Rahul
Merchant
–
–
95,76,037

Total
Amount

Independent Directors

· Fee for attending board committee meetings
· Commission
· Others (Directors Remuneration)*

84,37,499

-

1,51,23,316
1,51,23,316

95,76,037

Total (2)

95,76,037

-

95,76,037

Total (B)=(1+2)

1,62,61,854

84,37,499

2,46,99,353

Total Managerial Remuneration

1,62,61,854

84,37,499

2,46,99,353

NA

NA

NA

Overall Ceiling as per the Act

*Note: The above remuneration to Directors does not include consultancy fees and reimbursement of expenses
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C

Remuneration To Key Managerial Personnel Other Than MD/Manager/WT
Mr. Dhruv
Jain
(Chief
Financial
Officer)

Mr. Binoy
K Parikh
(Company
Secretary)

Total

5,64,62,538
–

2,54,61,081
–

47,00,762
–

8,66,24,381
–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

Stock Option

47,94,797

11,98,699

–

59,93,496

Particulars of Remuneration

Gross salary
(a)	Salary as per provisions contained in section
17(1) of the Income-tax Act, 196
(b)	Value of perquisites u/s 17(2) Income-tax Act,
1961
(c)	Profits in lieu of salary under section 17(3)
Income-tax Act, 1961

1.

2.
3.

Sweat Equity

–

–

–

–

4.

Commission
- as % of profit
- others, specify…

–

–

–

–

5.

Others, please specify
TOTAL

–

–

–

–

5,64,62,538

2,54,61,081

47,00,762

8,66,24,381

Statutory Reports

Mr. Sanjay
Grewal
(Chief
Executive
Officer)

Sl.
No.
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Name of Key Managerial Personnel

VII. PENALTIES / PUNISHMENT/ COMPOUNDING OF OFFENCES:

A.

B.

C.

Section of the
Companies Act

Brief
Description

Authority [RD/
NCLT/Court]

Appeal made,
if any (give
details)

COMPANY
Penalty

N.A

N.A

N.A

N.A

N.A

Punishment

N.A

N.A

N.A

N.A

N.A

Compounding

N.A

N.A

N.A

N.A

N.A

Penalty

N.A

N.A

N.A

N.A

N.A

Punishment

N.A

N.A

N.A

N.A

N.A

Compounding

N.A

N.A

N.A

N.A

N.A

DIRECTORS

OTHER OFFICERS IN DEFAULT
Penalty

N.A

N.A

N.A

N.A

N.A

Punishment

N.A

N.A

N.A

N.A

N.A

Compounding

N.A

N.A

N.A

N.A

N.A

Signed By

Robert D Petty
DIN: 00385586

Stephen Marzo
DIN: 01443338
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ANNEXURE B
DETAILS OF CONSERVATION OF ENERGY, TECHNOLOGY ABSORPTION, FOREIGN EXCHANGE EARNINGS
AND OUTGO
I.

CONSERVATION OF ENERGY
(i) the steps taken or impact on conservation of energy- Not applicable
(ii) the steps taken by the Company for utilising alternate sources of energy- Not applicable
(iii) the capital investment on energy conservation equipment’s- Not applicable

II.

TECHNOLOGY ABSORPTION
(i) the effort made towards technology absorption- Not applicable
(ii) the benefits derived like product improvement, cost reduction, product development or import
substitution- Not applicable
(iii) in case of imported technology (imported during the last three years reckoned from the beginning of
the financial year): Not applicable
(iv) the expenditure incurred on Research and Development: Not applicable
The Company is not a manufacturing Company, however energy conservation continues to receive
priority attention at all levels. All efforts are made to conserve and optimise energy. The Company is
constantly active in harnessing and tapping the latest and best technology in the industry, wherever
possible.

III. FOREIGN EXCHANGE EARNINGS AND OUTGO
Kindly refer to Note no. 27 of the Notes to the Financial Statements section of the Balance Sheet.

Signed By

Robert D Petty
DIN: 00385586
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Stephen Marzo
DIN: 01443338

ANNEXURE C

Sr.
No.

Requirement

Disclosure

2

The percentage increase in
remuneration of each director,
Chief Financial Officer, Chief
Executive Officer, Company
Secretary or Manager, if any, in
the financial year

Name of Director / CEO /
CFO/CS
1. Mr. Stephen Marzo
2. Ms. Naina Lal Kidwai
3. Mr. Rahul Merchant
4. Mr. Robert Petty
5. Mr. Amit Gupta
6. Mr. Ali Haroon
7. Ms. Subhashree Dutta
8. Mr. Mark Cutis
9. Dr. Yao Chye Chiang
10. Mr. Sanjay Grewal (CEO)
11. Mr. Dhruv Jain (CFO)
12. Mr. Binoy Parikh (CS)

3

the percentage increase in 13.25%
the median remuneration of
employees in the financial year

4

the number of permanent 37
employees on the rolls of
company

5

Average percentile increase already made in the salaries of employees other than the managerial
personnel in the last financial year was 13.25 % whereas the average percentile increase in the managerial
remuneration was 13 %. The average increase every year is in line with the Company’s performance and
benchmarking to be competitive to our peer group Companies.

6

Affirmation that the remuneration is as per the It is affirmed that the remuneration is as per
remuneration policy of the company
the Remuneration Policy of the Company.

0.92:1
1.16:1
1.16:1
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
% increase in their remuneration
during the Financial year ended 2017
33%
0%
67%
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
12.5%
9.5%
28.5%
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Name of the Director
1. Mr. Stephen Marzo
2. Ms. Naina Lal Kidwai
3. Mr. Rahul Merchant
4. Mr. Robert Petty
5. Mr. Amit Gupta
6. Mr. Ali Haroon
7. Ms. Subhashree Dutta
8. Mr. Mark Cutis
9. Dr. Yao Chye Chiang

Statutory Reports

The ratio of remuneration of
each Director to the median
remuneration of the employees
of the Company for the financial
year

1
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Disclosures in terms of sub-section 12 of Section 197 of the Companies Act, 2013 read with Rule 5 of the
Companies (Appointment and Remuneration of Managerial Personnel) Rules, 2014 for the Financial Year
ended March 31, 2017
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ANNEXURE D
ANNUAL REPORT ON CSR ACTIVITIES
[As prescribed under section 135 of the Companies Act, 2013 and Companies (Corporate Social
Responsibility Policy) Rules, 2014]
1)	A brief outline of the Company’s CSR policy, including overview of projects or programs proposed to be
undertaken and a reference to the web-link to the CSR policy and projects or programs.
The Committee is committed to improve the society in which it operates with a view to achieve this objective.
The Company has formulated a CSR Policy which inter alia contains the information pertaining to the CSR
activities identified by the Company, constitution of the CSR Committee and the manner in which the CSR
Committee shall function.
In order to initiate a start on its CSR responsibilities, the Company will distribute its CSR efforts in accordance
with the provisions of the Companies Act, 2013 around the following themes:
l

Health & Sanitation

l

Self Help groups empowering women

l

Cleanliness & Hygiene programme

l

Education

2) Composition of the CSR Committee
The CSR Committee of the Company consist of following members:
l

Mr. Stephen Marzo (Independent Director and Chairman)

l

Ms. Subhashree Dutta

l

Mr. Ali Haroon

l

Mr. Mark Cutis

3) Average net profit of the Company for last three financial years
INR 788,298,011/- (Indian Rupees Seventy Eight Crore Eighty Two Lac Ninety Eight Thousand and Eleven).
4) Prescribed CSR Expenditure (two per cent of the amount as in item 3 above)
INR 15,800,000/- (Indian Rupees One Crore Fifty Eight Lacs) [Rounded Off].
5) Details of CSR spent during the financial year.
INR 15,800,000/- (Indian Rupees One Crore Fifty Eight Lacs).
(a) Total amount to be spent for the financial year;
		

15,800,000/- (Indian Rupees One Crore Fifty Eight Lacs).

(b) Amount unspent, if any;
		NIL
(c) Manner in which the amount spent during the financial year is detailed below.
(1)

(2)

(3)

Section in
S.
No

CSR project or
Activity
identified

Which the
Project is
covered

1

2

50

Women
Goonj
Empowerment
Education

The
Akanksha
Foundation

(4)

(5)

(6)
Amount
spent on the
projects or
Projects or programs (1) Local
programs
Amount outlay
area or other (2) Specify
Sub – heads:
(budget) project
the state and district where
(1) Direct
or programs
projects or programs was
expenditure
wise
undertaken
on projects or
programs
(2)
Overheads:
Creating Stitching centre under
4,000,000
4,000,000
“Cloth for Work” initiative
for underprivileged women’s
livelihood
Teaching aids like school books
4,000,000
4,000,000
and other education material
given to the Wadibundar
Municipal School children

(7)

(8)

Cumulative
Amount spent:
expenditure
Direct or through
upto to the
implementing
reporting
agency
period

47,75,000

4,000,000
(Direct)

47,55,000

4,000,000
(Direct)

(1)

3

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)
Amount
spent on the
projects or
Section in
Projects or programs (1) Local
programs
Amount outlay
CSR project or
area or other (2) Specify
Sub – heads:
Which the
(budget) project
the state and district where
(1) Direct
Activity
or programs
Project is
projects or programs was
expenditure
identified
wise
undertaken
on projects or
covered
programs
(2)
Overheads:
Health and
St. Judes
Cancer care for under privileged
500,000
500,000
Hygiene
Cancer Care children.

(7)

(8)

Cumulative
Amount spent:
expenditure
Direct or through
upto to the
implementing
reporting
agency
period

8,00,000

500,000

Water
Conservation

WOTR

Water conservation in draught
driven areas

2,500,000

2,500,000

N.A.

(Direct)
2,500,000

5

Health &
Hygiene

Subsidised Cancer treatment
specially for Women

2,500,000

2,500,000

N.A.

(Direct)
2,500,000

6

Education

Dr. Mane
Medical
Foundation
Nanhi Kali

Focus on girl child education

1,200,000

1,200,000

N.A.

1,200,000

7

Education

Takshila

Focus on education of under
priviledge smart identified
students

1,100,000

1,100,000

N.A.

(Direct)
1,100,000

Statutory Reports
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S.
No

(2)

(Direct)

(Direct)

Goonj:

Akanksha Foundation:
Akanksha Foundation’s mission is to provide children from low income communities with high quality
education enabling them to maximise their potential and transform their lives. Akanksha Foundation works
in the field of education, initial school reform through ‘The School Project’. The School Project is a venture
to open high quality schools serving children from low-income communities in Mumbai and Pune.
St. Jude ‘s Cancer Care:
St. Jude India Child Care Centres (St. Jude) currently runs 18 centres in Mumbai, Delhi, Kolkata, Hyderabad
and Jaipur. It caters to major cities in India by offering low cost cancer treatment for children who need
treatment and provide facilities to their parents who accompany their children to hospitals from distant
towns and villages. The hospitals do not treat them as in-patients during the long drawn out treatment and
these needy families do not have a place to stay whenever the child is not admitted to hospital. Hence, St
Judes provides these families with free of cost:
(i) Housing
(ii) Nutritional support
(iii) Transportation to and from the hospital
(iv) Counselling for the family and new skills for income generation
(v) Educational and recreational activities
(vi) Art-based therapy, music therapy and yoga
WOTR - (Watershed Organisation Trust):
Established in 1993, WOTR is a non-profit organization. It is engaged in collation of best practices, transfer
of knowledge and acceptable polices in collaboration with stakeholders across sectors. Headquartered in
Pune, WOTR has supported and carried out development work in over 3,700 villages across 7 Indian states
– Maharashtra, Telangana, Andhra Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan, Jharkhand and Odisha. Its unique
strength lies in its ‘on-field’ experience and in a systemic, participatory approach. WOTR was initiated
to support a large-scale multi-actor, multi-level, multi- sectoral, community led watershed development
program for poverty reduction. In short they have a model for utilizing the local resources and providing
guidance for water conservation projects. The proposed project will be implemented in 2 villages of Ambad
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Goonj is an NGO which provides clothes and other basic amenities to millions in the farflung villages by
turning urban wastage into a resource for rural India. This initiative was started by Goonj in 1998. With force
of over 300 volunteers, Goonj implements various initiatives over 150 grass root organisations, panchayats
and social activities across 20 states in India.
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block of Jalna district. We recognize the extensive use of third parties by WOTR. We will focus our monitoring
on the programs being implemented in the 2 villages and resources being used for the same.
Dr. Mane Medical Foundation:
Dr. Swapnil Mane (MBBS, MD, DGO, FCPS, MD - Gynaec- oncosurgeon) started the journey towards fulfilling
his dream of fighting against cancer with the inauguration of ‘Dr. Mane Medical Foundation & Research
Center’, a National, social, secular, NGO which stands committed for cancer control at village Rahuri, district
of Ahmednagar, Mahrashtra. The foundation is one of the few medical foundations in India which has
been recognized by SIRO (Scientific and industrial research organization by Department of science and
Technology (Govt. Of India).
The foundation has adopted two remote villages Mhaisgaon and Tahrabad for this community based cervical
cancer project and made them free of cervical cancer in just 2 years. The team has operated 550 patients
free of cost under community based cancer project and has undertaken 106 Cancer Awareness Sessions.
Nanhi Kali:
Project Nanhi Kali was initiated in 1996 by the K. C. Mahindra Education Trust (KCMET) with the aim of
providing primary education to underprivileged girl child in India. Anand Mahindra, the current chairman of
Mahindra & Mahindra Ltd., founded Project Nanhi Kali with a strong belief that educated women would not
only contribute to the economy but also issues of population and social evils like the dowry system and child
marriage would reduce as more women are educated.
Takshila Prabodhini:
It is an NGO which is aimed to help the transformation of India through education and develop a “Method
of Education” that’s recognized and acknowledged for creating impact on students. Their target audience
are bright boys above 7th grade who need Senior Schooling or Under Graduate studies in private schools
far from their villages in the city areas as there are no government schools near their homes. Such students
cannot travel from their villages to school each day. If they do so, they need to rent a place for stay which
makes it unaffordable. They reach out to parents of such children and give them a residential stay option
close to their schools along with “Method of Education” that helps them build their capabilities.
6)	In case the Company has failed to spend the two per cent of the average net profit of the last three
financial years or any part thereof, the Company shall provide the reasons for not spending the amount in
its Board report.
The Company has been contributing 2% of its average net profits of the last 3 financial years towards the
CSR activities.
7)	A responsibility statement of the CSR Committee that the implementation and monitoring of CSR Policy,
is in compliance with CSR objectives and Policy of the Company.
The CSR Committee confirms that the implementation and monitoring of CSR Policy is in compliance with
the CSR objectives as stated in the CSR Policy of the Company.

Signed By

Robert D Petty
DIN: 00385586
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DIN: 01443338

ANNEXURE E

Disclosure as per the Altico Capital India Private
Limited Stock Based Incentive Plan 2015

Number of options granted

NIL

Number of options vested

NIL

Number of options exercised

NIL

Total number of shares arising as a result of exercise
of options

NIL

Number of options lapsed / cancelled

10,18,895

Exercise Price

INR 39.5 - INR 47.5

Variation of terms of options

NIL

Money realised by the exercise of options

NIL

Total number of options in force

1,00,09,138

Details of options granted to Key Managerial Personnel (“KMP”) under the Altico Capital India Private Limited
Stock Based Incentive Plan 2015
Sr.
No.

Name of the KMP

Designation

Options Granted

Sanjay Grewal

Chief Executive Officer

47,94,797

2

Dhruv Jain

Chief Financial Officer

11,98,699

Details of employees who received a grant of options in any one year of options amounting to five per cent or
more of options granted during that year
Sr.
No.

Name of the Employee

Designation

Options Granted

NIL

NIL

NIL

NIL

Identified employees who were granted options during any one year equal to or exceeding one percent of the
issued capital (excluding outstanding warrants and conversions) of the Company at the time of grant
Sr.
No.
1

Name of the Employee
Sanjay Grewal

Designation

Options Granted

Chief Executive Officer

47,94,797

Signed By

Robert D Petty
DIN: 00385586

Stephen Marzo
DIN: 01443338
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Disclosure under the Altico Capital India Private Limited Stock Based Incentive Plan 2015 pursuant to the
provisions of Rule 12(9) of the Companies (Share Capital and Debentures) Rules, 2014 as on Financial year
ended March 31, 2017
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ANNEXURE F
SECRETARIAL AUDIT REPORT
For the financial year ended March 31, 2017
[Pursuant to section 204(1) of the Companies Act, 2013 and rule No. 9 of the Companies (Appointment and
Remuneration of Managerial Personnel) Rules, 2014]
To
The Members,
Altico Capital India Private Limited
7th Floor, Mudra House, Opp. Grand Hyatt,
Santacruz (East), Mumbai - 400055
I have conducted the secretarial audit of the
compliance of applicable statutory provisions and
the adherence to good corporate practices by Altico
Capital India Private Limited (hereinafter called
“the Company”). Secretarial Audit was conducted
in a manner that provided me a reasonable basis
for evaluating the corporate conducts / statutory
compliances and expressing my opinion thereon.
Based on the verification of Company’s books, papers,
minute books, forms and returns filed and other records
maintained by the Company and also the information
provided by the Company, its officers, agents and
authorized representatives during the conduct of
secretarial audit, I hereby report that in my opinion,
the Company has, during the audit period covering
the financial year ended on March 31, 2017 complied
with the statutory provisions listed hereunder and
also that the Company has followed proper Board processes and have required compliance – mechanism
in place to the extent, in the manner and subject to
the reporting made hereinafter.
I have examined the books, papers, minute books,
forms and returns filed and other records maintained
by the Company for the financial year ended on March
31, 2017, according to the provisions of:
(i) The Companies Act, 2013 (the ‘Act’) and the Rules
made thereunder;
(ii) The Securities Contracts (Regulation) Act, 1956
(‘SCRA’) and the rules made thereunder;
(iii) The Depositories Act, 1996 and the Regulations
and bye-laws framed thereunder – Not Applicable;
(iv) The Foreign Exchange Management Act, 1999
and the rules and regulations made thereunder
for compliance in respect of Foreign Direct
Investment; no overseas Direct Investment
and External Commercial Borrowings has been
perused by the Company;
(v) The following Regulations and Guidelines
prescribed under the Securities and Exchange
Board of India Act, 1992 (‘SEBI Act’):(a) The Securities and Exchange Board of India
(Substantial Acquisition of Shares and
Takeovers) Regulations, 2011 – Not Applicable;
(b) The Securities and Exchange Board of India
(Prohibition of Insider Trading) Regulations,
2015;
(c) The Securities and Exchange Board of India
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(Issue of Capital and Disclosure Requirements)
Regulations, 2009 – Not Applicable;
(d) The Securities and Exchange Board of India
(Share Based Employee Benefits) Regulations,
2014 – Not Applicable;
(e) The Securities and Exchange Board of
India (Issue and Listing of Debt Securities)
Regulations, 2008;
(f) The Securities and Exchange Board of India
(Registrars to an issue and Share Transfer
Agents) Regulations, 1993, regarding the
Companies Act and dealing with client – Not
Applicable;
(g) The Securities and Exchange Board of India
(Delisting of Equity Shares) Regulations,
2009 - Not applicable as the Company’s
equity shares are not listed; and
(h) The Securities and Exchange Board of India
(Buy Back of Securities) Regulations, 1998Not applicable as the Company has not
bought back any of its securities during the
financial year under review.
I have also examined compliance with applicable
clauses of the following:
(i) Secretarial Standards issued by the Institute of
the Company Secretaries of India for General
Meetings, Board and Committees Meetings and
(ii) The Securities and Exchange Board of India
(Listing Obligations and Disclosure Requirements)
Regulations, 2015 and Listing Agreements entered
into by the Company with the Stock Exchange(s).
During the period under review, the Company has
complied with the provisions of the Act, Rules,
Regulations and Guidelines mentioned above.
I further report that, having regard to the compliance
system prevailing in the Company and on examination
of the relevant documents and records in pursuance
thereof, on test-check basis, the Company has
complied with the following laws applicable
specifically to the Company:
(a) Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934 and its
circulars, notifications, directions, guidelines,
Master Circulars as prescribed for Non-Banking
Financial Company’s with specific reference to
Systematically Important Non-Deposit Accepting
Non-Banking Financial Company; and
(b) Prevention of Money Laundering Act, 2002.
I further report that
The Board of Directors of the Company is duly
constituted with proper balance of Non – Executive
Directors and Independent Directors. There were no

e.

Diversification of business activities with approval
for incorporation of the subsidiary Company;

Adequate notice is given to all directors to schedule
the Board Meetings, agenda and detailed notes on
agenda were sent at least seven days in advance or
on shorter notice and a system exist for seeking and
obtaining further information and clarifications on the
agenda items before the meeting and for meaningful
participation at the meeting.

f.

During the audit period the Company had
issued and allotted 663 Secured, Rated, Listed,
Redeemable, Non-Convertible Debentures on
private placement basis having face value of INR
1,00,00,000 each

g.

Obtained members approval for
–

The decisions at Board Meetings and Committee
Meetings are carried out and recorded in the minutes
of the Board of Directors and Committee of the Board
accordingly.

a.

Reconstitution of Asset Liability Management
Committee;

–

Grant of Stock Options exceeding 1% of the
paid-up share capital to Mr. Sanjay Grewal,
Chief Executive officer;

–

Alteration of Articles of Association of the
Company.

For Aashish K. Bhatt & Associates
Company Secretaries
(ICSI Unique Code S2008MH100200)

Appointment of Key Managerial Personnel Mr. Sanjay Grewal as Chief Executive Officer &
Mr. Dhruv Jain as Chief Financial Officer;

c.

Appointment of Ms. Naina Lal Kidwai as
Independent Director of the Company for period
of 5 years w.e.f 25.2.16;

Date:
Place:

Appointment of Dr. Yao Chye Chiang as a NonExecutive Director;

This Report is to be read with our letter annexed as
Appendix A, which forms integral part of this report.

d.

May 29, 2017
Mumbai

APPENDIX A
To,

regulations, standards etc. My examination was
limited to the verification of procedure on test
basis and wherever required, I have obtained
the Management representation about the
compliance of laws, rules and regulations etc.

The Members,
Altico Capital India Private Limited
7th Floor, Mudra House, Opp. Grand Hyatt, Santacruz
(East), Mumbai - 400055
My report of even date is to be read along with this
letter.
1.

The responsibility of maintaining Secretarial
record is of the management and based on my
audit, I have expressed my opinion on these
records.

2.

I am of the opinion that the audit practices and
process adopted to obtain assurance about
the correctness of the Secretarial records were
reasonable for verification on test check basis.

3.

I have not verified the correctness and
appropriateness of financial records and books of
accounts of the Company.

4.

The management is responsible for compliances
with corporate and other applicable laws, rules,

5.

The Secretarial Audit report is neither an assurance
as to the future viability of the Company nor
of the efficacy or effectiveness with which the
management has conducted the affairs of the
Company.

For Aashish K. Bhatt & Associates
Company Secretaries
(ICSI Unique Code S2008MH100200)
Aashish Bhatt
Proprietor
ACS No.: 19639
COP No.: 7023
Date:
Place:

May 29, 2017
Mumbai
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b.

Aashish Bhatt
Proprietor
ACS No.: 19639
COP No.: 7023
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– Issuance of Unsecured Redeemable NonConvertible Debentures upto INR 500 crore
on Private Placement basis;

I further report that there are adequate systems
and processes in the Company commensurate with
the size and operations of the Company to monitor
and ensure compliance with applicable laws, rules,
regulations and guidelines.
I further report that during the audit period, the
Company has undertaken event / action having a
major bearing on the Company’s affairs in pursuance of
the above referred laws, rules, regulations, guidelines,
standards, etc. referred to above viz.

Issuance of Secured Redeemable NonConvertible Debentures upto INR 2000 crore
on private placement basis

Corporate Overview

changes in the composition of the Board of Directors
of the Company during the audit period.
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT
To the Members of Altico Capital India Private Limited
(Formerly known as Clearwater Capital Partners India
Private Limited)
Report on the Financial Statements
We have audited the accompanying financial
statements of Altico Capital India Private Limited
(“the Company”), which comprise the Balance Sheet
as at March 31, 2017, the Statement of Profit and Loss
and Cash Flow Statement for the year then ended,
and a summary of significant accounting policies and
other explanatory information.
Management’s
Statements

Responsibility

for

the

Financial

The Company’s Board of Directors is responsible for
the matters stated in Section 134(5) of the Companies
Act, 2013 (“the Act”) with respect to the preparation
of these financial statements that give a true and fair
view of the financial position, financial performance
and cash flows of the Company in accordance with
accounting principles generally accepted in India,
including the Accounting Standards specified
under section 133 of the Act, read with Rule 7 of the
Companies (Accounts) Rules, 2014. This responsibility
also includes maintenance of adequate accounting
records in accordance with the provisions of the
Act for safeguarding of the assets of the Company
and for preventing and detecting frauds and other
irregularities; selection and application of appropriate
accounting policies; making judgments and estimates
that are reasonable and prudent; and the design,
implementation and maintenance of adequate internal
financial control that were operating effectively
for ensuring the accuracy and completeness of the
accounting records, relevant to the preparation
and presentation of the financial statements that
give a true and fair view and are free from material
misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures
in the financial statements. The procedures selected
depend on the auditor’s judgment, including the
assessment of the risks of material misstatement of
the financial statements, whether due to fraud or
error. In making those risk assessments, the auditor
considers internal financial control relevant to the
Company’s preparation of the financial statements
that give a true and fair view in order to design audit
procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances.
An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness
of accounting policies used and the reasonableness
of the accounting estimates made by the Company’s
Directors, as well as evaluating the overall presentation
of the financial statements. We believe that the
audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and
appropriate to provide a basis for our audit opinion
on the financial statements.
Opinion
In our opinion and to the best of our information
and according to the explanations given to us, the
financial statements give the information required by
the Act in the manner so required and give a true and
fair view in conformity with the accounting principles
generally accepted in India of the state of affairs of
the Company as at March 31, 2017, its profit, and its
cash flows for the year ended on that date.
Report on Other Legal and Regulatory Requirements
1.

As required by the Companies (Auditor’s report)
Order, 2016 (“the Order”) issued by the Central
Government of India in terms of sub-section
(11) of section 143 of the Act, we give in the
Annexure 1 a statement on the matters specified
in paragraphs 3 and 4 of the Order.

2.

As required by section 143 (3) of the Act, we
report that:
(a)

We have sought and obtained all the
information and explanations which to
the best of our knowledge and belief were
necessary for the purpose of our audit;

(b)

In our opinion proper books of account
as required by law have been kept by the
Company so far as it appears from our
examination of those books;

(c)

The Balance Sheet, Statement of Profit and
Loss, and Cash Flow Statement dealt with
by this Report are in agreement with the
books of account;

(d)

In our opinion, the aforesaid financial
statements comply with the Accounting
Standards specified under section 133 of
the Act, read with Rule 7 of the Companies
(Accounts) Rules, 2014;

Auditor’s Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these
financial statements based on our audit. We have
taken into account the provisions of the Act, the
accounting and auditing standards and matters
which are required to be included in the audit report
under the provisions of the Act and the Rules made
thereunder. We conducted our audit in accordance
with the Standards on Auditing, issued by the Institute
of Chartered Accountants of India, as specified under
Section 143(10) of the Act. Those Standards require
that we comply with ethical requirements and plan
and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance
about whether the financial statements are free from
material misstatement.
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain
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(e)

With respect to the adequacy of the
internal financial controls over financial
reporting of the Company and the
operating effectiveness of such controls,
refer to our separate Report in “Annexure
2” to this report;

(g)

With respect to the other matters to
be included in the Auditor’s Report in
accordance with Rule 11 of the Companies
(Audit and Auditors) Rules, 2014, in our
opinion and to the best of our information
and according to the explanations given to
us:
The Company has disclosed the
impact of pending litigations on
its financial position in its financial
statements – Refer Note 28 to the
financial statements;

ii.

The Company did not have any longterm contracts including derivative
contracts for which there were any
material foreseeable losses

iii.

There were no amounts which were
required to be transferred to the

The
Company
has
provided
disclosures in Note 30 in the financial
statements as to the holding of
Specified Bank Notes on November 8,
2016 and December 30, 2016 as well
as dealings in Specified Bank Notes
during the period from November 9,
2016 to December 30, 2016. Based
on our audit procedures and relying
on the management representation
regarding to the holding and nature of
cash transactions, including those in
Specified Bank Notes, we report that
these disclosures are in accordance
with the books of accounts maintained
by the Company and as produced to
us by the management.

For S.R. BATLIBOI & ASSOCIATES LLP
Chartered Accountants
ICAI Firm Registration Number: 101049W/E300004

per Charanjit Attra
Partner
Membership Number: 100312
Place of Signature: Mumbai
Date: 29th May, 2017
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iv.
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(f)

Investor Education and Protection
Fund by the Company.
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On the basis of written representations
received from the directors as on March
31, 2017, and taken on record by the
Board of Directors, none of the directors
is disqualified as on March 31, 2017, from
being appointed as a director in terms of
section 164 (2) of the Act;
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Annexure 1 referred to in paragraph 1 under the heading “Report on other
legal and regulatory requirements” of our report of even date
Re: Altico Capital
Company”)
(i)

India

Private

Limited

(“the

(a)	
The Company has maintained proper
records showing full particulars, including
quantitative details and situation of fixed
assets.
(b)

(c)

Fixed assets have been physically verified
by the management during the year and no
material discrepancies were identified on
such verification.

(b)

Based on our audit procedures performed
for the purpose of reporting the true and
fair view of the financial statements and
according to information and explanations
given by the management, there are no
immovable properties, included in fixed
assets of the Company and accordingly,
the requirements under paragraph 3(i)
(c) of the Order are not applicable to the
Company.

(ii)

The Company’s business does not involve
inventories and, accordingly, the requirements
under paragraph 3(ii) of the Order are not
applicable to the Company and hence not
commented upon.

(iii)

According to the information and explanations
given to us, the Company has not granted any
loans, secured or unsecured to companies, firms,
Limited Liability Partnerships or other parties
covered in the register maintained under section
189 of the Companies Act, 2013. Accordingly, the
provisions of clause 3(iii)(a), (b) and (c) of the
Order are not applicable to the Company and
hence not commented upon.

(iv) In our opinion and according to the information
and explanations given to us, there are no loans,
investments, guarantees, and securities granted
in respect of which provisions of section 185 and
186 of the Companies Act 2013 are applicable
and hence not commented upon.
(v)

The Company has not accepted any deposits
within the meaning of Sections 73 to 76 of the Act
and the Companies (Acceptance of Deposits)
Rules, 2014 (as amended). Accordingly, the
provisions of clause 3(v) of the Order are not
applicable.

(vi)

To the best of our knowledge and as explained,
the Company is not in the business of sale of any
goods. Therefore, in our opinion, the provisions
of clause 3(vi) of the Order are not applicable to
the Company.
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(vii) (a)	
The Company is regular in depositing
with appropriate authorities undisputed
statutory dues including provident fund,
income-tax, service tax, cess and other
material statutory dues applicable to it.
The provisions relating to, employees’
state insurance, sales tax, duty of customs,
duty of excise and value added tax are not
applicable to the Company.
According to the information and
explanations given to us, no undisputed
amounts payable in respect of provident
fund, income-tax, service tax, cess and
other material statutory dues were
outstanding, at the year end, for a period
of more than six months from the date they
became payable. The provisions relating
to value added taxes, employees’ state
insurance, sales tax, duty of custom and
duty of excise are not applicable to the
Company.
(c) According to records of the company,
the dues outstanding of income-tax, service
tax, and cess on account of any dispute are
as follows.
Nature of
Name of
Statutory
Statute
Dues

Amount
(Rs)

Period for
which the
amount
relates

Forum
where
Dispute is
Pending

Income
Tax Act,
1961

Income
Tax
Demand

26,20,556

AY
2009-10

Income Tax
Appellate
Tribunal

Income
Tax Act,
1961

Income
Tax
Demand

33,32,791

AY
2010-11

CIT(Appeals)

Income
Tax Act,
1961

Income
Tax
Demand

2,37,23,612

AY
2011-12

CIT(Appeals)

Income
Tax Act,
1961

Income
Tax
Demand

1,35,96,395

AY
2012-13

CIT(Appeals)

Income
Tax Act,
1961

Income
Tax
Demand

2,08,75,411

AY
2013-14

CIT(Appeals)

(viii) In our opinion and according to the information
and explanations given by the management, the
Company has not defaulted in repayment of
dues to a financial institution, bank or debenture
holders or government.
(ix) In our opinion and according to the information
and explanations given by the management, the
Company has utilized the monies raised by way
of debt instruments in the nature of debentures,
commercial papers and term loans for the
purposes for which they were raised.

(x)

(xii) In our opinion, the Company is not a nidhi
company. Therefore, the provisions of clause
3(xii) of the order are not applicable to the
Company and hence not commented upon.

(xiv) According to the information and explanations
given to us and on an overall examination of the
balance sheet, the Company has not made any

(xvi) According to the information and explanations
given to us, we report that the Company has
registered as required, under section 45-IA of
the Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934.

For S.R. BATLIBOI & ASSOCIATES LLP
Chartered Accountants
ICAI Firm Registration Number: 101049W/E300004
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(xiii) According to the information and explanations
given by the management, transactions with the
related parties are in compliance with section
177 and 188 of Companies Act, 2013 where
applicable and the details have been disclosed in
the notes to the financial statements, as required
by the applicable accounting standards.

(xv) According to the information and explanations
given by the management, the Company has
not entered into any non-cash transactions
with directors or persons connected with him
as referred to in section 192 of Companies Act,
2013.
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(xi) According to the information and explanations
given by the management, the provisions of
section 197 read with Schedule V of the Act is not
applicable to the Company and hence reporting
under clause 3(xi) are not applicable and hence
not commented upon.

preferential allotment or private placement of
shares or fully or partly convertible debentures
during the year under review and hence,
reporting requirements under clause 3(xiv)
are not applicable to the Company and, not
commented upon.
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Based upon the audit procedures performed
for the purpose of reporting the true and fair
view of the financial statements and according
to the information and explanations given by
the management, we report that no fraud by
the Company or no fraud on the Company by
the officers and employees of the Company has
been noticed or reported during the year.

per Charanjit Attra
Partner
Membership Number: 100312
Place of Signature: Mumbai
Date: 29th May, 2017
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ANNEXURE 2 TO THE INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT OF EVEN DATE ON THE
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS OF ALTICO CAPITAL INDIA PRIVATE LIMTED (FORMERLY
KNOWN AS CLEARWATER CAPITAL PARTNERS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED)
Report on the Internal Financial Controls under Clause (i) of Sub-section 3 of Section 143 of the Companies
Act, 2013 (“the Act”)
To the Members of Altico Capital India Private Limited
(Formerly known as Clearwater Capital Partners India
Private Limited)
We have audited the internal financial controls over
financial reporting of Altico Capital India Private
Limited (“the Company”) as of March 31, 2017 in
conjunction with our audit of the financial statements
of the Company for the year ended on that date.
Management’s Responsibility for Internal Financial
Controls
The Company’s Management is responsible for
establishing and maintaining internal financial
controls based on the internal control over financial
reporting criteria established by the Company
considering the essential components of internal
control stated in the Guidance Note on Audit of
Internal Financial Controls Over Financial Reporting
issued by the Institute of Chartered Accountants
of India. These responsibilities include the design,
implementation and maintenance of adequate
internal financial controls that were operating
effectively for ensuring the orderly and efficient
conduct of its business, including adherence to
the Company’s policies, the safeguarding of its
assets, the prevention and detection of frauds
and errors, the accuracy and completeness of the
accounting records, and the timely preparation of
reliable financial information, as required under the
Companies Act, 2013.
Auditor’s Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the
Company's internal financial controls over financial
reporting based on our audit. We conducted our
audit in accordance with the Guidance Note on
Audit of Internal Financial Controls Over Financial
Reporting (the “Guidance Note”) and the Standards
on Auditing as specified under section 143(10) of the
Companies Act, 2013, to the extent applicable to an
audit of internal financial controls, both applicable
to an audit of Internal Financial Controls and, both
issued by the Institute of Chartered Accountants
of India. Those Standards and the Guidance Note
require that we comply with ethical requirements
and plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable
assurance about whether adequate internal financial
controls over financial reporting was established and
maintained and if such controls operated effectively
in all material respects.
Our audit involves performing procedures to obtain
audit evidence about the adequacy of the internal
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financial controls system over financial reporting and
their operating effectiveness. Our audit of internal
financial controls over financial reporting included
obtaining an understanding of internal financial
controls over financial reporting, assessing the risk that
a material weakness exists, and testing and evaluating
the design and operating effectiveness of internal
control based on the assessed risk. The procedures
selected depend on the auditor’s judgement, including
the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of
the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained
is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our
audit opinion on the internal financial controls system
over financial reporting.
Meaning of Internal Financial Controls Over Financial
Reporting
A company's internal financial control over financial
reporting is a process designed to provide reasonable
assurance regarding the reliability of financial
reporting and the preparation of financial statements
for external purposes in accordance with generally
accepted accounting principles. A company's internal
financial control over financial reporting includes
those policies and procedures that (1) pertain to
the maintenance of records that, in reasonable
detail, accurately and fairly reflect the transactions
and dispositions of the assets of the company; (2)
provide reasonable assurance that transactions are
recorded as necessary to permit preparation of
financial statements in accordance with generally
accepted accounting principles, and that receipts and
expenditures of the Company are being made only in
accordance with authorisations of management and
directors of the company; and (3) provide reasonable
assurance regarding prevention or timely detection
of unauthorised acquisition, use, or disposition of the
company's assets that could have a material effect
on the financial statements.
Inherent Limitations of Internal Financial Controls
Over Financial Reporting
Because of the inherent limitations of internal
financial controls over financial reporting, including
the possibility of collusion or improper management
override of controls, material misstatements due to
error or fraud may occur and not be detected. Also,
projections of any evaluation of the internal financial
controls over financial reporting to future periods are
subject to the risk that the internal financial control

Opinion

For S.R. BATLIBOI & ASSOCIATES LLP
Chartered Accountants
ICAI Firm Registration Number: 101049W/E300004

per Charanjit Attra
Partner
Membership Number: 100312
Place of Signature: Mumbai
Date: 29th May, 2017
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In our opinion, the Company has, in all material respects,
an adequate internal financial controls system over
financial reporting and such internal financial controls
over financial reporting were operating effectively as
at March 31, 2017, based on the internal control over
financial reporting criteria established by the Company
considering the essential components of internal
control stated in the Guidance Note on Audit of Internal
Financial Controls Over Financial Reporting issued by

the Institute of Chartered Accountants of India.
Corporate Overview

over financial reporting may become inadequate
because of changes in conditions, or that the degree
of compliance with the policies or procedures may
deteriorate.
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ALTICO CAPITAL INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
Balance Sheet
as at March 31, 2017
Amount in `
Note No.

March 31, 2017

March 31, 2016

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
SHAREHOLDERS’ FUNDS
Share Capital

3

4,794,796,790

4,794,796,790

Reserves and Surplus

4

18,133,335,648

15,425,067,992

22,928,132,438

20,219,864,782

NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES
Long-term borrowings

5

8,755,000,000

–

Other long term liabilities

6

6,003,983

5,955,935

Long-term Provisions

7

247,844,683

51,646,682

9,008,848,666

57,602,617

CURRENT LIABILITIES
Short-term borrowings

8

6,403,511,687

Other Current Liabilities

9

3,521,424,361

40,486,358

Short-term Provisions

7

151,309,244

95,001,644

10,076,245,292

135,488,002

42,013,226,396

20,412,955,401

5,719,254

7,311,938

Total

–

ASSETS
NON-CURRENT ASSETS
Fixed Assets
–

Tangible assets

10.1

–

Intangible assets

10.2

6,769,657

7,117,121

Non-Current Investments

11.1

4,472,367,789

9,025,000,000

Deferred Tax Assets (Net)

12

35,699,057

16,167,334

Long-Term Loans and Advances

13

28,662,020,706

5,542,108,757

33,182,576,463

14,597,705,150

CURRENT ASSETS
Current Investments

11.2

1,736,341,707

675,000,000

Cash and Bank Balances

14

3,431,530,104

3,886,383,906

Short Term Loans and Advances

13

2,132,034,472

876,440,469

Other Current Assets

15

1,530,743,650

377,425,876

Total
Summary of Significant accounting policies

8,830,649,933

5,815,250,251

42,013,226,396

20,412,955,401

2.1

The accompanying notes are an integral part of the financial statements.
As per our report of even date.

For and on behalf of the Board of Directors of

For S.R. BATLIBOI & ASSOCIATES LLP
Firm Registration Number: 101049W/E300004
Chartered Accountants

ALTICO CAPITAL INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED

per Charanjit Attra
Partner
Membership No.: 100312

Robert D. Petty
Director
DIN: 00385586

Stephen J. Marzo
Director
DIN: 01443338

Dhruv Jain
Chief Financial Officer

Binoy K Parikh
Company Secretary

Place : Mumbai
Date : May 29, 2017

Place : Mumbai
Date : May 29, 2017

Place : Mumbai
Date : May 29, 2017
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for the Year Ended March 31, 2017
Amount in `
Note No.

Year Ended
March 31, 2017

Year Ended
March 31, 2016

INCOME
Revenue from Operations

16

5,882,014,176

Other Income

17

323,208

2,618,176,077
–
2,618,176,077

18

347,012,180

198,932,288

Depreciation / Amortisation

10.1 / 10.2

6,962,545

4,419,230

19

1,016,585,351

13,597,484

Administration and Other Operating Expenses

20

199,903,452

152,551,097

Provisions and Write-Offs

21

148,951,377

33,635,503

1,719,414,905

403,135,602

4,162,922,479

2,215,040,475

1,462,953,493

759,768,885

11,233,055

5,847,260

(19,531,725)

1,140,858

Total Tax Expense

1,454,654,823

766,757,003

Profit After Taxation

2,708,267,656

1,448,283,472

Basic

5.65

3.84

Diluted

5.53

3.79

Profit Before Taxation
PROVISION FOR TAXATION
Current Tax
Tax liability of earlier years
Deferred Tax Charge / (Credit)

Earnings Per Share

22

[Nominal value of ` 10 each (P.Y ` 10 each)]
Summary of Significant accounting policies

2.1

The accompanying notes are an integral part of the financial statements.
As per our report of even date.

For and on behalf of the Board of Directors of

For S.R. BATLIBOI & ASSOCIATES LLP
Firm Registration Number: 101049W/E300004
Chartered Accountants

ALTICO CAPITAL INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED

per Charanjit Attra
Partner
Membership No.: 100312

Robert D. Petty
Director
DIN: 00385586

Stephen J. Marzo
Director
DIN: 01443338

Dhruv Jain
Chief Financial Officer

Binoy K Parikh
Company Secretary

Place : Mumbai
Date : May 29, 2017

Place : Mumbai
Date : May 29, 2017

Place : Mumbai
Date : May 29, 2017
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5,882,337,384
EXPENDITURE
Employee Benefit Expenses
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ALTICO CAPITAL INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
Statement of Profit and Loss
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ALTICO CAPITAL INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
Cash Flow Statement
for the Year Ended March 31, 2017
Amount in `
Year Ended
March 31, 2017
A.

Year Ended
March 31, 2016

Cash flow from Operating Activities:
Profit Before Taxation

4,162,922,479

2,215,040,475

Depreciation

6,962,545

4,419,230

Loss on Sale of Fixed Assets

–

Provision for gratuity

4,450,222

8,614,168

1,347,698

1,363,586

148,951,377

33,635,503

Adjustments for:

Provision for leave encashment
Contingent provision for Standard Assets
Foreign Exchange Loss
Operating Profit before Working Capital Changes

–

26,042

63,352

4,324,634,321

2,263,162,356

(24,322,830,922)

(4,320,167,883)

3,491,290,504

(5,950,000,000)

(119,152,220)

(256,251,748)

(1,053,904,989)

(67,236,531)

Movements in Working Capital :
-

(Increase)/ decrease in Loans

-

(Increase)/ decrease in Investments

-

(Increase)/ decrease in Interest accrued on investments

-

(Increase)/ decrease in Interest accrued on loans

-

(Increase)/ decrease in Other advances and Current Assets

368,843,552

(30,944,331)

-

Increase/ (decrease) in Current Liabilities and Provisions

453,742,355

21,894,564

77,364,255

76,344,845

(16,780,013,144)

(8,263,198,728)

(1,512,135,359)

(764,112,704)

(18,292,148,503)

(9,027,311,432)

-	
Decrease/(increase) in bank deposits (having original
Maturity of more than three Months)
Cash generated from Operations
-

Income Taxes (Paid) / Refund

Net Cash flow from / (used in) Operating Activities (A)
B.

Cash flow from Investing Activities:
Sale of Fixed Assets

64

–

2,400

Purchase of Fixed Assets

(5,022,394)

(3,692,611)

Net Cash flow from / (used in) Investing Activities (B)

(5,022,394)

(3,690,211)

for the Year Ended March 31, 2017
Amount in `
Year Ended
March 31, 2017
C.

Year Ended
March 31, 2016

Cash flow from Financing Activities

	
Proceeds from issuance of Share Capital (including Security
Premium)
Redemption of Preference Shares (Refer Note 3)

7,372,676,360

–

(145,240,000)

11,880,000,000

–

Proceeds from short-term borrowings

6,039,681,350

–

Net Cash flow from / (used in) Financing Activities (C)

17,919,681,350

7,227,436,360

Net Increase/(Decrease) in Cash & Cash Equivalents (A)+(B)+(C)

(377,489,547)

(1,803,565,283)

Cash and Cash Equivalents as at the beginning of the year

2,372,961,544

4,176,526,827

Cash and Cash Equivalents as at the end of the year

1,995,471,997

2,372,961,544

54,072

105,715

991,744,733

2,372,855,829

Statutory Reports

Proceeds from long-term borrowings

–
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Cash Flow Statement

Components of Cash and Cash Equivalents

With Banks - on Current Account
		

- on Deposit Account

1,003,673,192
1,995,471,997

–
2,372,961,544

Summary of Significant accounting policies (Refer Note 2.1)
1)

The above cash flow statements have been prepared under the indirect method setout in Accounting
Standard (AS)-3, ‘Cash Flow Statement’ notified pursuant to the Companies (Accounting Standards)
Rules, 2006 (as amended).

2)

All figures in brackets are outflow.

The accompanying notes are an integral part of the financial statements.
As per our report of even date.

For and on behalf of the Board of Directors of

For S.R. BATLIBOI & ASSOCIATES LLP
Firm Registration Number: 101049W/E300004
Chartered Accountants

ALTICO CAPITAL INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED

per Charanjit Attra
Partner
Membership No.: 100312

Robert D. Petty
Director
DIN: 00385586

Stephen J. Marzo
Director
DIN: 01443338

Dhruv Jain
Chief Financial Officer

Binoy K Parikh
Company Secretary

Place : Mumbai
Date : May 29, 2017

Place : Mumbai
Date : May 29, 2017

Place : Mumbai
Date : May 29, 2017
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for the year ended March 31, 2017
1

Corporate Information

(b)

Altico Capital India Private Limited (‘Altico’ or
‘the Company’) was incorporated on January
28, 2004. Altico is a wholly owned subsidiary of
India Credit Pte Ltd. Altico obtained its license
from Reserve Bank of India to operate as a Non
Banking Financial Company (‘NBFC’) on January
18, 2005 vide Certificate No. N-13.01777.

Fixed assets are stated at cost, net
of
accumulated
depreciation
and
accumulated impairment losses, if any. The
cost comprises purchase price, borrowing
costs if capitalization criteria are met
and directly attributable cost of bringing
the asset to its working condition for the
intended use. Any trade discounts and
rebates are deducted in arriving at the
purchase price.

The Company is engaged in the business
providing medium to long term finance to
corporate borrowers.
2

2.1

Gains or losses arising from derecognition of
fixed assets are measured as the difference
between the net disposal proceeds and
the carrying amount of the asset and are
recognized in the statement of profit and
loss when the asset is derecognized.
(c)

Depreciation on tangible fixed assets
The Company has estimated the following
useful live to depreciation its fixed assets.
Particulars

Estimated
useful life
by the
Company
(in years)

Office
Equipment
Computer
Equipment
-Desktop/laptop
-Server Network
Vehicles
Furniture &
Fixtures

5

Useful
life as
prescribed
by Shedule
II of the
Company
Act, 2013
(in years)
5

3
6
8
10

3
6
8
10

Summary of Significant Accounting Policies
(a)

Use of Estimates
The preparation of financial statements
in conformity with Indian GAAP requires
the management to make judgments,
estimates and assumptions that affect the
reported amounts of revenues, expenses,
assets and liabilities and the disclosure
of contingent liabilities, at the end of the
reporting period. Although these estimates
are based on the management’s best
knowledge of current events and actions,
uncertainty about these assumptions and
estimates could result in the outcomes
requiring a material adjustment to the
carrying amounts of assets or liabilities in
future periods.
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Subsequent expenditure related to an item
of fixed asset is added to its book value
only if it increases the future benefits from
the existing asset beyond its previously
assessed standard of performance. All other
expenses on existing fixed assets, including
day-to-day
repair
and
maintenance
expenditure and cost of replacing parts,
are charged to the statement of profit
and loss for the period during which such
expenses are incurred.

Basis of preparation of financial statements
The financial statements of the Company have
been prepared in accordance with the generally
accepted accounting principles in India (Indian
GAAP). The Company has prepared these
financial statements to comply in all material
respects with the accounting standards
notified under section 133 of the Companies
Act 2013, read together with paragraph 7 of
the Companies (Accounts) Rules 2014 and the
relevant provisions of Reserve Bank of India
(‘RBI’) as applicable to Non Banking Financial
Companies (‘NBFC’). The financial statements
have been prepared on an accrual basis under
the historical cost convention except interest
on non performing assets which is recognized
on cash basis as required by the Non-Banking
Financial (Non - Deposit Accepting or Holding)
Companies Prudential Norms (Reserve Bank)
Directions, 2007, as amended from time to time
(‘NBFC Prudential Guidelines’). The accounting
policies adopted in the preparation of financial
statements are consistent with those of previous
year.

Tangible Fixed Assets

Leasehold Improvements are amortized
over the primary life of the lease.
On the basis of a technical assessment
the Company depreciates its Fixed Assets
having original cost less than ` 50,000
individually fully in the year of purchase

for the year ended March 31, 2017
(d)

Intangible Assets

(g)

Intangible assets acquired separately are
measured on initial recognition at cost.
Following initial recognition, intangible
assets are carried at cost less accumulated
amortization and accumulated impairment
losses, if any.

of

credit

Revenue Recognition
Revenue is recognized to the extent that it
is probable that the economic benefits will
flow to the Company and the revenue can
be reliably measured.

After impairment, depreciation is provided
on the revised carrying amount of the asset
over its remaining useful life.

(i)

Interest Income on loans / Investments
/ Fixed Deposits are recognised on
a time proportion basis taking into
account the amount outstanding
and the rate applicable. As required
by the NBFC Prudential Guidelines,
interest on non-performing assets
and penal interest are on all loans are
recognized only on cash basis.

(ii)

Redemption premium on debt
securities is accrued over the tenure of
securities on the basis of outstanding
principal balance.

(iii)

Processing fees on loan disbursed is
amortised over the tenure of loan.

(iv) Financial Advisory Fee is recognized
in accordance with the Advisory Fee
Agreement.

Leases

(i)

Borrowing costs
Borrowing cost includes interest cost and
are charged to Profit & Loss in the year in
which they are incurred. Ancillary and other
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(h)

Impairment of tangible and intangible
assets

Leases, where the lessor effectively retains
substantially all the risks and benefits of
ownership of the leased item, are classified
as operating leases. Operating lease
payments are recognized as an expense
in the statement of profit and loss on a
straight-line basis over the lease term.

nature

On disposal of an investment, the difference
between its carrying amount and net
disposal proceeds is charged or credited
to the statement of profit and loss.

The carrying amounts of assets are
reviewed at each balance sheet date if
there is any indication of impairment based
on internal/external factors. An impairment
loss is recognized wherever the carrying
amount of an asset exceeds its recoverable
amount. The recoverable amount is the
greater of the asset’s net selling price and
value in use. In assessing value in use, the
estimated future cash flows are discounted
to their present value using a pre-tax
discount rate that reflects current market
assessments of the time value of money
and risks specific to asset.

(f)

the

Statutory Reports

Gains or losses arising from derecognition
of an intangible asset are measured as the
difference between the net disposal proceeds
and the carrying amount of the asset and are
recognized in the statement of profit and loss
when the asset is derecognized.

(e)

in

Investments in the nature of credit
substitutes, which are readily realizable
and intended to be held for not more than
one year from the date on which such
investments are made, are classified as
current investments. All other investments
are classified as non-current investments.
On initial recognition, all investments are
measured at cost. The cost comprises
purchase price and directly attributable
acquisition charges such as brokerage, fees
and duties. Current investments are carried
in the financial statements at lower of cost
and fair value determined on an individual
investment basis. Long-term investments
are carried at cost less diminution other
than temporary.

Intangible assets are amortized on a
straight line basis over the estimated
useful economic life. Intangible assets are
assessed for impairment whenever there is
an indication that the intangible asset may
be impaired. The amortization period and
the amortization method are reviewed at
least at each financial year end.

Intangible assets are amortised using
straight line method, as per management’s
estimate over a period of 6 years.

Investments
substitutes
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gratuity liability. The costs of providing
benefits under this plan are determined
on the basis of actuarial valuation at each
year-end. Separate actuarial valuation is
carried out using the projected unit credit
method. Actuarial gains and losses for this
defined benefit plans are recognized in full
in the period in which they occur in the
statement of profit and loss.

borrowing costs are amortised over the
tenure of the underlying loan on straight
line basis.
(j)

Foreign currency translation
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(k)

Foreign currency transactions are
recorded in Indian Rupees, the
reporting currency, by applying to
the foreign currency amount, the
exchange rate between the reporting
currency and the foreign currency at
the date of the transaction.
Foreign currency monetary items
are retranslated using the exchange
rate prevailing at the reporting date.
Non-monetary items, which are
measured in terms of historical cost
denominated in a foreign currency,
are reported using the exchange rate
at the date of the transaction.

The Company treats accumulated leave
expected to be carried forward beyond
twelve months, as long-term employee
benefit
for
measurement
purposes.
Such long-term compensated absences
are provided for based on the actuarial
valuation using the projected unit credit
method at the year-end. Actuarial gains/
losses are immediately taken to the
statement of profit and loss and are not
deferred. The Company presents the leave
as a current liability in the balance sheet, to
the extent it does not have an unconditional
right to defer its settlement for 12 months
after the reporting date.

Exchange differences arising on the
settlement of monetary items or on
reporting the Company’s monetary
items at rates different from those
at which they were initially recorded
during the year, or reported in
previous financial statements, are
recognized as income or as expenses
in the year in which they arise.

Retirement and other Employee Benefits
Retirement benefit in the form of provident
fund is a defined contribution scheme. The
Company has no obligation, other than the
contribution payable to the provident fund.
The Company recognizes contribution
payable to the provident fund scheme as
an expenditure, when an employee renders
the related service. If the contribution
payable to the scheme for service received
before the balance sheet date exceeds
the contribution already paid, the deficit
payable to the scheme is recognized as a
liability after deducting the contribution
already paid. If the contribution already
paid exceeds the contribution due for
services received before the balance sheet
date, then excess is recognized as an asset
to the extent that the pre-payment will
lead to, for example, a reduction in future
payment or a cash refund.
The Company operates defined benefit
plans for its employees pertaining to
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Accumulated leave, which is expected to
be utilized within the next 12 months, is
treated as short-term employee benefit.
The Company measures the expected cost
of such absences as the additional amount
that it expects to pay as a result of the
unused entitlement that has accumulated
at the reporting date.

(l)

Income taxes
Tax expense comprises current and deferred
tax. Current income-tax is measured at the
amount expected to be paid to the tax
authorities in accordance with the Incometax Act, 1961 enacted in India and tax laws
prevailing in the respective tax jurisdictions
where the Company operates. The tax rates
and tax laws used to compute the amount
are those that are enacted or substantively
enacted, at the reporting date.
Deferred income taxes reflect the impact of
timing differences between taxable income
and accounting income originating during
the current year and reversal of timing
differences for the earlier years. Deferred
tax is measured using the tax rates and the
tax laws enacted or substantively enacted
at the reporting date.
Deferred tax liabilities are recognized for

for the year ended March 31, 2017

Note on Accounting for Credit Available in
respect of Minimum Alternative Tax under
the Income-tax Act, 1961, the said asset is
created by way of credit to the statement
of profit and loss and shown as “MAT
Credit Entitlement.” The Company reviews
the “MAT credit entitlement” asset at each
reporting date and writes down the asset
to the extent the Company does not have
convincing evidence that it will pay normal
tax during the specified period.
(m) Provision for Loans and Investments

The carrying amount of deferred tax assets
are reviewed at each reporting date. The
Company writes-down the carrying amount
of deferred tax asset to the extent that it
is no longer reasonably certain or virtually
certain, as the case may be, that sufficient
future taxable income will be available
against which deferred tax asset can be
realized. Any such write-down is reversed
to the extent that it becomes reasonably
certain or virtually certain, as the case may
be, that sufficient future taxable income
will be available.

(n)

Basic earnings per share are calculated
by dividing the net profit or loss for the
period attributable to equity shareholders
by the weighted average number of equity
shares outstanding during the period.
The weighted average number of equity
shares outstanding during the period is
adjusted for events such as bonus issue,
bonus element in a rights issue, share split,
and reverse share split (consolidation of
shares) that have changed the number
of equity shares outstanding, without a
corresponding change in resources.

Deferred tax assets and deferred tax
liabilities are offset, if a legally enforceable
right exists to set-off current tax assets
against current tax liabilities and the
deferred tax assets and deferred taxes
relate to the same taxable entity and the
same taxation authority.
Minimum alternate tax (MAT) paid in a
year is charged to the statement of profit
and loss as current tax. The Company
recognizes MAT credit available as an asset
only to the extent that there is convincing
evidence that the Company will pay normal
income tax during the specified period, i.e.,
the period for which MAT credit is allowed
to be carried forward. In the year in which
the Company recognizes MAT credit as
an asset in accordance with the Guidance

Earnings Per Share

For the purpose of calculating diluted
earnings per share, the net profit or loss
for the period attributable to equity
shareholders and the weighted average
number of shares outstanding during the
period are adjusted for the effects of all
dilutive potential equity shares.
(o)

Provisions
A provision is recognized when the
Company has a present obligation as a
result of past event, it is probable that an
outflow of resources embodying economic
benefits will be required to settle the
obligation and a reliable estimate can be
made of the amount of the obligation.
Provisions are not discounted to their
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Provision of standard assets is made at
0.35% (P.Y. 0.30%) of outstanding loan
/ investment value, pursuant to NBFC
Prudential Guidelines. Further, provision
for non performing loans / investments
is made as per management estimates,
subject to, the minimum provision required
as per NBFC Prudential Guidelines, on the
basis of the period of delinquency.

At each reporting date, the Company reassesses unrecognized deferred tax assets.
It recognizes unrecognized deferred tax
asset to the extent that it has become
reasonably certain or virtually certain,
as the case may be, that sufficient future
taxable income will be available against
which such deferred tax assets can be
realized.

Statutory Reports

all taxable timing differences. Deferred
tax assets are recognized for deductible
timing differences only to the extent that
there is reasonable certainty that sufficient
future taxable income will be available
against which such deferred tax assets
can be realized. In situations where the
Company has unabsorbed depreciation
or carry forward tax losses, all deferred
tax assets are recognized only if there is
virtual certainty supported by convincing
evidence that they can be realized against
future taxable profits.
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present value and are determined based
on the best estimate required to settle the
obligation at the reporting date. These
estimates are reviewed at each reporting
date and adjusted to reflect the current
best estimates.

not recognize a contingent liability but
discloses its existence in the financial
statements.
(q)

Measurement and disclosure of the
employee share-based payment plans is
done in accordance with the Guidance Note
on Accounting for Employee Share-based
Payments, issued by ICAI. In accordance
with the Guidance Note on Accounting for
Employee Share-based Payments, the cost
of equity settled transactions is measured
using the intrinsic value method.

Where the Company expects some or
all of a provision to be reimbursed, for
example under an insurance contract, the
reimbursement is recognized as a separate
asset but only when the reimbursement is
virtually certain. The expense relating to
any provision is presented in the statement
of profit and loss net of any reimbursement.
(p)

Contingent liabilities
A contingent liability is a possible
obligation that arises from past events
whose existence will be confirmed by
the occurrence or non-occurrence of one
or more uncertain future events beyond
the control of the Company or a present
obligation that is not recognized because it
is not probable that an outflow of resources
will be required to settle the obligation. A
contingent liability also arises in extremely
rare cases where there is a liability that
cannot be recognized because it cannot
be measured reliably. The Company does
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Employee stock compensation cost

(r)

Cash and Cash Equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents for the purposes
of cash flow statement comprise cash
at bank and in hand and short-term
investments with an original maturity of
three months or less.

(s)

Commercial Paper
Commercial paper is recognised at
redemption value net of unamortized
finance charges. The difference between
redemption value and issue value is
amortised on a time proportion basis and
is disclosed under interest expense.

for the year ended March 31, 2017

Amount in `
3

Share Capital

March 31, 2017 March 31, 2016

Authorised Shares
594,850,000 (P.Y. 594,850,000) Equity Shares of face value of ` 10 each
0% Cumulative Redeemable Preference Shares (‘CRPS’) 51,500,000 (P.Y.
51,500,000) of face value of ` 1 each

5,948,500,000 5,948,500,000
51,500,000
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51,500,000

6,000,000,000 6,000,000,000
479,479,679 Equity Shares (P.Y. 479,479,679) of face value of ` 10 each
fully paid-up

4,794,796,790 4,794,796,790
4,794,796,790 4,794,796,790

a.

Reconciliation of the shares outstanding at the beginning and the end of the reporting period
Equity Shares

March 31, 2017
No. of Shares

At the beginning of the year

March 31, 2016

Face Value

479,479,679 4,794,796,790

Issued during the year

–

Outstanding at the end of the year

–

479,479,679 4,794,796,790

No. of Shares

Face Value

311,879,509

3,118,795,090

167,600,170

1,676,001,700

479,479,679 4,794,796,790

March 31, 2017
No. of Shares

March 31, 2016

Face Value

No. of Shares

Face Value

At the beginning of the year

–

–

1,452,400

1,452,400

Redeemed during the year

–

–

(1,452,400)

(1,452,400)

Outstanding at the end of the year

–

–

–

–

100% preference shares was held by holding Company India Credit Pte Limited (‘ICPL’)
As per the records of the Company, including its register of members and other declarations received
from the shareholders regarding beneficial interest, the above shareholding represents both legal and
beneficial ownership of shares.
b.

Terms / Rights attached to Equity Shares
The Company has only one class of Equity shares having a par value of Rs. 10 per share. Each holder
of Equity Shares is entitled to one vote per share. The Company declares and pays dividend in Indian
Rupees. The dividend proposed by the Board of Directors is subject to approval of shareholders in the
ensuing Annual General Meeting.
During the Year Ended March 31, 2017, the amount of per share dividend recognised as distributions to
Equity Shareholders was Rs. Nil (P.Y Rs. Nil).
In the event of liquidation of the Company, the Equity Shareholders will be entitled to receive
remaining assets of the Company, after distribution of all preferential amounts. The distribution will be
in proportion to the number of Equity Shares held by the shareholders.

c.

Terms of redemption of CRPS
The Company had issued 51,079,220 CRPS of Re. 1 each at a premium of Rs. 99 each per CRPS by
converting its Fully Convertible Debentures in two tranches viz., 3,100,000 CRPS on March 31, 2007
and 47,979,220 CRPS on April 30, 2007. These CRPS were compulsorily redeemable at the expiry of 8
years from the date of allotment or at any time with mutual consent.
The Company had redeemed 49,626,820 CRPS in financial year 2014-15 and balance 1,452,400 CRPS in
previous financial year on April 29, 2015.

d.

Shares reserved for issue under options
For details of shares reserved for issue under the employee stock option (ESOP) plan of the company,
please refer note 33.
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100% equity shares held by holding Company India Credit Pte Limited (‘ICPL’), directly or through its
nominees.
Preference Shares
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Amount in `
4

Reserves and Surplus
Securities Premium Account
Opening Balance as per last Balance Sheet
Add : Additions during the year
Less : Reduction during the year

March 31, 2017 March 31, 2016
12,918,927,483 7,366,040,423
–
5,696,674,660
–
(143,787,600)
12,918,927,483 12,918,927,483

Capital Redemption Reserve
Opening Balance as per last Balance Sheet
Add : Additions during the year
Special Reserve under section 45 IC of RBI Act, 1934
Opening Balance as per last Balance Sheet
Add : Additions during the year
Surplus / (Deficit) in the Statement of Profit and Loss
Opening Balance as per last Balance Sheet
Profit / (Loss) for the year
Less: Transfer to Special Reserve
Transfer to Capital Redemption Reserve

51,079,220
–
51,079,220

49,626,820
1,452,400
51,079,220

640,028,242
541,653,531
1,181,681,773

350,371,543
289,656,699
640,028,242

1,815,033,047
657,858,674
2,708,267,656 1,448,283,472
(541,653,531) (289,656,699)
–
(1,452,400)
3,981,647,172 1,815,033,047
18,133,335,648

5

Long-term borrowings

31-Mar-17
Non-current
portion

Redeemable non convertible debentures
Secured
Term loans from banks
Secured
Less: Transferred to other liabilities

15,425,067,992

31-Mar-16

Current
maturities*

Non-current
portion

Current
maturities*

2,000,000,000

–

–

4,125,000,000 1,125,000,000
8,755,000,000 3,125,000,000
(3,125,000,000)

–
–
–

–
–
–

4,630,000,000

Total
8,755,000,000
–
–
–
* Amount disclosed under the head “other current liabilities”
Terms of repayment, nature of security & rate of interest in case of secured loans:
a. Secured redeemable non convertible debentures
31-Mar-17
31-Mar-16
Rate of interest
Rate of interest
Reedemable within
0% - 10%
NA
Non-current
Current
Non-current
Current
portion
maturities
portion
maturities
2,000,000,000
–
–
0-12 Months
–
24-36 Months
1,157,500,000
–
–
–
36-48 Months
2,315,000,000
–
–
–
48-60 Months
1,157,500,000
–
–
–
Total
4,630,000,000 2,000,000,000
–
–
Nature of Security:
Non-current portion
These debentures have exclusive charge on certain specific receivables of the Company.
Current maturities
Secured by a first pari passu charge on all the present and future receivables of the Company excluding
receivables charged to secure non-current portion of redeemable non convertible debentures.
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for the year ended March 31, 2017

Amount in `
b.

Secured term loans from banks

Particulars

Rate of Interest

31-Mar-17

Repayment
details

31-Mar-16

Non-current
portion

Current
maturities
625,000,000

Current
maturities

–

–

–

–

9.50% - 11.00%

8 quarterly
installments after
initial moratorium
of 3 quarters

1,375,000,000

Laxmi Vilas Bank

9.50% - 11.00%

8 quarterly
installments after
initial moratorium
of 4 quarters

250,000,000

State Bank of India

9.50% - 11.00%

8 quarterly
installments after
initial moratorium
of 3 quarters

875,000,000

125,000,000

–

–

South Indian Bank

9.50% - 11.00%

8 quarterly
installments after
initial moratorium
of 3 quarters

875,000,000

125,000,000

–

–

Union Bank

9.50% - 11.00%

8 quarterly
installments after
initial moratorium
of 3 quarters

750,000,000

250,000,000

–

–

4,125,000,000 1,125,000,000

–

–

Total

–

Nature of Security:
Secured by a first pari passu charge on all the present and future receivables of the Company excluding
receivables charged to secure non-current portion of redeemable non convertible debentures
6

Other long term liabilities

March 31, 2017 March 31, 2016

Income received pending amortisation
Other liabilities

7

Provisions

3,606,568

3,769,001

2,397,415

2,186,934

6,003,983

5,955,935

Long - Term
March 31, 2017

Short - Term

March 31, 2016 March 31, 2017 March 31, 2016

Provision for Employee Benefits
Provision for Gratuity (Refer Note 25)

11,034,681

6,824,033

344,990

234,941

Provision for Leave Encashment

2,707,045

1,490,919

282,505

175,118

–

132,792,878

87,202,885

–

4,591,427

2,959,927

Provision for Bonus
Provision for Employee Emoluments

50,688,521
–
64,430,247

8,314,952

138,011,800

90,572,871

110,211,012

43,331,730

13,297,444

4,428,773

Other Provisions
Provision for Standard Assets
Provision for Standard Restructured
Assets

73,203,424

–

–

–

183,414,436

43,331,730

13,297,444

4,428,773

247,844,683

51,646,682

151,309,244

95,001,644
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8

Amount in `

Short-term borrowings

March 31, 2017 March 31, 2016

Working Capital Loans (secured)
From banks
Commercial papers (unsecured)
Other than banks
Less: Unamortised discount
Total

550,000,000

–

6,000,000,000
(146,488,313)
6,403,511,687

–
–

Terms of repayment, nature of security & rate of interest in case of secured loans:
Secured working capital loans from banks
Particulars
Rate of Interest
Repayment details
March 31, 2017 March 31, 2016
HDFC Bank
9.50% - 10.00% Bullet repayment within 12 months 300,000,000
–
Kotak Mahindra
9.50% - 10.00% Bullet repayment within 12 months 250,000,000
–
bank
Total
550,000,000
–
Nature of Security:
Secured by a first pari passu charge on all the present and future receivables of the Company excluding
receivables charged to secure non-current portion of redeemable non convertible debentures
9

Other Current Liabilities

March 31, 2017 March 31, 2016

Current maturities of long-term borrowings (note 5)
Statutory Dues Payable
Income received pending amortisation
Other Liabilities*

3,125,000,000
1,350,978
2,772,116
392,301,267
3,521,424,361

–
14,923,071
10,734,495
14,828,792
40,486,358

* There are no amounts that need to be disclosed pertaining to Micro Small and Medium Enterprise Development
Act, 2006 (the ‘MSMED’). As at March 31, 2017, no supplier has intimated the Company about its status as Micro
or Small Enterprises or its registration with the appropriate authority under the MSMED.
10.1 Fixed Assets - Tangible Assets
Office
Equipment
Cost:
As at March 31, 2015
Additions
Disposals
As at March 31, 2016
Additions
Disposals
As at March 31, 2017
Depreciation:
As at March 31, 2015
Additions
Disposals
As at March 31, 2016
Additions
Disposals
As at March 31, 2017
Net Block
As at March 31, 2016
As at March 31, 2017
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Vehicles

Furniture &
Fixtures

2,033,413
420,050
–
2,453,463
536,913
–
2,990,376

1,484,280
–
–
1,484,280
–
–
1,484,280

2,561,187
145,125
180,000
2,526,312
–
–
2,526,312

1,895,258
397,094
–
2,292,352
374,514
–
2,666,866

456,532
176,816
–
633,348
176,332
–
809,680

1,795,054
376,976
151,558
2,020,472
190,414
–
2,210,886

161,111
323,510

850,932
674,600

505,840
315,426

Leasehold
Improvements
6,226,256
–
–
6,226,256
–
–
6,226,256

Computer
Equipment

Total

6,531,170
968,885
–
7,500,055
3,274,941
–
10,774,996

18,836,306
1,534,060
180,000
20,190,366
3,811,854
–
24,002,220

1,189,318 4,590,785
1,305,609 846,544
–
–
2,494,927 5,437,329
2,812,923 1,850,358
–
–
5,307,850 7,287,687

9,926,947
3,103,037
151,558
12,878,426
5,404,540
–
18,282,966

2,062,726
3,487,309

7,311,938
5,719,254

3,731,329
918,406

for the year ended March 31, 2017

Amount in `

10.2 Fixed Assets - Intangible Assets

11.1

Non Current Investments

1,237,636
1,316,195
2,553,831
1,558,004
4,111,835
7,117,121
6,769,657
March 31, 2017 March 31, 2016

Investments in the nature of credit substitutes
Trade, Quoted (Stated at Cost less principal repayments)
23% 2,250 (P.Y.2,250) Secured Redeemable Non Convertible
Debentures of ` 916,667.67 each (P.Y. 10,000,000 each)

1,125,000,000 1,875,000,000

19% 15,000 (P.Y.15,000) Secured Redeemable Non Convertible
Debentures of ` 85,478,34 each (P.Y. 100,000 each)

800,000,000 1,200,000,000

19.5% 210 (P.Y.210) Secured Redeemable Non Convertible Debentures of
` 9,047,619.05 each (P.Y. 10,000,000 each)

1,583,333,333 2,100,000,000

16.0% 9,500 (P.Y.Nil) Secured Redeemable Non Convertible Debentures
of ` 100,000 each

964,034,456

19% Nil (P.Y.385) Secured Redeemable Non Convertible Debentures of
` 10,000,000 each

–

–
3,850,000,000

4,472,367,789 9,025,000,000
11.2 Current Investments (Current portion of non current investments)

March 31, 2017 March 31, 2016

Investments in the nature of credit substitutes
Trade, Quoted (Stated at Cost less principal repayments)
937,500,000

375,000,000

19% 15,000 (P.Y.15,000) Secured Redeemable Non Convertible
Debentures of ` 85,478,34 each (P.Y. 100,000 each)

482,175,040

-

19.5% 210 (P.Y.210) Secured Redeemable Non Convertible Debentures of
` 9,047,619.05 each (P.Y. 10,000,000 each)

316,666,667

300,000,000

1,736,341,707

675,000,000

23% 2,250 (P.Y.2,250) Secured Redeemable Non Convertible
Debentures of ` 916,667.67 each (P.Y. 10,000,000)

The above current investments are merely current portion of non-current investments.Hence, for measurement
purposes, the investment continues to be treated as long-term investment.
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As at March 31, 2015
Additions
Disposals
As at March 31, 2016
Additions
Disposals
As at March 31, 2017
Amortisation:
As at March 31, 2015
Additions
Disposals
As at March 31, 2016
Additions
Disposals
As at March 31, 2017
Net Block
As at March 31, 2016
As at March 31, 2017

Statutory Reports

Total
Computer
Software
7,512,398
2,158,554
–
9,670,952
1,210,540
10,881,492

Cost:
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for the year ended March 31, 2017

Amount in `

Aggregate Value of Quoted Investments

March 31, 2017 March 31, 2016

Cost of acquisition*

6,208,709,496

9,700,000,000

Market value*

6,208,709,496

9,700,000,000

*Investment in each of the above debentures are privately placed and listed on BSE . However there are no
trades in the debentures of the Company. Hence the cost of Investment is considered as market value
12

Deferred Tax Asset (Net)

March 31, 2017 March 31, 2016

Deferred Tax Assets (Gross)
Differences in depreciation on fixed assets
Processing fees unamortised
Rent Equalisation Reserve
Provision for Leave Encashment
Provision for deferred employee benefits
Provision on Standard Assets
Provision for Gratuity
TOTAL (A)
Deferred Tax Liabilities (Gross)
Borrowing and other ancilliary costs amortisation
TOTAL (B)
Net Deferred Tax Asset (A) -(B)
13

Loans and Advances

850,189
2,212,939
829,697
1,034,623
11,588,709
68,078,047
3,938,277
88,532,481

301,381
5,007,154
756,854
576,582
–
16,528,955
2,442,970
25,613,896

52,833,424
52,833,424
35,699,057

9,446,562
9,446,562
16,167,334

Non Current

Current

March 31, 2017 March 31, 2016 March 31, 2017 March 31, 2016
Secured Loans
Considered Good
Less: Advance received
Considered Doubtful

28,480,070,897
(39,897,546)
–

5,418,909,999 2,062,927,908
–
–

(29,923,160)
–

801,257,884
–
–

Other Advances (Unsecured Considered
Good)
Prepaid Expenses
Advance Tax (net of provision for
taxation)
Security Deposits
Balance with statutory authorities
Other Receivables

14

79,869,105

12,037,365

139,622,280

101,673,469

156,500

7,825,900

1,761,053

230,276

438,417

1,431,748

5,188,726

57,365,039

28,662,020,706

5,542,108,757

2,132,034,472

876,440,468

Cash and Bank Balances

86,040,998
–

17,817,546
–

7,800,000
–

–
–

March 31, 2017 March 31, 2016

Cash and Cash Equivalents
Balances with Banks:
On Current Accounts
Deposits with original maturity of less than three months
Cash on Hand

991,744,733
1,003,673,192

2,372,855,829
-

54,072

105,715

1,995,471,997

2,372,961,544

1,436,058,107

1,513,422,362

1,436,058,107

1,513,422,362

Other Bank Balances
Deposits with original maturity of more than 3 months but less than 12
months

3,431,530,104 3,886,383,906
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Amount in `
March 31, 2017 March 31, 2016
1,992,036
21,731,470
184,800,458
106,674,210
222,809,636
181,783,664
318,774,426
–
802,367,094
67,236,531
1,530,743,650
377,425,875

16

Revenue from Operations
Interest On Loans
Interest On Investments
Financial Advisory Fees
Processing fees
Interest on Bank Fixed Deposits
Penal Interest Income

March 31, 2017 March 31, 2016
3,322,308,854
561,722,143
1,724,456,708
1,460,418,851
544,992,083
195,686,538
8,124,813
13,884,180
202,617,463
314,877,438
79,514,255
71,586,927
5,882,014,176 2,618,176,077

17

Other Income
Miscellaneous Income
Foreign exchange gain (net)

March 31, 2017 March 31, 2016
10,000
–
313,208
–
323,208
–

18

Employee Benefit Expenses
Salaries, Wages and Bonus
Contribution to Provident and Other Funds
Leave Encashment
Gratuity Expense (Refer Note 25)
Staff Welfare Expenses

March 31, 2017 March 31, 2016
298,949,075
161,984,158
6,646,935
3,484,213
1,347,698
1,363,586
4,450,222
8,614,168
35,618,250
23,486,163
347,012,180
198,932,288

19

Finance Costs
Interest expense
Processing fees on borrowings
Ancillary borrowing costs
Bank Charges

March 31, 2017 March 31, 2016
958,562,981
–
31,307,770
–
26,099,132
13,097,443
615,468
500,041
1,016,585,351
13,597,484

20

Administration and Other Operating Expenses
Rent
Repairs and Maintenance - Others
Travelling and Conveyance
Loss / (Profit) on Sale of Fixed Assets
Communication Expenses
Legal and Professional Fees
CSR expenditure (Refer Note A below)
Auditor’s Remuneration
- Statutory audit fees
- Limited review fees
- Tax audit fees
- Other services
- Reimbursement of out of pocket expenses
Rates and Taxes
Electricity Charges
Foreign Exchange Difference (net)
Subscriptions
Pantry supplies
Miscellaneous Expenses

March 31, 2017 March 31, 2016
15,828,714
15,686,287
15,197,904
11,583,829
24,117,446
12,916,000
–
26,042
4,127,102
4,536,665
84,819,358
77,849,498
15,800,000
1,705,000
1,000,000
500,000
290,000
803,466
258,931
949,079
340,986
–
5,456,553
784,801
29,629,112

1,047,644
–
325,844
1,315,198
10,624
3,569,947
308,448
63,352
1,760,530
615,936
19,230,253

199,903,452

152,551,097
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Other Current Assets
Interest accrued and not due on Fixed Deposits
Interest accrued and due on Investments
Interest accrued but not due on Investments
Interest accrued and due on Loans
Interest accrued but not due on Loans
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A.

Amount in `

Details of CSR expenditure
(a) Gross amount to be spent by Company during the year
 mount spent during the year ending on
(b) A
March 31, 2017
(i) Construction/acquisition of any asset
(ii) On purposes other than (i) above
(c)	Amount spent during the year ended on
March 31, 2016
(i) Construction/acquisition of any asset
(ii) On purposes other than (i) above

21

In cash
–
15,800,000

31-Mar-17

31-Mar-16

15,800,000

1,705,000

Yet to be paid
in cash

Total

–

–

–

15,800,000

In cash

Yet to be paid
in cash

Total

–

–

–

1,705,000

Provisions and Write-Offs

–

1,705,000

March 31, 2017 March 31, 2016

Provision on Standard Assets

75,747,953

Provision on Standard Restructured Assets

73,203,424
148,951,377

22

Earnings Per Share

–
33,635,503

March 31, 2017 March 31, 2016

Net Profit as per Statement of Profit and Loss (used for computing Basic 2,708,267,656
/ Diluted EPS)
Weighted average number of Equity Shares
in calculating Basic EPS

33,635,503

1,448,283,472

479,479,679

377,244,118

10,009,138

4,843,462

489,488,817

382,087,579

Basic Earnings per Share

5.65

3.84

Diluted Earnings per Share

5.53

3.79

Effect of dilution:
Stock options granted under ESOP
Weighted average number of Equity Shares in calculating Diluted EPS

23

Leases
Office premises are obtained on operating lease. Existing lease covers a five year lease term with lock-in
period of 3 years and escalation at 10% after 3 years. The said lease is valid till February 11, 2019. There are
no subleases. There are no finance leases.
March 31, 2017 March 31, 2016
Lease Payments for the Year

15,828,714

15,686,287

2,397,415

17,862,000

Minimum Lease Payments
Not later than one Year

24

Later than one year but not later than five years

–

Later than five years

–

36,664,945
–

Segment Information
The Company has a single reportable segment i.e. financing for the purpose of Accounting Standard –
AS 17 on ‘Segment Reporting’ notified under the Companies (Accounting Standards) Rules, 2006 (as
amended). The Company does not have any reportable geographical segment.
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25

Gratuity
The Company has a defined benefit Gratuity plan (unfunded). Every employee who has not completed five
years service is entitled to gratuity on departure at 4.33% of the basic salary earned during the period of
employment. All other employees are entitled to gratuity on departure at higher of :
a)

15 days salary (last drawn salary) for each completed year of service; or

b)

4.33% of the basic salary earned during the period of employment.

Statement of Profit and Loss: (Net employee benefit expense recognised in Employee Benefit Expenses)
Amount in `
March 31, 2017 March 31, 2016
Current Service Cost
Interest cost on benefit obligation
Net actuarial(gain) / loss recognised in the year
Net past service cost

1,720,917

427,434

570,365

253,502

2,168,418

2,021,974

–

Net Benefit Expense

5,911,258

4,459,700

8,614,168

Amount in `
March 31, 2017 March 31, 2016
7,058,974
3,192,717
1,720,917
427,434
570,365
253,502
–
5,911,248
(139,003)
(4,747,910)
2,168,418
2,021,983
11,379,671
7,058,974

Amounts for the Current and previous four years are as follows:
Amount in `
Particulars
Defined benefit obligation
Plan assets
Surplus / (deficit)
Experience adjustments on plan
liabilities-(gains)/losses
Experience adjustments on plan assets

March 31,
2017
11,379,671

March 31,
2016
7,058,974

March 31,
2015
3,192,717

March 31,
2014
2,674,729

March 31,
2013
3,425,766

–

–

–

–

–

(11,379,671) (7,058,974)
1,276,293

1,173,577

–

–

(3,192,717) (2,674,729) (3,425,766)
637,926 (1,033,299)
–

–

119,079
–

The principal assumptions used in determining gratuity obligations for the Company’s plans are shown below:
Amount in `
March 31, 2017 March 31, 2016
Discount Rate
Expected rate of return on assets
Employee turnover

7.34%

8.08%

N/A

N/A

2.00%

2.00%

The estimates of future salary increases, considered in actuarial valuation, take account of inflation,
seniority, promotion and other relevant factors, such as supply and demand in the employment market
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Changes in the present value of the defined benefit obligation are as below:

Opening Defined Benefit Obligation
Current Service Cost
Interest cost
Past service cost (Vested Benefit Incurred During the Period)
Benefits paid
Actuarial(gain) / loss on obligations
Closing Defined Benefit Obligation
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Related Party Disclosures
a)

Names of Related Parties:
Holding Company

India Credit Pte Limited (ICPL)

Key Management Personnel

Sanjay Grewal - Chief Executive Officer
Dhruv Jain- Chief Financial Officer
Binoy K Parikh – Company Secretary

Associates
b)

Clearwater Investment Advisors India Private Limited (‘CIAIPL’)

Related Party Transactions:
Amount in `
Holding Company
March 31,
2017

March 31,
2016

Associate Enterprises
March 31,
2017

TOTAL

March 31,
2016

March 31,
2017

March 31,
2016

Transactions during the year
Issue of equity shares

–

1,676,001,700

–

1,676,001,700

Redemption of preference
shares

–

1,452,400

–

1,452,400

Expense Recovery:Salaries, Wages and
Bonus

8,864,004

Others

–

9,194,047
–

8,864,004
–

9,194,047
–

Balance outstanding as
at year end receivable/
(payable)
Equity Capital
Preference Capital

(4,794,796,790) (4,794,796,790)
–

(4,794,796,790) (4,794,796,790)

–

–

–

Other receivables
CIAIPL

c)

2,548,401

2,239,905

2,548,401

2,239,905

Remuneration to Key Management Personnel:
Amount in `
March 31, 2017 March 31, 2016
Salaries, Allowances, Bonus and contribution to Provident Fund*
Sanjay Grewal - Chief Executive Officer
Dhruv Jain- Chief Financial Officer
Binoy K Parikh – Company Secretary

56,462,538
25,461,081
4,700,762
86,624,381

36,250,854
259,006
1,776,566
38,286,426

* The remuneration to Key Management Personnel includes bonus on accrual basis, however, it does
not include the provision made for Gratuity and Leave Encashment as it is determined on actuarial
basis for the Company as a whole.
27

Expenditure in foreign currency (on accrual basis)
Amount in `
Travelling and Conveyance
Directors remuneration
Out of pocket expense (foreign director)
Repairs and Maintenance - Others
Miscellaneous Expenses
Other borrowings cost
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March 31, 2017 March 31, 2016
244,286
51,391
21,986,267
18,172,704
369,365
279,519
6,764,375
6,559,339
340,401
1,298,885
32,973,020
13,097,443
62,677,714
39,459,281

for the year ended March 31, 2017
28

The Company’s pending litigations comprise of proceedings pending with Tax authorities. The Company
has reviewed all its pending litigations and proceedings and has adequately provided for where provisions
are required and disclosed the contingent liabilities where applicable, in its financial statements. The
Company does not expect the outcome of these proceedings to have a material adverse effect on its
financial results at March 31, 2017. Refer note 29 for details on contingent liabilities. In respect of litigations,
where the management assessment of a financial outflow is probable, the Company has made a provision
of ` 16,268,134 at March 31, 2017 (at March 31, 2016: 16,268,134).

29

Contingent Liabilities
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Amount in `
43,273,354

43,273,354

43,273,354

43,273,354

30

Specified Bank Notes (SBN) held and transacted during the period from November 8, 2016 to December
30, 2016
Amount in `
Particulars

SBNs*

Closing cash in hand as on November 8, 2016

47,000

Add: Withdrawal from bank

–

Add: Permitted receipts

–

Less: Permitted payments

–

Less: Amount deposited in Banks

Other
denomination
notes#

(47,000)

Closing cash in hand as on December 30, 2016

–

Total

2,344

49,344

275,000

275,000

–

–

(205,074)
–

(205,074)
(47,000)

72,270

72,270

	
* Specified Bank Notes as defined in the notification of the Government of India, in the Ministry of Finance,
Department of Economic Affairs number S.O. 3407(E), dated the 8th November, 2016.
# Other than SBNs
31

Transfer Pricing
The Company has a comprehensive system of maintenance of information and documents required by
transfer pricing legislation under section 92-92F of the Income Tax Act, 1961. Management is of the opinion
that all international transactions are at arm’s length so that the above legislation will not have any impact
on the Financial Statements, particularly on the amount of tax expense and that of provision of taxes.

32

Additional disclosures pursuant to various notifications issued by Reserve Bank of India (‘RBI’)
i)

Capital to Risk Asset Ratio
Items

March 31, 2017 March 31, 2016

i)

CRAR (%)

59.46%

123.27%

ii)

CRAR – Tier I Capital (%)

58.95%

122.98%

iii) CRAR – Tier II Capital (%)

0.51%

0.29%

iv) Amount of subordinated debt raised as Tier-II capital

NIL

NIL

v) Amount raised by issue of Perpetual Debt Instruments

NIL

NIL
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The Company has received a demand for Assessment Year (‘AY’) 2009-2010, AY 2010-2011, AY 2011-12 and
AY 2012-13 dated 9 April 2013, 27 February 2013, 25th March 2015 and 7th April 2016 wherein a transfer
pricing adjustment of ` 7,709,785, ` 9,805,210, ` 71,419,018 and ` 41,905,979 respectively has been made
thereby having an incremental tax liability of ` 2,620,556, ` 3,332,791, ` 23,723,612 and ` 13,596,395
respectively. The Company has filed /in the process of filing an appeal before the Income Tax Appellate
Tribunal / Commissioner of Income Tax (appeals) against the each of the above orders.
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Tax liability on account of transfer pricing adjustment against the
Company not acknowledged as debts
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ii)

Amount in `

Exposure to Real Estate Sector
Category

March 31, 2017 March 31, 2016

a) Direct Exposure
i)

Residential Mortgages :
Lending fully secured by mortgages on residential property
that is or will be occupied by the borrower or that is rented;
(Individual housing loans up to ` 15 lakh may be shown
separately)

–

–

ii) Commercial Real Estate :
Lending secured by mortgages on commercial real estates 36,751,708,301 15,920,167,883
(office buildings, retail space, multipurpose commercial
premises, multi-family residential buildings, multi-tenanted
commercial premises, industrial or warehouse space, hotels,
land acquisition, development and construction, etc.). Exposure
would also include non-fund based (NFB) limits;
iii)	Investments in Mortgage Backed Securities (MBS) and other
securitised exposures :
a) Residential

–

–

b) Commercial Real Estate

–

–

–

–

B) Indirect Exposure
Fund based and non-fund based exposures on National Housing
Bank (NHB) and Housing Finance Companies (HFCs)
iii)
		

Asset Liability Management – Maturity pattern of certain items of assets and liabilities
As at March 31, 2017
Particulars

Amount in `

1 Day to
Over One Over 2 Months Over 3 Months
Over 6
Over 1 Year up Over 3 Years up Over 5
30/31 Days Month up to up to 3 Months up to 6 Months Months up to
to 3 years
to 5 Years
Years
(One Month)
2 Months
1 year

Total

Liabilities:
–

18,430,000,000

Deposits

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

Foreign
currency
liabilities

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

Borrowings

250,000,000 1,800,000,000 2,250,000,000

4,375,000,000 1,000,000,000 7,597,500,000

1,157,500,000

Assets:
Advances*
Foreign
currency assets
Investments ^

3,265,010

–

–

–

269,675,040

–

136,600,000
–
287,500,000

189,865,010
–
287,500,000

1,733,197,888 23,688,342,950
–
891,666,666

–
4,472,367,790

–

30,542,998,805

–

–

–

–

–

6,208,709,496

Over 3 Years
up to 5 Years

Over 5
Years

4,791,727,948

		As at March 31, 2016
Particulars

Amount in `

1 Day to
Over One Over 2 Months Over 3 Months
30/31 Days Month up to up to 3 Months up to 6 Months
(One Month) 2 Months

Over 6
Over 1 Year up
Months up to
to 3 years
1 year

Total

Liabilities:
Borrowings

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

Deposits

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

Foreign
currency
liabilities

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

1,220,000,000

–

6,220,167,883

–

–

–

–

9,700,000,000

Assets:
Advances*

–

Foreign
currency assets

–

11,407,882.58 58,360,000.00 175,080,000.00 556,410,000.0
–

–

Investments ^

–

–

–

–

–

–

100,000,000.00 575,000,000.0 6,344,444,444

		* Consists of only Loans & Advances
		
^ These investments are in the nature of credit substitutes
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4,198,910,000

2,680,555,556

for the year ended March 31, 2017
iv)

Borrower group-wise classification of loan assets financed:-

		(a)

Category wise

Net of provisions- Amount in `

Category

(b)

Total

Secured

March 31, 2016
Unsecured

Total

–
–

–
–

–
–

–
–

–
–

–
–

–
30,542,998,805
30,542,998,805

–
–
–

–
30,542,998,805
30,542,998,805

–
6,220,167,883
6,220,167,883

Other information

March 31, 2017 March 31, 2016
–
–

–
–
–

–
–
–

Investor group-wise classification of all investments^ (current and long term) in shares and securities
(both quoted and unquoted):
Amount in `
Category

1. Related Parties
(a) Subsidiaries
(b)	Companies in the same group
(c) Other related parties
2. Other than related parties
Total

vi)

March 31, 2017
Market Value / Book Value (Net
Break up or fair
of Provisions)
value or NAV
–
–
–
6,208,709,496
6,208,709,496

–
–
–
6,208,709,496
6,208,709,496

March 31, 2016
Market Value / Book Value (Net
Break up or fair
of Provisions)
value or NAV
–
–
–
9,700,000,000
9,700,000,000

–
–
–
9,700,000,000
9,700,000,000

^ These investments are in the nature of credit substitutes
Investments ^
Particulars
1. Value of Investments
(i) Gross Value of Investments
(a) In India
(b) Outside India
(ii) Provisions for Depreciation
(a) In India
(b) Outside India
(iii) Net Value of Investments
(a) In India
(b) Outside India
2.	Movement of provisions held towards depreciation on
investments.
(i) Opening balance
(ii) Add : Provisions made during the year
(iii)	Less : Write-off / write-back of excess provisions during the year
(iv) Closing balance

Amount in `
Current Year

Previous Year

6,208,709,496 9,700,000,000
–
–
–
–

–
–

6,208,709,496 9,700,000,000
–
–

–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–

^ These investments are in the nature of credit substitutes
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–
–

		

		

–
6,220,167,883
6,220,167,883

Amount in `

Particulars
Gross Non-Performing Assets
(a) Related parties
(b) Other than related parties
Net Non-Performing Assets
(a) Related parties
(b) Other than related parties
Assets acquired in satisfaction of debt
v)

–
–
–

Statutory Reports

1. Related Parties
(a) Subsidiaries
(b)	Companies in the
same group
(c) Other related parties
2. Other than related parties
Total

Secured

March 31, 2017
Unsecured
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(vii) Provisions and contingencies
Break up of ‘Provisions and Contingencies’ shown under the head Expenditure in Profit and Loss Account
Amount in `
Particulars

Current Year

Previous Year

Provisions for depreciation on Investment

–

–

Provision towards NPA

–

–

Provision made towards Income tax

1,454,654,823

Other Provision and Contingencies (with details)
Provision for Standard Assets
Provision for Standard Restructured Assets
TOTAL

766,757,003

–

–

75,747,953

33,635,503

73,203,424

–

1,603,606,201

800,392,506

(viii) Concentration of Advances, Exposures and NPAs						
a.

Concentration of Advances
Amount in `

Particulars
Total Advances to twenty largest borrowers

Current Year

6,220,167,883

98%

100%

Percentage of Advances to twenty largest borrowers to Total
Advances of the NBFC
b.

Previous Year

29,892,998,805

Concentration of Exposures
Amount in `

Particulars
Total Exposure to twenty largest borrowers / customers

Current Year

Previous Year

34,069,822,413 15,920,167,883

Percentage of Exposures to twenty largest borrowers / customers
to Total Exposure of the NBFC on borrowers / customers

93%

100%

* Includes total exposure of the Company i.e. Loans as well as Investments in the nature of credit substitute.
c.

Registration obtained from other financial sector regulators : None

d.

Details of Single Borrower Limit (SBL) / Group Borrower Limit (GBL) exceeded by NBFC

		

The Company has not exceeded the SBL / GBL during the financial year.

e.

Concentration of NPAs
Amount in `

Particulars
Total Exposure to top four NPA accounts
f.

Current Year

Previous Year

–

–

Sector-wise NPAs
Amount in `

Sr. No. Sector

84

Percentage of NPAs to Total
Advances in that sector
Current Year

Previous Year

1

Agriculture & allied activities

–

–

2

MSME

–

–

3

Corporate borrowers

–

–

4

Services

–

–

5

Unsecured personal loans

–

–

6

Auto loans

–

–

7

Other personal loans

–

–

for the year ended March 31, 2017
g.

Movement of NPAs
Amount in `
Particulars

Current Year

(i) Net NPAs to Net Advances (%)

Previous Year

Nil

Nil

(ii) Movement of NPAs (Gross)
–

–

–

–

(c) Reductions during the year

–

–

(d) Closing balance

–

–

(a) Opening balance

–

–

(b) Additions during the year

–

–

(c) Reductions during the year

–

–

(d) Closing balance

–

–

(a) Opening balance

–

–

(b) Provisions made during the year

–

–

(c) Write-off / write-back of excess provisions

–

–

(d) Closing balance

–

–

Statutory Reports

(a) Opening balance
(b) Additions during the year
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(iii) Movement of Net NPAs

(iv)	
Movement of provisions for NPAs (excluding provisions on
standard assets)

Amount in `
Particulars

(x)

Current Year

Previous Year

(a) No. of complaints pending at the beginning of the year

–

–

(b) No. of complaints received during the year

–

–

(c) No. of complaints redressed during the year

–

–

(d) No. of complaints pending at the end of the year

–

–

The Company neither held any derivatives during the year nor has any outstanding contract at the
year end

(xi) Exposure to capital market
Amount in `
Sr. No.

Sector

As at
As at
March 31, 2017 March 31, 2016

1

Direct investment in equity shares, convertible bonds,
convertible debentures and units of equity-oriented mutual
funds the corpus of which is not exclusively invested in
corporate debt;

–

–

2

Advances against shares / bonds / debentures or other
securities or on clean basis to individuals for investment
in shares (including IPOs / ESOPs), convertible bonds,
convertible debentures, and units of equity-oriented mutual
funds;

–

–

3

Advances for any other purposes where shares or convertible
bonds or convertible debentures or units of equity oriented
mutual funds are taken as primary security;

–

–
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Sr. No.
4

5

6

7
8

Amount in `
Sector

As at
As at
March 31, 2017 March 31, 2016
–
–
Advances for any other purposes to the extent secured
by the collateral security of shares or convertible bonds or
convertible debentures or units of equity oriented mutual
funds i.e. where the primary security other than shares /
convertible bonds / convertible debentures / units of equity
oriented mutual funds 'does not fully cover the advances;
–
–
Secured and unsecured advances to stockbrokers and
guarantees issued on behalf of stockbrokers and market
makers;
–
–
Loans sanctioned to corporates against the security of
shares / bonds / debentures or other securities or on clean
basis for meeting promoter's contribution to the equity of
new companies in anticipation of raising resources;
Bridge loans to companies against expected equity flows /
–
–
issues;
All exposures to Venture Capital Funds (both registered
–
–
and unregistered)

(xii) Details of financing of parent company products : None
(xiii) Unsecured Advances : None
(xiv) Registration obtained from other financial sector regulators : None
(xv) Disclosure of penalties imposed by RBI and other regulators : None
(xvi) Draw down from reserves : None
(xvii) Rating assigned by credit rating agencies and migration of ratings during the year : None
Sr. No. Instrument

Credit rating agency

As at
As at
March 31, 2017 March 31, 2016

1

Commercial Paper India Ratings & Research Private Limited

A1+

A1+

2

Bank Term Loan

India Ratings & Research Private Limited

AA-

AA-

3

NCD

India Ratings & Research Private Limited

AA-

AA-

(xviii) The Company has not entered into any securitisaion / assignment transactions during the year.
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for the year ended March 31, 2017

(xix) Liability side break-up
Amount in `
Particulars

As at March 31, 2017

As at March 31, 2016

Amount
outstanding

Amount
overdue

Amount
outstanding

Amount
overdue

6,630,000,000

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

5,800,000,000

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

6,000,000,000

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

(a) In the form of Unsecured debentures

–

–

–

–

(b)	In the form of partly secured debentures
i.e debentures where there is a shortfall
in the value of security

–

–

–

–

(c) Other public deposits

–

–

–

–
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Liabilities side :
(1)

Loans and advances availed by the NBFCs
inclusive of interest accrued thereon but not
paid:

		

: Unsecured

(b) Deferred Credits
(c) Term Loans
(d) Inter-corporate loans and borrowing
(e) Commercial Paper
(f)

Public Deposits

(g) Other Loans
(2)

Statutory Reports

(a) Debenture : Secured

Amount in `
Assets side :

(3)

(4)

As at March
31, 2017

As at March
31, 2016

Amount
outstanding

Amount
outstanding

Break-up of Loans and Advances including bills receivables (other than
those included in (4) below ):
(a) Secured
30,542,998,805
(b) Unsecured
–

6,220,167,883
–

Break up of Leased Assets and stock on hire counting towards AFC
activities
(i) Lease assets including lease rentals under sundry debtors :

–
–

–
–

–
–

–
–

(a) Loans where assets have been repossessed

–

–

(b) Loans other than (a) above

–

–

(a) Financial lease
(b) Operating lease
(ii) Stock on Hire including hire charges under sundry debtors :
(a) Assets on hire
(b) Repossessed Assets
(iii) Other loans counting towards AFC Activities :

(5)

Break-up of Investments :
Current Investments :
1.
Quoted :
(a) Equity
(I) Shares :

1,736,341,707 675,000,000
–
–
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Amount in `

Assets side :

			

(b) Preference

As at March
31, 2017

As at March
31, 2016

Amount
outstanding

Amount
outstanding

–

–

(ii) Debenture and Bonds

–

–

(iii) Units of mutual funds

–

–

–

–

(iv) Government Securities
(v) Others (Investment in the nature of credit substitute)
2.

Unquoted :

(I)

Shares:

			

1,736,341,707 675,000,000

(a) Equity

–

–

(b) Preference

–

–

(ii) Debentures and Bonds

–

–

(iii) Units of mutual funds

–

–

(iv) Government Securities

–

–

(v) Others

–

–

4,472,367,789

9,025,000,000

–

–

–

–

(ii) Debentures and Bonds

–

–

(iii) Units of mutual funds

–

–

(iv) Government Securities

–

–

4,472,367,789

9,025,000,000

(a) Equity

–

–

(b) Preference

Long Term investments :
1.

Quoted :
(I)

Shares: (a) Equity

			

(b) Preference

(v) Others (Investment in the nature of credit substitute)
2.

Unquoted :

(I)

Shares:

			

33

–

–

(ii) Debentures and Bonds

–

–

(iii) Units of mutual funds

–

–

(iv) Government Securities

–

–

(v) Others

–

–

Employee Stock Option Plan (‘ESOP’)
The company provides share-based payment schemes to its employees. During the year ended 31 March
2017, an employee stock option plan (ESOP) was in existence. The relevant details of the scheme and the
grant are as below.
On June 23, 2015, the board of directors approved the Equity settled Altico Stock based Incentive plan
(Scheme 2015) for issue of stock options to the key employees and directors of the company. According
to the Scheme, the employee selected by the remuneration committee from time to time will be entitled
to stock options, subject to satisfaction of the prescribed vesting conditions, viz., continuing employment
of 5 years. The contractual life (comprising the vesting period and the exercise period) of options granted
is 20 years as per the Scheme.. The other relevant terms of the grant are as below:

88

Vesting period

5 years

Exercise period

During the life of the options subject to events as specified in the Scheme 2015

Expected life

20 years

Exercise price

INR 39.5 – INR 47.5

for the year ended March 31, 2017

Amount in `

The details of activity under the Scheme 2015 are summarized below:
March 31, 2017
No. of options

March 31, 2016
No. of options

WAEP (`)

WAEP (`)

42.61

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

11,028,033

42.61

1,018,895

Nil

Nil

Nil

Forfeited during the year

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Exercised during the year

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

10,009,138

42.61

11,028,033

42.61

Nil

Nil

Nil

Nil

Granted during the year
Lapsed during the year

Outstanding at the end of the year
Exercisable at the end of the year

The weighted average remaining contractual life for the stock options outstanding as at 31 March 2017 is
18.24 years (P.Y. 19.24 years). The range of exercise prices for options outstanding at the end was INR 39
to INR 47.5 (P.Y. INR 39 to INR 47.5).

Particulars

March 31, 2017

March 31, 2016

Dividend yield (%)

0.00%

0.00%

Expected volatility

0.47

0.47

8.00%

8.00%

Risk-free interest rate
Weighted average share price (INR)
Exercise price (INR)

42.80

42.61

INR 39.5 – INR 47.5

INR 39.5 – INR 47.5

3.50

3.50

Expected life of options granted in years

The expected life of the stock is based on historical data and current expectations and is not necessarily
indicative of exercise patterns that may occur. The expected volatility reflects the assumption that the
historical volatility over a period similar to the life of the options is indicative of future trends, which may
also not necessarily be the actual outcome.
The company measures the cost of ESOP using the intrinsic value method. Had the company used the fair
value model to determine compensation, its profit after tax and earnings per share as reported would have
changed to the amounts indicated below:
Particulars
Profit after tax as reported
Add: ESOP cost using the intrinsic value method
Less: ESOP cost using the fair value method

March 31, 2017

March 31, 2016

2,708,267,656
–

1,448,283,472
–

44,113,241

20,421,029

2,664,154,415

1,427,862,442

- As reported

5.65

3.84

- Proforma

5.65

3.78

Proforma profit after tax
Earnings Per Share
Basic

Diluted
- As reported

5.53

3.79

- Proforma

5.53

3.74
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During the year, the Company has not granted any stock option. The weighted average fair value of stock
options granted during the year is INR 26.40 (31 March 2016: 26.40). The Black Scholes valuation model
has been used for computing the weighted average fair value considering the following inputs:
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Upgradations
to restructured
standard
category during the
year

Restructured
standard advances
which cease to
attract higher
provisioning and
/ or additional
risk weight at the
end of the FY
and hence need
not be shown
as restructured
standard advances
at the beginning of
the next FY

Downgradations
of restructured
accounts during
the year

Write-offs of
restructured
accounts during
the year

Restructured
Accounts as on
March 31, 2017

3

4

5

6

7

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

Amount
outstanding

Provision
thereon

No. of
borrowers

Amount
outstanding

Provision
thereon

No. of
borrowers

Amount
outstanding

Provision
thereon

No. of
borrowers

Amount
outstanding

Provision
thereon

No. of
borrowers

Amount
outstanding

Provision
thereon

No. of
borrowers

Amount
outstanding

Provision
thereon

–

–

Provision
thereon

Fresh restructuring No. of
during the year
borrowers

–

Amount
outstanding

2

–

Restructured
Accounts as on
April 1, 2016

No. of
borrowers

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

Stan- Sub- Doubt- Loss Toful
tal
dard Standard

Asset Classification

Details

Under CDR Mechanism

Type of Restructuring

Disclosure of Restructured Accounts

1

Sl.
No.

34

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

Standard

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

SubStandard

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

Doubt- Loss Total
ful

Under SME Debt Restructuring
Mechanism

73,203,424

1,464,068,489

1

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

1,464,068,489
73,203,424

–

–

–

–

SubStandard

1

–

–

–

Standard

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

Doubt- Loss
ful

Others

73,203,424

1,464,068,489

1

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

73,203,424

1,464,068,489

1

–

–

–

Total

73,203,424

1,464,068,489

1

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

73,203,424

1,464,068,489

1

–

–

–

Standard

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

SubStandard

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

Doubt- Loss
ful

Total

73,203,424

1,464,068,489

1

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

73,203,424

1,464,068,489

1

–

–

–

Total

Amount in `
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Previous Year Comparatives
The company has classified this year’s figures to conform to previous year’s classification.
For and on behalf of the Board of Directors of
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